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RICKARD LEAVITT SAWYER 
Messianic Rabbi Dr. Rickard Leavitt Sawyer, 

a.k.a. Ari Levitt or Ari benGavri’el haLevi, (1946- ) is 

a Messianic Jewish Theologian, a direct descendant 
(11 generations) of Deacon John Leavitt, Sr. (1608-
1691), who was the first of the Leavitt family line to 

immigrate from England to the American Colonies, 
and among the earliest settlers of the Massachusetts 
Bay Colony. He is the compiler of this present vol-

ume, and the following information is derived from 
his personal experience. 

BIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY 

In addition to a successful secular business man-
agement career spanning more than 40 years, Rabbi 
Dr. Rick Sawyer has served the Messianic Commu-

nity in numerous leadership positions since 1961 including the offices of Rabbi, 
Pastor/Teacher, Teaching Elder, Associate Pastor, Youth Minister, Church Chair-

man/Administrator, Deacon, Christian Education Director, Sunday School De-
partment Chairman, Resident Theologian, and Professor of Systematic Theology. 
Licensed as a Minister of the Gospel in 1988 and ordained to the Ministry in 1991, 

he has known Yeshua HaMashiach (Jesus Christ) as his Lord and Savior since 
1953. He has been privileged to preach the Gospel of the Kingdom of God 
throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada 

Mountains, in East Tennessee, in the Holy Lands, and in his native West Virginia. 

After graduating from Parkersburg High School (1963) and attending West Vir-

ginia University’s Parkersburg Center (1963-1964, now West Virginia University, 
Parkersburg), he served on active duty with the U.S. Navy as a Hospital Corpsman 
during the Viet Nam war. Upon receiving his separation from active duty, he re-

mained in the San Francisco area where he married Barbara Gaye Hart of Lafa-
yette, a suburb of San Francisco, in 1967. 

Their only son, Aaron Paul, born in 1973 in Walnut Creek, California, is a 
graduate (B.A.) of Johnson Bible College, Knoxville, Tennessee, with a double 
major in Bible and Counseling. After serving in pastoral ministry for several years, 

he completed training as an Emergency Medical Technician, followed by additional 
training and national certification as an Advanced Paramedic. Aaron’s wife, Terri 
Lynn Blank of Dayton, Ohio, completed her Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees in 

Elementary Education. The couple were married in Kettering, Ohio, on August 10, 
1996, and have two children, Joshua Caleb, born in 2001, and Elizabeth Ruth, 

born in 2003. 
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Dr. Sawyer’s secular experience includ-
ed management and supervision in a wide 

variety of industries and environments in-
cluding law enforcement, commercial and 

industrial security, engineering research 
and development, data processing, con-
tingency planning and disaster recovery, 

publishing, and business management 
consulting. He successfully managed 
staffs of more than 60 subordinates with 

annual budgets greater than six million 
dollars. From 1981 until his retirement in 

2008 he provided consultation services to 
numerous churches, parachurch and civic organizations, and other (primarily) 
not-for-profit community service organizations, particularly in the areas of initial 

organization and incorporation, in the development of governing documents such 
as constitutions, bylaws, policies and procedures, in-house staff training, and in 

providing data processing and desktop publishing support services. 

As a Christian educator and administrator, he served as Administrator of Grace 
School of Theology and Ministry (Pleasant Hill, California), as Vice President for 

Academic Affairs at Golden State School of Theology (Oakland, California), and as 
Professor of Systematic Theology and Comparative Religion, Instructor of English 
and Composition, and Assistant Dean of Directed Individualized Studies at Spring 

Valley Bible College and Seminary (Alameda, California). He conducted numerous 
graduate and post-graduate courses and seminars on church administration, 

Christian doctrine, comparative religion, and the cults, both in the classroom and 
in the local church. 

He holds an Associate of Arts degree (with honors) in Criminal Justice, a Bache-

lor of Arts in Business Administration, a Master of Business Administration in Or-
ganizational Management and Church Administration, a Master of Arts (summa 
cum laude) in Biblical Studies, a Master of Theology (summa cum laude) in Sys-
tematic Theology, a Doctor of Theology (summa cum laude) in Cults and Compara-

tive Religion, and a Doctor of Ministry (summa cum laude) in Bible College 
Administration and Curriculum Development. He also completed over three years 
of study toward a Doctor of Naturopathy degree, which he did not complete. 

Dr. Sawyer has authored numerous briefs and papers on Christian doctrine 
and theology, church administration, world religions, the cults, and the occult, as 

well as a handbook of church administration which has been used successfully by 
several churches as a guide to reorganization for increased effectiveness and effi-
ciency of ministry. Most of the teaching materials from his entire life, plus nearly 

2000 pages of new material, are now available on his website at FamilyBible.org. 

http://www.familybible.org/
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IMMEDIATE FAMILY 

Rabbi Dr. Rickard Leavitt Sawyer (1946- ) is the son of Rev. William Leavitt 
Sawyer, a.k.a. Gavri’el benLevi (1917-1983) and Madeline Irene Flinn (1924- ). He 

is the grandson of Chester Porter Sawyer (1881-1961) and Jane “Jennie” Leavitt 
(1882-1944); Aaron Delbert Flinn (1895-1982) and Cynthia Ellen Toomey (1901-

1992). He is the husband of Barbara Gaye Hart (1940-2008), the father of Aaron 
Paul Sawyer (1973- ), and grandfather of Joshua Caleb Sawyer (2001- ) and Eliza-
beth Ruth Sawyer (2003- ). He is the brother of David Toomey Sawyer (1950- ), 

Randall Martin Sawyer (1956- ), and Judith Louise Sawyer Bowser (1959- ). 

Ancestors 

Deacon John (Levett) Leavitt, Sr. is the direct ancestor (11 generations) of Rev. 
Dr. Rickard Leavitt Sawyer; here’s how: 
 1. Rev. William Leavitt Sawyer (1917-1983) is his father. 

 2. Jane “Jennie” (Leavitt) Sawyer (1882-1944) is the mother of Rev. William 
Leavitt Sawyer. 

 3. Horace Cecil Leavitt (1849-1925) is the father of Jane (Leavitt) Sawyer. 
 4. Joseph Leavitt (1816-1864) is the father of Horace Cecil Leavitt. 
 5. Issacher Leavitt (1784-1833) is the father of Joseph Leavitt. 

 6. Private Joseph “Quaker Joe” Leavitt, Sr. (1757-1839) is the father of Issacher 
Leavitt. 

 7. Jacob Leavitt, Sr. (1732-1814) is the father of Private Joseph Leavitt, Sr. 

 8. Solomon Leavitt (1709-1774) is the father of Jacob Leavitt, Sr. 
 9. “Ensign” John Leavitt (1678-1749) is the father of Solomon Leavitt. 

 10. Israel Leavitt (1648-1696) is the father of John Leavitt. 
 12. Deacon John (Levett) Leavitt, Sr. (1608-1691) is the father of Israel Leavitt, 

and Sarah (Gilman) Leavitt (1622-1700) is his mother. 

 13. Percival Leavitt (Levett), Jr. (1580-1646) is the father of Deacon John Leavitt. 
 14. Percival Levett, Sr. (1552-1625) is the father of Percival Levett, Jr. 

 15. William Levitt (Levett) (1528-1569) is the father of Percival Levett, Sr. 
 16. Richard Levitt (1506-1567) is the father of William Levitt (Levett). 
 17. John “Coombs” Levett (Levitt) (1468-1526) is the father of Richard Levitt. 

 18. Baron William Levett V (1445-1501) is the father of John “Coombs” Levett 
(Levitt). 

 19. William Levett IV (1420-1511) is the father of Baron William Levett V 

 20. William Levett III (1400-1449) is the father of William Levett IV. 
 21. William James Levett II (1370-1409) is the father of William Levett III. 

 22. William Levett I (1340-?) is the father of William James Levett II. 
 23. William John Levett (1316-?) is the father of William Levett I. 

EARLY YEARS 

When he was born on May 17, 1946, at Camden Clark Memorial Hospital, 

Parkersburg, Wood County, West Virginia, his parents resided on the family farm 
at what is now 3104 Lee Creek Road, Belleville, Wood County, West Virginia. Be-
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sides his parents, the other residents of that home included his mother’s brother, 
Dale Elwood Flinn (1932- ), his maternal grandparents, Aaron Delbert and Cyn-

thia Ellen (Toomey) Flinn, and Cynthia’s mother, America Ida Clementine 
(Toomey) Flinn (1870-1953). His mother’s elder brother, Toomey Delbert Flinn 

(1921-1983), had remained in Baltimore, Maryland, after the war, where he mar-
ried Eleanor Costin (ca. 1922-1966).  

When he was approximately six months old he and his parents moved to a post 

WWII veteran’s housing community referred to “G.I. Village” in Vienna, Wood 
County, West Virginia. The residence address was initially 618 Neale Avenue, but 
was later changed to 818 25th Street. As a youngster, he was rather frail and was 

often confined to bed by rather vague and “mysterious” illnesses, during which 
time his mother would read to him for extended periods of time. By age four he 

could easily read the local newspaper, and before he started school he was a vora-
cious reader and could add, subtract, and was well on the way to learning his 
multiplication tables. 

He was enrolled in Neale Elementary/Junior High School in Vienna in Septem-
ber 1952. Because of his effective home schooling, he was totally bored with first 

grade and within three weeks was administered the standard scholastic achieve-
ment test, on which he scored median fourth grade achievement and registered an 
IQ of 165. The school administration and local board of education were inclined to 

start him directly into the fourth grade, but thanks to his mother’s strenuous ob-
jection, he was placed into the second grade instead. 

When he was in the fourth grade he became ill with rheumatic fever and was 

hospitalized for nearly a month. After returning home he was bedridden for several 
months, but managed to stay current with his studies and at the end of the school 

year was promoted to the fifth grade.  

In the second grade, he began taking piano lessons from a Mrs. Barnhart, who 
was the organist at Wayside Methodist Church in Vienna. In fourth grade, he be-

gan studying the trumpet with the school’s instrumental music teacher, George 
Dietz, who also directed the Parkersburg High School’s national championship Big 
Red Band. 

During his elementary school years, he attempted to play Little League baseball, 
but after two years of warming the bench he came to the conclusion that he was 

not cut out to be an athlete and began to concentrate seriously on his music stud-
ies instead. 

Upon completion of sixth grade he went to Jackson Junior High School, also in 

Vienna, where he continued trumpet lessons at school with the school’s instru-
mental music teacher, Mr. Kenner Lyons. He also began studying the trumpet pri-

vately with Mr. Walter Suchanic,1 and was a member of the school choir. He also 
joined the choir at his church, First Christian Church in Parkersburg.2 

                                       
1 Who had a quite lovely young daughter named Nancy, by whom he was quite smitten. 
2 First Christian Church was originally founded by his great uncle, Peter Sellers (1831-1899), who 

was one of the earliest missionaries of the Stone-Campbell Restoration Movement to what was then 

western Virginia (West Virginia since 1863).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restoration_Movement
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After two years at what is now Jackson Middle School, he 
transferred to Parkersburg High School for the 9th grade so he 

could play trumpet in the National Championship Big Red 
Band, which was then under the direction of Frank Schroeder, 

a verbally and physically abusive individual who actively pro-
moted hazing and physical harassment of the younger band 
members. In addition to the band, he studied voice and har-

mony, and was a member of the Sophomore Choir. Near the 
end of his sophomore year, he was injured so badly by a phys-
ical hazing incident in the band that he was confined to bed 

for nearly a week. Additionally, after having several relapses of 
rheumatic fever he was told by his physician, Harry Leo Mey-

er, D.O., that his condition had so deteriorated that he should 
never run, and would probably never able to walk as much as a mile.3 According-
ly, he took up the violin over the summer and joined the school orchestra under 

the direction of Mr. Frank M. Gelber (1913-1979), a Messianic Jew who was also 
the choir director at his church at the time. By the spring semester he auditioned 

for, and was accepted into, the West Virginia All-State Orchestra, which accom-
plishment he repeated in his senior year. 

The summer of 1962, between his junior and senior years of high school, he 

spent working on the maintenance staff at Camp Kootaga, the local Boy Scout 
camp.4 The work consisted of relatively strenuous manual labor from shortly after 
dawn until late in the evening. By the end of the summer, Dr. Myer pronounced 

him healthy and hardy, and apparently free of any heart impediments, and he has 
continued in excellent health since that time. 

On May 22, 1963, the evening before high school graduation, his mother’s 
birthday, and five days after his 17th birthday, he enlisted in the United States Na-
val Reserve. For his first post-high-school employment he worked as a part-time 

fry cook and sometimes “car hop” at Jimbo’s Drive-In Restaurant in Parkersburg 
from September to December while attending the Parkersburg Center of West Vir-
ginia University. In December, 1963, he started work as a medical/surgical order-

ly at St. Joseph’s Hospital in Parkersburg, where he worked until August, 1964, 
when he went to Naval Hospital Corps School in Great Lakes, Illinois. 

After completing Hospital Corps School and being promoted to Hospital Corps-
man 3rd Class (E4), he returned to St. Joseph’s Hospital where he worked as a 
Physical Therapy Technician until he was deployed for active military service in 

May 1965. 

                                       
3 This condition earned him a permanent exemption from the school’s physical education program, 

much to his joy! 
4 He joined the Cub Scouts as soon as he was old enough to do so, and remained active in the 

Scouting program until he left for active military service in 1965, at which time he was serving as 

an Assistant Scoutmaster. He achieved the rank of Life Scout and was “tapped” (inducted) into the 

Order of the Arrow (the National Honor Society of the Boy Scouts of America) in 1961. 

 
Rickard L. Sawyer 

Senior Class Picture 1963 

http://www.allohak.org/index.php/program/camping/camp-kootaga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_the_Arrow
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MILITARY SERVICE 

 

US Naval Hospital Guam, Mariana Islands 

 He served in the U.S. Naval Reserve from May 22, 1963, to May 21, 1969, 
achieving the rank of Hospital Corpsman First Class (E6). He served two years of 
active duty at the U.S. Naval Hospital Agaña, Guam, from April 1965 to May 1967, 

where he had the following responsibilities: 

 • Hospital Corpsman Third Class (E4), promoted to Second Class (E5) 
  Performed the following simultaneous responsibilities at the only neuropsy-

chiatric facility in the entire Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, a geograph-
ical area nearly the size of the Continental United States: 

 ◊ Senior Hospital Corpsman, Neuropsychiatric Service 
 ◊ Staff Assistant to the Clinical Psychologist 

 ◊ Senior Technician, Electroencephalographic Laboratory 
 ◊ Senior Technician, Psychiatric Clinic 
 ◊ Performed additional duties as Emergency Room Supervisor, Out-patient 

Department Supervisor, Electrocardiograph Technician, Surgical Techni-
cian, X-ray Technician, Ambulance Driver and/or Attendant, and Base Se-
curity Petty Officer 

 ◊ Taught classes in Neuropsychiatric Nursing, Emergency Medicine, Medical 
Records, Hospital Administration, Electrocardiography, Electroencephalog-

raphy, and Military Requirements 

 While stationed at the Naval Hospital, he also held the following non-military 
positions: 

 • National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Neurological Disease and 
Blindness Research Center 

 ◊ Technical Consultant in Electroencephalography 

Participated in some of the government’s earliest research into Amyo-
trophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and related neuromuscular disorders 

 • Guam Memorial Hospital, Government of Guam, Agaña, Guam 
 ◊ Technical Consultant in Neuropsychiatric Technique 
 ◊ Technical Consultant in Electroencephalography 

 ◊ Consulted to the Government of Guam for the design, construction, and 
startup of the first civilian neuropsychiatric facility and electroencephalo-

graphic laboratory in the Trust Territories of the Mariana Islands 
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 • Department of Social Services, Government of Guam 
 ◊ Technical Consultant in Psychology 

Participated in the development of the first psychological testing materials 
specific to the ethnic requirements of the Pacific Islands 

As a reservist, he was stationed at the following duty stations: 
 • Naval Reserve Electronics Divi-

sion 5-7, Parkersburg, West Vir-
ginia (May to July 1963), 

Seaman Recruit (E1) 
 • Naval Recruit Training Com-

mand, Naval Training Center, 

Great Lakes, Illinois (July 1963), 
Seaman Recruit (E1) 

 • COMFIVE Afloat/Ashore E1/E2 School, Naval Receiving Station, Norfolk, Vir-
ginia (August 1963), Seaman Recruit (E1) 

 • Naval Reserve Electronics Division 5-7, Parkersburg, West Virginia (August 
1963 to May 1964), Seaman Apprentice (E2) 

 • Naval Reserve Surface Division 5-16S, Parkersburg, West Virginia (May to Ju-

ly 1964), Hospitalman (E3) 
 • U. S. Naval Hospital Corps “A” School, Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, 

Illinois (August to December 1964), Hospitalman (E3) 
 • Naval Reserve Surface Division 5-16S, Parkersburg, West Virginia (December 

1964 to April, 1965), Hospital Corpsman Third Class (E4) 

 • Naval Reserve Surface Division 12-16, Concord, California (May to October 
1967),  Hospital Corpsman First Class (E6) 

 • Naval Reserve Surface Division 5-16S, Parkersburg, West Virginia (October 
1967 to May 1968), Hospital Corpsman First Class (E6) 

 • Naval Reserve Surface Division 12-16, Naval Weapons Station, Concord, Cali-
fornia (May 1968 to May 1969), Hospital Corpsman First Class (E6) 

SECULAR CAREER 

A few weeks before being released from active duty in May 1967, he was having 
a conversation with his friend Anthony “Tony” Brignolio, who asked about his 
plans when he got home. He told Tony that he had a job interview scheduled with 

a doctor in the San Francisco Bay Area the week after he was to be released. Tony 
said that he was going home that week to get married, and invited Rick to stay at 

his home until he found out the result of the interview. 

The doctor was Jack B. Drori, M.D, F.A.C.P, and Rick was successful in the in-
terview. The position was only half time as an Electroencephalograph Technician5 

in his office in Walnut Creek, California, so Rick took an additional full time posi-
tion as a senior medical/surgical orderly at John Muir Memorial Hospital, just a 
few blocks from Dr. Drori’s office. 

                                       
5 Rick was a Registered Electroencephalograph Technician and member of the American Society of 

Electroencephalograph Technicians. 
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Since he was staying temporarily at Tony’s house, he was invited to attend the 
wedding. The maid of honor, Barbara Hart, was the sister of the bride, Margaret 

“Peggy” Hart. The chemistry between Rick and Barbara was intense and immedi-
ate, and lasted just as strong until her untimely death in 2008. Barbara turned 18 

years old on June 5, graduated from Acalanes High School in Lafayette the follow-
ing day, and the couple were officially engaged within just a few weeks. 

Rick had applied to, and been provisionally accepted to, the Physician’s Assis-

tant program at Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. For final acceptance 
into the September class, Rick would be required to attend an interview in 
Durham. Since he could not raise the money for a ticket to fly from San Francisco 

for the interview, Duke withdrew their offer the first week in August. In anticipa-
tion of the move to Durham, Rick had resigned from both his positions, so he and 

Barbara decided to move to West Virginia to seek their fortune there.  

They were married on August 24, 
1967, by the Rev. Alfred Seccumb, 

pastor of Walnut Creek’s Trinity Epis-
copal Church, where Barbara was a 

member. The wedding took place in 
the back-yard garden of a friend’s 
home in Pleasant Hill, and was at-

tended by a handful of family and 
very close friends. They moved to 
Parkersburg, West Virginia, the fol-

lowing week. 

Upon arrival in Parkersburg in Sep-

tember, Rick was immediately accept-
ed into the Surgical Technician training program at St. Joseph’s Hospital. Based 
on his training and experience as a Navy Hospital Corpsman, the hospital admin-

istration waived their requirement for applicants to have a Practical Nurse license 
to enter the program. Because his military experience had included a significant 
amount of time in the operating room, within a week after classes began he had 

successfully challenged and passed the final examination for the didactic portion 
of program, and had begun the practical aspect of the program and was working 

full time in the operating room. In January 1968, because none of the Licensed 
Practical Nurses in the class had able to successfully challenge the final examina-
tion, they filed a “discrimination” petition with the hospital administration to have 

Rick removed from the program, and the administration folded. As an excuse, the 
hospital claimed that he was “medically disqualified” for employment at the hospi-

tal because a pre-employment back x-ray four months earlier had revealed a mild 
lateral scoliosis.6 In an attempt to be reinstated into the program, Rick contacted 
the state board of nursing licensing and petitioned to be allowed to challenge the 

                                       
6 William Brundage, M.D., Chief of Staff at the hospital, was also a Commander in the Naval 

Reserve and Medical Officer at Rick’s reserve unit. He wrote a letter to the hospital administrator 

challenging the termination and noted that “mild lateral scoliosis is normal in over 20% of the 

population.” The hospital ignored his letter. 

 

http://www.acalanes.k12.ca.us/ahs
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L.P.N. examination. His request was categorically declined until he went through 
the entire two-year L.P.N. training program, which was considerably less extensive 

than the training that he had received at the Naval Hospital Corps School. 

His uncle, Dale Flinn, offered him part-time employment as a photographer and 

dark room technician, but could not afford to offer him full-time employment. He 
obtained interim additional employment as a medical/surgical orderly at Selby 
General Hospital in Marietta, Ohio, but it only paid one dollar an hour, signifi-

cantly less than a living wage in 1968. Because St. Joseph’s Hospital had recorded 
the reason for his termination as “medically disqualified,” he was not able to find 
meaningful employment in the region, so the couple decided to return to central 

California. 

Fortunately, both Dr. Drori and John Muir Hospital agreed to re-hire him, and 

he worked both places from April to October, 1968, at which time he decided to 
try his hand as an insurance agent. He was employed by the Prudential Insurance 
Company as a District Agent from October 1968 until March 1969, by which time 

it had become painfully obvious that he was totally unskilled as a salesman. 

He obtained a position as a Security Officer with Mt. Diablo Patrol and Detective 

Service in March 1969, and was quickly promoted to Sergeant (Field Supervisor) 
and then to Lieutenant and Assistant Manager. When three consecutive 
paychecks in September were returned due to insufficient funds, it became appar-

ent that it was time to move on. 

He was hired as manager by Sno-White Restaurant in Walnut Creek, where he 
remained from March 1969 until the restaurant went out of business in November 

1970. His wife Barbara was the assistant manager of the restaurant, and when it 
closed she opened shop as a seamstress, working out the home, which she con-

tinued until her death in 2008. 

Rick then worked as manager of Lynn’s Rheem Drive-In, 
Rheem Valley, California, from November 1970 until Septem-

ber 1972.  

In 1969 he joined the Contra Costa Sheriff’s Department as 
a Reserve Deputy Sheriff/Coroner, where for the next seven 

years he would serve the community without compensation for 
over 40 hours a week in the Communications, Detention, In-

vestigation, Juvenile, and Patrol Divisions. In 1975 he was 
promoted to Reserve Patrol Sergeant in which capacity he 
served until 1977. 

In September of 1971 he enrolled in the Administration of 
Justice program at Diablo Valley College and graduated with an Associate of Arts 

degree (with honors), third in the class of 1973.  

 
Sergeant R.L. Sawyer 
Contra Costa Sheriff’s 

Department, Martinez, 
California 
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In September of 1972 he went to work for Summit In-
vestigations/Bonanza Patrol as a Security Consultant, 

Private Investigator, and Security Officer. He was quick-
ly promoted to Sergeant, then Lieutenant, and then to 

Captain and General Manager of the Patrol Division. 

In April of 1974 he was recruited to MBAssociates 
(MBA) in San Ramon, California, as an Electronics 

Technician in the Electronics Prototype Laboratory. 
MBA was a government-contract “think tank” and while 
there Rick was involved in a number of very fascinating 

projects including the first prototype of the remote ma-
nipulator arm for the space shuttle and the stereo vision 

system for the bomb disposal and battlefield robots currently in use. He was soon 
promoted to Supervisor of the Electronics Prototype Laboratory, and in April 1975 
became a Lead Technical Writer/Editor. In January of 1976 he became Manager 

of the Technical Publications Department, and in October 1977 was promoted to 
Manager of the Configuration Management and Technical Data Group. During his 

tenure at MBA he authored, co-authored, and/or edited over 30 Mil-Spec and Best 
Commercial Practice technical manuals government research and development 
contracts and military aircraft defense systems. 

In April of 1979 he was recruited to the GPLSI (General-Purpose Large Scale In-
tegration) Division of Fairchild Industries in San Jose, California, as a Methods 
and Procedures Analyst and was promoted in May 1980 to Senior Methods and 

Procedures Analyst/Senior Business and Systems Analyst. There he was respon-
sible for evaluating the daily operation and work flow of every department in the 

division, providing recommendations to senior management for productivity im-
provements and possible information systems integration. He would then develop 
and document the manual operating procedures for the department and design 

the forms and computer interfaces for the division-wide manufacturing and inven-
tory control systems. 

In March of 1982 he was recruited to Central Banking Systems, a mid-sized 

bank of 135 branches, with offices in Concord and Oakland, California, as the 
Operations Project Manager and Assistant Operations Manager, where he played a 

major role in the design and construction of a state-of-the-art, access-controlled 
data processing system. In December of 1983 he assumed responsibilities as Data 
Center Security Manager of the new facility, in which capacity he served until 

January 1986. 

In January of 1986 he was recruited as Director of Corporate Information Secu-

rity at the Hibernia Bank of San Francisco. There he was responsible for the pro-
tection of all the bank’s information assets in the corporate headquarters, data 
processing center, and all of the branches. He led the bank to two consecutive per-

fect security audits by the FDIC, a rarity in the industry and the first in the histo-
ry of the corporation. He was also responsible for directing, documenting, and 
annually testing the corporation’s contingency, disaster recovery, and business 

continuation plans. 

 
Capt. R.L.Sawyer 
General Manager 

Summit Investigations & 
 Bonanza Patrol Service  
Walnut Creek, California 
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In October of 1988 he was recruited by Hibernia’s First Executive Vice President 
to join him in moving to First Nationwide Bank, then the tenth largest banking 

system in the United States, as director of Data Security. Following the cata-
strophic 1989 “World Series” earthquake, the bank decided to move their corpo-

rate data processing (DP) center from Daly City, the epicenter of that earthquake, 
to a more secure location in Folsom, just north of Sacramento and outside the 
major earthquake zone, where he was to design and implement, and then manage 

the access control and alarm systems for a state-of-the-art, earthquake-proof data 
processing center.7 When the new DP center was complete, he was assigned to be 
the Manager of Data Center Security, responsible for the physical and logical se-

curity of the bank’s information processing center and systems. 

With all the instability of the newly-deregulated banking industry during that 

decade, banks were being born, dying, and merging at an alarming rate, and First 
Nationwide was purchased by the Ford Motor Company, who came in and re-
moved all middle- and upper-level managers, replacing them with Ford personnel 

in June 1991. 

 For the next six or eight months Rick worked on several consulting projects, 

but was unable to find any permanent, or even semi-permanent productive em-
ployment prospects, so the couple decided to return East and try their luck there.  

They first went to Knoxville, Tennessee, where Rick’s brother David lived with 

his wife Jan and two children, Adam and Tiffany. There he found work as a Desk-
Top Publishing Specialist at a Kinko’s Copy Center from June 1993 to June 1994. 

They then moved to Parkersburg, West Virginia, where Barbara again set up 

shop as a seamstress and together they opened Abundant Life Herb Shop, a Natu-
ral Health practice in which they provided natural health information and consul-

tation in the following modalities: Western and Chinese herbology, nutrition, 
iridology, body work and relaxation techniques, applied kinesiology, electromag-
netic therapy, Biblical and pastoral counseling. Rick became a Certified Natural 

Health Professional, and he and Barbara both completed hundreds of hours of 
training and certification in numerous natural health modalities. They operated 
the practice together until Barbara’s death in 2008. 

Between 1994 and 2004, Rick supplemented their income from the Natural 
Health Practice by working as a service dispatcher for a local computer service, 

then as a Customer Service Representative and Technical Support Representative 
for two local Internet Service Providers. This was in addition to providing freelance 
desk-top publishing services and occasional business consulting services and 

website design. 

From May 2004 to May 2008 he worked for TRX and Tata Business Support 

Services in a call center providing customer support for Expedia.com in 
Parkersburg and Reno, Ohio. He retired from active employment in 2008, and 
Barbara passed away on December 13, 2008. 

                                       
7 Rick and Barbara moved with First Nationwide Bank from the San Francisco East Bay to Pollock 

Pines in El Dorado County, California, less than a mile from the El Dorado National Forest and 

within 45 miles of Lake Tahoe. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollock_Pines,_California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pollock_Pines,_California
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EDUCATION 

Primary and Secondary Schools 

  

 

 • Parkersburg (W.Va.) High School, Class of 1963 (last freshman class to at-
tend PHS) 

 • Jackson Jr. High, Vienna, W.Va. (first class to attend Jackson) 
 • Neale Jr. High, Vienna, W.Va. (last class to attend Neale as a Junior High)  

Undergraduate Work  

 • University of Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, California. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in 
Business Administration 

 • Diablo Valley College, Pleasant Hill, California. Associate of Arts (A.A.) in Ad-
ministration of Justice-Peace Officer 

 • Berean School of the Bible, Springfield, Missouri 
 • Johnson Bible College, Knoxville, Tennessee 

 • College of Guam (now University of Guam), Mangilao, Guam 
 • West Virginia University at Parkersburg 

Graduate and Postgraduate Work  

 • Trinity College of Natural Health, Warsaw, Indiana. Doctor of Naturopathy 
(N.D.) (terminated program after three years without completing) 

 • Golden State School of Theology, Oakland, California. Doctor of Ministry 
(D.Min.) with a specialty in Bible College Administration and Curriculum De-

velopment 
 • Spring Valley Bible College and Seminary, Alameda, California. Doctor of The-

ology (Th.D.) with a specialty in Cults and Comparative Religion 

 • Spring Valley Bible College and Seminary, Alameda, California. Master of 
Theology (Th.M.) with a specialty in Systematic Theology 

 • Bay Cities Bible Institute, Berkeley (now in Oakland), California. Master of 
Arts (M.A.) in Biblical Studies 

 • University of Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, California. Master of Business Ad-
ministration (M.B.A.) in Organizational Management with an emphasis in 

Church Administration 
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Technical Schools 

 • National Association of Certified Natural Health Professionals, Winona Lake, 
Indiana 

 • DeVry Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 

 • Contra Costa County Reserve Peace Officer Academy, Martinez, California 
 • Electronics Training Lab, Emeryville, California 
 • St. Joseph’s Hospital Medical Center, Parkersburg, West Virginia. Surgical 

Technician School 
 • Hewlett-Packard/Sanborn Service School. Advanced EKG Technician School 

 • United States Navy Service Schools  
 - Hospital Corpsman 
 - Neuropsychiatric Technician 

 - Electroencephalograph Technician 
 - Electrocardiograph Technician 

Honors 

 • Graduated summa cum laude, valedictorian from Th.M., Th.D., and D.Min. 
programs 

 • Maintained a consistent 4.0+ grade point average in all upper division, grad-
uate, and postgraduate studies 

 • Graduated with honors third in the class from A.A. program with a 3.96 
earned GPA 

 • Declined nomination for inclusion in Who’s Who in American Colleges and 
Universities, 1972, 1973 

 • Admitted to faculty of Spring Valley Bible College and Seminary while still a 

graduate theology student 

MINISTRY 

 His first congregational leadership position was at his 

home church, First Christian Church, Parkersburg, West 
Virginia, in 1961 when he was appointed as a Junior Dea-
con at the age of 15. 

When he was first stationed at the U.S. Naval Hospital in 
Agaña, Guam, in May, 1965, he was concerned that the on-

base chapel was not providing any ministry to the sons and 
daughters of the service men and women who attended 
there. After expressing his concern to the base Chaplain, he 

was appointed to serve as the chapel’s Youth Pastor, a position he continued for 
the two years that he was stationed there. While in that position he attended the 

College of Guam and enrolled in Bible courses by correspondence from Johnson 
Bible College (now Johnson University), in Kimberlin Heights, Tennessee, just out-
side Knoxville. 
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Following his return to the United States after being released from active mili-
tary service, he attended congregations of several different denominations, and 

held numerous lay-leaderships in those fellowships.  

While serving as a Deacon and Adult Bible Teacher at Bethel Temple Assembly 

of God in Walnut Creek, California, he was taking Bible courses by correspond-
ence from Berean School of the Bible, Springfield, Missouri, and was also enrolled 
in an external program from University of Beverly Hills, California, earning a Mas-

ter of Business Administration (M.B.A.) in Organizational Management and 
Church Administration in 1980. Because of his demonstrated ability as a Bible 
teacher, he was encouraged by the pastoral staff to pursue more formal in-class 

training locally. He enrolled in the Master of Arts in Bible program at Bay Cities 
Bible Institute in September, 1981, and completed with an earned grade point av-

erage of 4.0, having received his lowest single mark of a B+ in only one class. 

Having completed nearly all the Systematic Theology requirements for the M.A. 
program at Bay Cities, and because of his demonstrated ability as a teacher and 

his M.B.A. in Church Administration, he was recruited by the administration of 
Spring Valley Spring Valley Bible College and Seminary in Alameda, California, in 

June, 1983, to serve on their faculty and staff. There he would complete his grad-
uate theological studies. He served that school as Professor of Theology and Com-
parative Religion (June 1983 to June 1985), Instructor of English Grammar and 

Composition (June 1983 to June 1985), Assistant Dean of Directed Individualized 
Studies (June 1983 to June 1984), Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs 
(April 1984 to June 1984), and Vice President for Academic Affairs (June 1984 to 

June 1985).  

While serving at Spring Valley, he completed his Master of Theology (Th.M.) in 

Systematic Theology in 1984, his Doctor of Theology (Th.D.) in Cults and Compar-
ative Religion in 1984, and his Doctor of Ministry (D.Min.) in Bible College Admin-
istration and Curriculum Development in 1985, graduating summa cum laude and 

valedictorian from all three programs. 

In March of 1983 he was called to serve as Associate Pastor of Martinez Chris-

tian Fellowship in Martinez, California, a severely struggling independent congre-
gation with only about 20 members. Unable to revive the failing fellowship, the 
congregation dissolved in September of that year, when he was called to serve as a 

Teaching Elder and Associate Pastor of Foothills Community Church in Moraga, 
California. In January, 1987, the members of that small congregation voted to 
merge with another small fellowship in the same community. 

He was immediately recruited to become a member of Christian Fellowship 
Church in Pleasant Hill, California, to assist in the creation by that church of the 

Grace School of Theology and Ministry. He served the church from January, 1987, 
to January, 1990, as Chairman of the Adult Sunday School Department, Consult-
ant to the Christian Education Department, and Computer Systems Administra-

tor. He was licensed as a Minister of the Gospel on March 24, 1988. He served 
Grace School from January 1987 to June 1989 as School Administrator, Catalog-

ing Librarian, and Director of Information Technology. As School Administrator, 
he led the team that incorporated the school as a non-profit educational institu-
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tion and obtained preliminary accreditation. He was also directly instrumental in 
the development of the school’s initial curriculum. 

In 1991 he moved to Pollack Pines, California, where he joined Camino Com-
munity Church in Camino, California, in January of that year. He received his 

formal ordination to the ministry on October 5, 1991. His Ordination Council con-
sisted of the Pastors and Elders of Camino Church (a member of the Conservative 
Baptist Association), plus pastors and elders from churches in that area repre-

senting the Southern Baptist Association, General Baptist Association, Assemblies 
of God, and several Independent congregations. Until September, 1992, he con-
tinued to serve Camino Church as an Assistant Pastor and Church Chair-

man/Administrator, and provided pulpit supply to numerous churches in the 
area. That September the church members “hired” a new pastor with questionable 

credentials and background and an even more questionable doctrinal position, 
but he was a friend of the layman who was the original founder and chief contrib-
utor to the congregation. This led the Rev. Dr. Sawyer to resign from the fellow-

ship. 

In early 1993 he and his wife moved to Knoxville, Tennessee, where they be-

came members of Ridgeview Baptist Church, where he taught adult Bible classes, 
served on the Church Council, and provided pulpit supply to area churches. 

In 1996 they moved back to Parkersburg, West Virginia, where he was called to 

serve as Associate Pastor/Teacher of First Christian Fellowship. In late 1996 the 
leading contributor to that congregation led a rebellion against the pastoral staff 
and succeeded in convincing the members to affiliate with an extremely liberal de-

nomination, which brought about the mass resignation of the entire three-man 
pastoral staff. 

Thoroughly disgusted with the secular politics that had led to the spiritual de-
mise of Camino Church, First Christian Fellowship, and many others congrega-
tions, Dr. Sawyer determined to establish a fellowship that would hopefully not be 

subject to secularism, with two families from the failed First Christian Fellowship 
he founded Family Bible Church on February 1, 1997, to be led solely by the El-
ders, with congregants having voice but no vote. The Constitution of that congre-

gation reads, in part: 

We believe that, according to Scripture, Yeshua HaMashiach intends His 

Miqra to be not a democracy, but a Theocracy under His Personal Head-
ship through the Elders that He has commissioned to lead His people. 
Membership in this congregation, therefore, does not provide for participa-

tion in any form of democratic process, nor does it afford members with 
any property, contract, or civil rights based on any principles of democratic 

government. All internal affairs of this congregation are ecclesiastical mat-
ters and shall be determined exclusively by the congregation’s own rules 
and procedures as established and interpreted by the Elders. 

We also believe that wise leadership needs and listens to wise counsel 
(Prov. 11:14; 15:22; 24:6). We understand, however, that wise counsel is to 
be found only in the Scriptures. Any person who regularly participates in 
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the ministries and activities of this congregation is encouraged to regularly 
share his/her insights from Scripture with the Elders of this congregation.8 

Since shortly after completion of his seminary years, Dr. Sawyer had gradually 
become ever-increasingly concerned that what he was learning from his personal 

study of the Sacred Text under the tutelage of the Holy Spirit did not agree with 
what he had been taught in Bible college and seminary, or what he had heard 
taught from the pulpits from his earliest years. He was specifically concerned with 

four major issues.  

First, in his experience, the churches had become little more than “salvation 
stations,” in which nearly every sermon was a call to personal salvation, but in 

which there was almost no consideration given to true repentance, personal disci-
pleship, responsibility to live in obedience to Scripture, or the teaching of what the 

Scriptures call “sound doctrine,” but that the people would “not endure sound 
doctrine; but wanting to have their ears tickled, they will accumulate for them-
selves teachers in accordance to their own desires” (2 Timothy 4:3). 

Second, the message of Yeshua (Jesus) and his Apostles could clearly be sum-
marized in nine words: “Repent [turn from your sinful lifestyle and return to God 

and His Torah] for the Kingdom of God is at hand!” The message of the Church no 
longer echoes that message, but has rather become, “Believe in the Lord Jesus 
Christ, be baptized for the forgiveness of all of your sins (past, present, and fu-

ture), and you will be taken up out of the Wrath that is to come, and you will 
avoid going to hell, but spend eternity in heaven as a disembodied spirit. And for 
that you have absolutely no responsibility or obligation because God’s Law has 

been nailed to the cross of Christ.” 

Third, he felt that the Dispensational Theology that he had been taught and 

heard preached for his entire life was based not on the idea of a God Who was 
eternally unchangeable as taught in the Scriptures, but rather on a God Who arbi-
trarily changed His rules of conduct and means of salvation from time to time. 

Fourth, he felt that the Supersession (Replacement) Theology that is almost 
universally accepted by Christianity in all its forms, is an abomination. This posi-
tion holds that the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who clearly says in the Bi-

ble that He hates divorce, has divorced His Bride Israel and married a second 
Bride, the Church. It also holds that God has revoked His irrevocable eternal cov-

enants that He made with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, “and their descendants forev-
er,” and transferred them to the Church, which is the recipient of all of the 
blessings of covenant, but subject to absolutely none of the responsibilities there-

of. 

He began to believe that the Church has completely forgotten that all 66 books 

of the “Old Testament” and “New Testament” of the Bible were written by Jews, liv-
ing in a Jewish land (except for the few written from exile), about the God of the 
Jews and the King of the Jews and their relationship to the Jewish people, and 

that they were written to an almost exclusively Jewish audience. In fact, of the en-

                                       
8 The fellowship’s entire constitution, including an extensive doctrinal statement, can be accessed 

on the Internet at http://FamilyBible.org/about/beliefs/constitution.html. 

http://familybible.org/about/beliefs/constitution.html
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tire canon of Scripture only three letters were written to non-Jewish recipients: 
the Gospel of Luke and the book of Acts were apparently written to a man with a 

Greek name, Theophilus; Mark’s Gospel was written to a Roman audience. All the 
assemblies in the Diaspora to whom Apostolic letters were written were perhaps 

predominantly ethnically non-Jewish, but all were followers of a Torah-observant 
Jewish movement known as The Way. How, then, is it possible that the Church 
has totally removed itself from everything Jewish and now interprets the Scrip-

tures from a totally Greek, or Western, and totally-non-Jewish mindset? 

In approximately 2000 Dr. Sawyer became aware of the Messianic Jewish Res-
toration Movement, or Messianic Judaism, as it is more commonly known.9 He 

soon discovered that the teaching of this movement directly address all his major 
concerns with the established Christian Church, and is in all essential form and 

teaching the closest movement to the faith and practice of the original followers of 
the Messiah that currently exists. He very quickly became a staunch adherent of 
the Messianic Jewish form of faith and practice and adopted the shem kodesh (re-

ligious name, literally holy name) Ari ben-Levi. Accordingly, the name of Family 
Bible Church was changed to Congregation B’nei HaMelech (Children of the King), 

and the theological position was modified to confirm to that of Messianic Judaism. 
After the dissolution of the congregation, the ministry remained active and the 
name was changed to Family Bible Messianic Ministries. 

With the death of his wife Barbara in December 2008, Dr. Sawyer retired from 
active ministry, but continues his teaching on the Internet through his website, 

FamilyBible.org. 

                                       
9 Modern Messianic Judaism is the fulfillment of that which was spoken of by the ancient 

Prophets: a Restoration Movement of Jewish people who believe that Yeshua of Natzeret (Jesus of 

Nazareth) is the promised Messiah of Israel, and the Savior of the world. He is the One Whom the 

prophets in the Hebrew Scriptures told us was to come. Messianic Jews have not stopped being 

Jewish to become “Gentile Christians.” On the contrary, our personal relationship with Messiah 

Yeshua makes us even more truly Jewish in our identity and life-style. 
Messianic Judaism is actually almost 2,000 years old, dating back to the time of Messiah 

Yeshua. Yeshua was born into a Jewish home. He was raised in a Jewish family. His parents were 

Jewish, His brothers and sisters were Jewish. All His uncles, aunts, and cousins were Jewish. He 

grew up to become a Jewish rabbi who taught Jewish people in a Jewish land—Israel—about the 

God of Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya`akov (Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob: the Jewish patriarchs). 
Yeshua’s Shliachim (Apostles or Emissaries) were all Jewish. The writers of the Apostolic Writings 

(a.k.a. B’rit Chadasha, Renewed Covenant Scriptures, or erroneously-called “New Testament”) were 

all Jewish, and for a long time (nearly 300 years) “The Faith” was almost exclusively Jewish. There 

were tens, or perhaps hundreds, of thousands of Jewish people who believed that Yeshua was the 

Messiah in the first century following His resurrection (see Acts 2:37-42, 4:4, 21:20), and every 

single one of them died still a Jew. 

http://www.familybible.org/
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LATER LIFE 

After Barbara’s death in 2008, Rick focused all his attention on Family Bible 
Messianic Ministries and community service. 

From 2010 to 2014 he served as the Deputy Director, Communi-
cations officer, and Administrative Officer for the Wood County 

Community Emergency Response Team (CERT), an all-volunteer 
program that educates private citizens about disaster preparedness 
for hazards that may impact their area and trains them in basic 

disaster response skills, such as fire safety, light search and res-
cue, team organization, and disaster medical operations. 

He obtained his amateur radio 
license (KD8NKS, WV8DOC) in April 2010 and 
joined Wood County Emergency Communica-

tions, an all-volunteer non-profit organization, 
created to provide back-up and overload com-
munications to all Public Safety agencies in 

Wood County, West Virginia and the surround-
ing counties in West Virginia and Ohio. When 

the June 2012 derecho knocked out all power 
and phone service in the region for more than a 
week, the members of Wood County Emergency 

Communications used batteries, generators, and solar power to keep their radios 
on the air and were thus able to provide emergency communications for residents 
of the area. In 2015 he became a Trustee for that organization. 

From 2014 to 2015 he served as a volunteer with the local chapter of the Amer-
ican Red Cross as the Government Operations Liaison for the 16-county North-

west West Virginia Region, but left the Red Cross when he felt that the local efforts 
to provide effective disaster relief were being hampered rather than helped by un-
necessary state and national bureaucracy within the organization. 

Beginning in 2010, as a volunteer emergency responder, he completed hun-
dreds of hours of training in numerous aspects of disaster preparedness and re-

sponse, the National Incident Management System, and the federally-mandated 
Incident Command System. 

 

 

http://familybible.org/
http://familybible.org/
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ROBERT KEITH LEAVITT 
Robert Keith Leavitt (1895–1967) was a Harvard-educated New York City adver-

tising copywriter who turned to non-fiction writing. He was the author of many 

books, including a history of Webster’s Dictionary and “The Chip on Grandma’s 
Shoulder” (1954.) “Bob” Leavitt was also the longtime historian of the original 
Baker Street Irregulars, devoted to all things Holmesian, about which he wrote in 

his “The Origins of 221B Worship.”1 

BACKGROUND 

Leavitt was born on August 20, 1895 in Cambrige, Massachusetts to Dr. Robert 

Greenleaf Leavitt, a Harvard-trained botanist, researcher, author and later college 
and high school teacher, and his wife Janet.2 Dubbed “the fiscal Holmes” by an-
other member of the Baker Street Irregulars,3 Robert Keith Leavitt showed an ear-

ly aptitude for ferreting out information. He attended the State Model School in 
Trenton, New Jersey, where his father was teaching, and graduated from Harvard 

College in 1917. Shortly afterwards, Leavitt joined the armed forces as 2nd Lieu-
tenant in the 302nd Infantry, where he commanded the Prisoners of War Escort 
Company 223, with custody of 425 German prisoners.4 

After the war Leavitt returned home, and found work writing copy for a New 
York City advertising agency. He spent 13 years in advertising, including a stint as 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Association of National Advertisers, before turning to a 

career as a freelance writer. From the beginning, Leavitt focused on historical, off-
beat subjects. He wrote for a range of publications, including a 1933 article for 

Business Week – during the height of the Depression – on What we shall sell when 
the upturn comes – and to whom?5 Leavitt sold articles to many publications, in-

cluding Forum and Century, Advertising and Selling, The American Magazine, 
Forbes, and others. In 1946 he wrote a 66-page booklet entitled Your Pay Envelope 
– and how it gets that way. To make ends meet, Leavitt wrote corporate histories, 
including that of the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company, and he wrote for 
publications of the Great Northern Railway. The former copywriter also continued 

to dabble in advertising and public relations. 

                                       
1 The Origin of 221B Worship, Sherlock Holmes by Gas-lamp: Highlights from the First Four Decades 

of the Baker Street Journal, Philip A. Shreffler, Fordham University Press, 1989 ISBN 0-8232-1221-

1 ISBN 978-0-8232-1221-7 
2 Secretary’s Report, Harvard College Class of 1889, No. IV, Edward W. Wheeler, Cambridge, 

Mass., 1901 
3 Irregular Records of the Early ’forties: An Archival History of the Baker Street Irregulars, page 22, 

January 1941-March 1944, Jon L. Lellenberg, Edgar Wadsworth Smith, Baker Street Irregulars, 

Jon L. Lellenberg, Edgar Wadsworth Smith, Published by Baker Street Irregulars, 1991 
4 Thirtieth Anniversary, Harvard College Class of 1889, Eighth Report of the Class Secretary, June 

1919 
5 Business Week magazine, 1933, page 27, McGraw Hill, New York 

https://books.google.com/books?id=9LGvL2WcXX0C&pg=PA355&lpg=PA355&dq=%22robert+keith+leavitt%27&source=bl&ots=fmkaQTGijb&sig=-H8bjQitdBAvHO2F8CRsxatErtw&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=7&ct=result
https://books.google.com/books?id=9LGvL2WcXX0C&pg=PA355&lpg=PA355&dq=%22robert+keith+leavitt%27&source=bl&ots=fmkaQTGijb&sig=-H8bjQitdBAvHO2F8CRsxatErtw&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=7&ct=result
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0823212211
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0823212211
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/9780823212217
https://books.google.com/books?id=j78nAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA37&dq=%22robert+keith+leavitt%27&lr=#PPA37,M1
https://books.google.com/books?id=j78nAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA37&dq=%22robert+keith+leavitt%27&lr=#PPA37,M1
https://books.google.com/books?id=-78nAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA61&dq=%22robert+keith+leavitt%27&lr=
https://books.google.com/books?id=-78nAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA61&dq=%22robert+keith+leavitt%27&lr=
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The corporate biographies Leavitt wrote to garner a paycheck included titles like 
Prologue to Tomorrow: A History of the First Hundred Years in the Life of the Penn-
sylvania Salt Manufacturing Company (1950); Goods Roads about the General Mo-
tors Overseas operations (1949); Foundation for the Future: History of the Stanley 
Works for Stanley Tools (1951); and 1954’s Life at Tung-Sol 1904–1954: An Infor-
mal Story of the First Half-century of Tung-Sol Electric Inc. Leavitt also found time 

to produce books on lighter subjects, notably The Chip on Grandma’s Shoulder, a 
memoir about his Maine grandmother Susan C. (Blazo) Keith,6 published by J. B. 

Lippincott in 1954, and Common Sense About Fund Raising (Stratford Press, 
1949). 

But the book for which Leavitt is remembered is Noah’s Ark, New England Yan-
kees, and the Endless Quest: A Short History of the Original Webster Dictionaries, 
with Particular Reference to Their First Hundred Years as Publications of G. & C. 
Merriam Company. Although a corporate history — published by G. & C. Merriam 
Company of Springfield, Massachusetts in 1947 — Noah’s Ark explores the history 

of Noah Webster and his competitor Joseph Emerson Worcester. The book’s first 
half examines Webster’s life and lexicography; the second half etches the “War of 
the Dictionaries,” the struggle for supremacy between Webster’s and his competi-

tor Worcester’s dictionaries. Leavitt laid out the history of Webster’s publishing 
house after its eponymous title was sold to the Merriam family (today’s Merriam-

Webster).7 

In Noah’s Ark Leavitt plumbed the shoals of international lexicography and us-
age. “In considering the influence of Webster’s American Dictionary outside the 

United States,” writes David Micklethwait in Noah Webster and the American Dic-
tionary, “Leavitt says that Webster was ‘increasingly the arbiter of definitions in 

British life’, until the appearance of John Ogilvie’s Imperial Dictionary in 1850, ‘it-
self largely indebted to the American source.’”8 Leavitt’s work remains the defini-

tive history of Noah Webster and his legacy.9 

When not writing articles and books, Leavitt indulged his passion for Sherlock 
Holmes, helping found, with his friend Christopher Morley, the Baker Street Irreg-

ulars, an informal group of Arthur Conan Doyle devotees. Records do not reflect 
when the author’s affinity for Sherlock Holmes began, but his works show he was 

a close reader of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s oeuvre.10 It was in Leavitt’s writings as 
historian of the Irregulars that he seemed most at home, his imagination prowling 
Arthur Conan Doyle’s intricate plots, sniffing for clues about the Scottish-born au-

thor and his fictional sleuth. In an article entitled Annie Oakley in Baker Street, for 

                                       
6 A Letter from East Stoughton, Stoughton Historical Society, stoughtonhistory.com 
7 Noah Webster and the American Dictionary, David Micklethwait, Published by McFarland, 2005 

ISBN 0-7864-2157-6 ISBN 978-0-7864-2157-2 
8 Ibid. 
9 After the Revolution: Profiles of Early American Culture, Joseph J. Ellis, W. W. Norton & Company, 

2002 ISBN 0-393-32233-5 ISBN 978-0-393-32233-0 
10 Robert Keith Leavitt in Morley’s Studio, Photo, The Standard Doyle Company: Christopher Mor-

ley on Sherlock Holmes, Christopher Morley, Steven Rothman, Fordham University Press, 1990 

ISBN 0-8232-1292-0ISBN 978-0-8232-1292-7 
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instance, Leavitt examined Sherlock Holmes’s choice of handgun: Leavitt theorized 
from Doyle’s description that Holmes’s sidearm was a Webley Metropolitan Police 

Model, with 2½-inch barrel – the smallest handgun available, and subject to con-
cealment without a holster.11 

The voracious Leavitt mined Holmes’s adventures for monographs of his own. 
He authored The Curious Matter of the Anonymous Latin Epitaph, The Cardboard 
Box, and others. In an essay in The Baker Street Journal, the Baker Street Irregu-

lars’s periodical,12 Leavitt thought fit to question the marksmanship of the revered 
detective. In Annie Oakley in Baker Street, Leavitt claimed that Dr. Watson’s re-

volver shot had toppled the villain Tonga from the deck of the Aurora into the Riv-
er Thames, and not Holmes’s. In another piece, Leavitt explored the hazy question 

of whether Dr. Arthur Watson had remarried.13 Leavitt was a frequent contributor 
to The Baker Street Journal, published by Ben Abramson, proprietor of Manhat-
tan’s Argus Book Shop and a Holmes aficionado, who published musings of the 

best-known Sherlockians. 

Within the close-knit Irregulars, Leavitt was known for his expertise in ballis-

tics,14 optics and finances, sometimes combining them to examine the deeds of 
Conan Doyle’s legendary hero. 

When not writing about Holmes, Leavitt chose the company of friends like fellow 

Baker Street Irregulars Christopher Morley and Elmer Davis,15 as well as other 
writers, reporters, advertising men and artists of the day. 

Leavitt had an only brother, Russell Greenleaf Leavitt, who graduated from Har-

vard College in 1917, and who subsequently received a deferment from the mili-
tary for poor eyesight. But Russell Leavitt joined the U.S. Navy and eventually 

wangled an assignment driving an ambulance for the U.S. Army Ambulance Corps 
during the First World War.16 Russell Leavitt drove his ambulance on the front 
lines for 11 months, piloting his vehicle at Verdun and Flanders, and eventually 

serving in the Chemical Warfare Service Laboratory at Paris.17 

In a piece called The Christmas Miracle, Bob Leavitt recalled tramping through 

the small Massachusetts town of Stoughton on Christmas Eve at age six with his 

                                       
11 Ms. Holmes of Baker Street: The Truth about Sherlock, C. Alan Bradley, William Antony S. Sar-

jeant, University of Alberta, 2004 ISBN 0-88864-415-9 ISBN 978-0-88864-415-2 
12 The Baker Street Irregulars began publishing The Baker Street Journal, “an irregular quarterly of 

Sherlockiana,” in 1946. 
13 In Bed with Sherlock Holmes: Sexual Elements in Arthur Conan Doyle’s Stories of the Great Detec-

tive, Christopher Redmond, Published by Dundurn Press Ltd., 1984 ISBN 0-88924-142-2 ISBN 

978-0-88924-142-8 
14 The Standard Doyle Company: Christopher Morley on Sherlock Holmes, by Christopher Morley, 

Steven Rothman, Fordham University Press, 1990 ISBN 0-8232-1292-0 ISBN 978-0-8232-1292-7 
15 Don’t Let Them Scare You: The Life and Times of Elmer Davis, by Roger Burlingame, published by 

Lippincott, 1961, p.10 
16 Harvard Alumni Bulletin, Vol. XX, Number 1, Harvard Alumni Association, Harvard Bulletin Inc., 

Boston, Mass., 1917 
17 Harvard College Class of 1889, Thirtieth Anniversary, 1889-1919, Eighth Report of the Class 

Secretary, June, 1919 
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father Robert and brother Russell, searching for a Christmas tree. Leavitt’s father 
stopped periodically and cut several tiny balsam seedlings. “Our father was a bot-

anist Ph.D., given to plucking all manner of specimens wherever we walked, with 
the offhand explanation, ‘A fine Tsuga canadensis, or whatever it was,” Leavitt 

wrote. ‘By nightfall we had forgotten all about the walk.” At home that evening, 
wondering about their tree, the two boys were shown a jar of earth devoid of plant 
life. If they sang ‘O Little Town of Bethlehem’ particularly well, their mother told 

them, the trees might grow. 

The youngsters left the room, and began to sing. When they looked again, the 

seedlings had grown a foot. They repaired to the other room and sang some more. 
When they came back, the trees had grown again. “We went out and tried harder 
on that song,” wrote Leavitt, “and when we re-entered the sitting room, the Tree 

had grown to perhaps a foot or so in height. … We went out and tried harder on 
that song. And sure enough, this time the tree was taller than either boy. ... To 
this day I cannot hear ‘O Little Town of Bethlehem,’ from however cracked a 

curbside organ, without hearing through and beyond it the clear, true voice of my 
mother.”18 

Bob Leavitt died at Scarsdale, New York, in 1967. He was 72. His botanist fa-
ther had died in 1942 while walking in Parsonsfield, Maine. His mother, Janet 
(Shumway) Leavitt, died of pneumonia in 1902 when Leavitt was seven. 

QUOTES 

“People don’t ask for facts in making up their minds. They would rather have 
one good soul-satisfying emotion than a dozen facts.” 

—Robert Keith Leavitt, Voyages and Discoveries, 193919 

See Also 

 • Blazo-Leavitt House 
 • Robert Greenleaf Leavitt 

Further Reading 

 • Noah's Ark, New England Yankees, and the Endless Quest: A Short History of 
the Original Webster Dictionaries, with Particular Reference to Their First 
Hundred Years as Publications of G. & C. Merriam Company, Robert Keith 

Leavitt, Noah Webster, Published by G. & C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass., 
1947 

 • The Chip on Grandma's Shoulder, Robert Keith Leavitt, Published by Lip-
pincott, Philadelphia, Penn., 1954 

                                       
18 The Christmas Miracle, Robert Keith Leavitt, Christmas: A Time for Family, Lois L. Kaufman, 

Illustrated by Barbara Chiantia, Peter Pauper Press, Inc., 1998 ISBN 0-88088-403-7 ISBN 978-0-
88088-403-7 
19Dictionary of Quotations in Communications, Lilless McPherson Shilling, Linda K. Fuller, Green-

wood Publishing Group, 1997 ISBN 0-313-30430-0 ISBN 978-0-313-30430-9 
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 • Common Sense about Fund Raising, Robert Keith Leavitt, Published by Strat-
ford Press, New York, 1949 

External Links 

 • Winners of the Morley-Montgomery Award, 1961, Robert Keith Leavitt, The 
Origin of 221B Worship, The Baker Street Journal, An Irregular Quarterly of 

Sherlockiana 
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ROGER HOOKER LEAVITT 
Col. Roger Hooker Leavitt (July 21, 1805 – 

July 17, 1885) was a prominent landowner, 

early industrialist1 and Massachusetts politi-
cian who, with other family members, was an 
ardent abolitionist, using his home in Char-

lemont, Massachusetts as an Underground 
Railroad station for slaves escaped from the 
South. The escaped slave Basil Dorsey lived in 

Leavitt’s home for nearly six years until eventu-
ally settling in Florence, Massachusetts.2 

Leavitt was born in Heath, Massachusetts, 
the son of wealthy landowner Roger Leavitt and 
his wife Chloe (Maxwell) Leavitt.3 Leavitt’s father 

served in the state’s legislature, was an active 
businessman, and later an ardent abolitionist. 

The elder Roger’s brother was Judge and State 
Senator Jonathan Leavitt of nearby Greenfield. 
Roger’s son Roger Hooker Leavitt, a graduate of 

Hopkins Academy in nearby Hadley, and briefly 
a student at Dartmouth College4 also served in 
the Massachusetts Senate.5 

Col. Leavitt apparently came naturally to the abolitionist cause. His father had 
worked against slavery and his brother Joshua had, after graduating from Yale 

Law School and Yale Divinity School, become a social reformer, leading campaigns 
for temperance and against slavery. Joshua later became the editor of the aboli-
tionist newspaper The Emancipator, was a prime force behind the defense of the 

crew of the Amistad, a slave ship that had sustained a mutiny aboard, and in 
1833 founded the New York Anti-Slavery Society. 

In October 1835, Col. Roger Hooker Leavitt joined his brothers Joshua and Hart 
in attending the Utica, New York, state convention of the Utica Anti-Slavery Socie-

                                       
1 Leavitt was one of the original incorporators of the Troy & Greenfield Railroad, as well as one of 

the earliest promoters of the Hoosac Tunnel. 
2 Roger Hooker and Keziah Leavitt House, Charlemont, National Underground Railroad Network to 

Freedom, National Park Service, nps.gov 
3 Roger Hooker Leavitt was the grandson of Rev. Jonathan Leavitt, a Congregationalist minister 

who moved from Walpole, New Hampshire to minister at the church in Charlemont in 1767. 

Leavitt's apparent Loyalist sentiments did not endear him to his congregation, and he was subse-
quently dismissed, although he continued to preach in the nearby schoolhouse for nearly a decade 

afterward. 
4 History of Greenfield: Shire Town of Franklin County, Massachusetts, Vol. II, Francis McGee 

Thompson, Press of T. Morey & Son, Greenfield, Mass., 1904 
5 History of the Hopkins Fund, Grammar School and Academy, in Hadley, Mass., 1657–1890, The 

Amherst Record Press, Amherst, Mass., 1890 

Col. Roger Hooker Leavitt 
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ty. Violence by pro-slavery factions marred the gathering, but the fracas enabled 
the three brothers to fully convert their parents to the abolitionist cause.6 By the 

following year, Col. Leavitt was president of the Franklin County Anti-Slavery So-
ciety as well as vice-president of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society in 1838–

39. In that year, Col. Leavitt’s father moved from his home in Heath to Char-
lemont, where his sons lived, and agreed to run for Lieutenant Governor of Massa-
chusetts on the Liberty Party ticket, a political party which his son Joshua had 

helped found.7 

Col. Leavitt was best known for his sheltering of the fugitive slave Basil Dorsey, 
who escaped from Frederick County, Maryland unassisted in 1836. By that time, 

apparently, Col. Hooker’s home had become known to anti-slavery zealots as a 
safe place to shelter escaped slaves. “It was always understood that a resting place 

was at Mr. [Hosea] Blake’s and Mr. Leavitt’s,” a resident recounted years later of 
the men operating the local Underground Railroad. “This was carried on with the 
greatest secrecy, because of the personal danger, not only to the slave but to those 

who harbored them. “In 1836, shortly after Dorsey’s successful escape, Rev. 
Joshua Leavitt, living in New York City, helped Dorsey and his wife find refuge in 

Massachusetts – at the home of Joshua’s brother Roger Hooker Leavitt. Char-
lemont records subsequently reflect the birth of Dorsey’s son Charles Robert 
Dorsey in 1838 at Charlemont, as well as the presence in town of two of Dorsey’s 

children born earlier in Maryland. Census records for 1840 show no persons of 
color living in the households of any of the Leavitt family – at the homes of father 
Roger, brother Hart nor at Col. Roger Hooker’s – but records of the Massachusetts 

Anti-Slavery Society clearly show that ‘B. Dorsey’ of Charlemont contributed 50 
cents to the cause in 1839. 

Shortly after his arrival in Charlemont, Dorsey’s first wife died, in the same year 
as Roger Hooker’s first wife Kezeah Osgood Hunt Leavitt.8 On learning the news of 
the death of Dorsey’s wife, Joshua Leavitt wrote his brother Roger Hooker: “I feel 

for Mr. Dorsey in his bereavement and trust that you will do all that Christian be-
nevolence requires in his care.” 

It was probably open knowledge in some parts of the community that the 

Leavitts were harboring fugitive slaves, but it seems that many like-minded citi-
zens cooperated with the Leavitts and others who were sheltering the fugitives. As 

late as 1895, nearly thirty years after the Civil War, a Franklin County woman 
called Leavitt “a whole souled Abolitionist & [someone who] did all he could to help 
the slaves to freedom.” At the same time, she averred that she could not furnish 

any specific details.⁶ 

By 1844, Basil Dorsey moved on to other housing, likely in Florence, Massa-
chusetts. He had spent over five years under the roof of the Leavitt family, either 

                                       
6 Underground Railroad in Florence, The David Ruggles Center 
7 The elder Roger Leavitt died the day after announcing his candidacy for the Massachusetts Lieu-

tenant-Governorship as Liberty Party candidate. 
8 The Descendants of Rev. Thomas Hooker, Hartford, Connecticut, 1586–1908, Edward Hooker, 

Rochester, N.Y. 1909 
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at Col. Roger Hooker’s home, the adjoining farm of his brother Hart, or at the 
home of the patriarch Roger – and probably at all three places. Contemporary ac-

counts show that the family was aiding other escaped slaves during this period. 

Col. Leavitt died in Waterloo, Iowa, where he 

was visiting his son John Hooker Leavitt. In its 
obituary, The New York Times noted Leavitt’s 
abolitionist activities and called him “one of the 

prominent and leading citizens of Franklin 
County.”9 Leavitt is interred at the Leavitt Cem-
etery in Charlemont.10 

The correspondence of Joshua Leavitt, his 
brothers Col. Roger Hooker and Hart, and that 

of his father Roger, from the years 1812–71, is 
deposited at the Library of Congress Manu-
script Division in Washington, D.C.. The home 

of Col. Roger Hooker is now part of the campus 
of the Academy at Charlemont, and is included 

on the National Park Service’s National Under-
ground Railroad Network to Freedom2,11 On the 
Network to Freedom, as well, is the former 

Charlemont home of Col. Leavitt’s brother Hart 
and his wife Mary. 

External Links 

 • Grave of Roger Hooker Leavitt, Leavitt Cemetery, Charlemont, Massachusetts, 

Find-A-Grave 

Further Reading 

 • Joshua Leavitt, Evangelical Abolitionist, Hugh Davis, Louisiana State Univer-

sity Press, Baton Rouge, La., 1990 
 • Joshua Leavitt Family Papers, MMC-0893, Library of Congress Manuscript 

Division, Washington, D.C. 

See Also 

 • Joshua Leavitt 
 • Hart Leavitt 
 • John Hooker Leavitt 

 

                                       
9 Roger Hooker Leavitt obituary, July 19, 1885, The New York Times 
10 Grave of Roger Hooker Leavitt, Leavitt Cemetery, Charlemont, Massachusetts, Find-A-Grave 
11 “National Underground Railroad Network to Freedom Listings.” National Park Service 
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ROSWELL LEAVITT GILPATRIC 
Roswell Leavitt Gilpatric (November 4, 1906 – 

March 15, 1996) was a prominent New York City 

corporate attorney and government official who 
served as Deputy Secretary of Defense from 1961–
64, when he played a pivotal role in the high-stake 

strategies of the Cuban Missile Crisis, advising Pres-
ident John F. Kennedy as well as Robert McNamara 
and McGeorge Bundy on dealing with the Russian 

nuclear missile threat. Gilpatric later served as 
Chairman of the Task Force on Nuclear Proliferation 

in 1964. 

EARLY LIFE AND CAREER 

Gilpatric was born in 1906 in Brooklyn, the son 
of Wall Street attorney Walter Hodges Gilpatric,1 an 

Amherst College graduate born in Warren, Rhode 
Island,2 and the former Charlotte Elizabeth Leavitt, a graduate of Mount Holyoke 

College born to American missionary parents in Osaka, Japan.3 Charlotte Leavitt4 
was a college classmate and lifelong friend of Frances Perkins, the first woman 
appointed to a Presidential Cabinet.5 On his mother’s side Roswell Gilpatric was 

related to Harvard College astronomer Henrietta Swan Leavitt, whose father was 
the Congregational minister George Roswell Leavitt.6 

Gilpatric attended Poly Preparatory Country Day School from 1917 to 1920, 

when the family moved to White Plains, where he attended high school for two 
years before transferring to the Hotchkiss School, graduating in 1924. His duties 

as a scholarship boy, which included waiting on tables and cleaning rooms, kept 

                                       
1 The Cravath Firm and Its Predecessors, 1819–1947, Vol. 1, Robert T. Swaine, Ad Press, New York, 

1948 
2 General Catalogue of Amherst College, 1821-1905, Published by the College, Amherst, Massachu-

setts, 1905 
3 Charlotte Elizabeth Leavitt, Class of 1902, Mount Holyoke College, mtholyoke.edu 
4 Charlotte Elizabeth Leavitt Gilpatric was awarded Mount Holyoke's Medal of Honor for her service 

to the college, where she served as trustee from 1921 until 1927.[1] Nearly all the women in the 

Leavitt family attended Mount Holyoke.[2] 
5 Frances Perkins Collection, Mount Holyoke College, fivecolleges.edu 
6 George Roswell Leavitt, father of Henrietta Swan Leavitt was born in 1838 in Lowell, Massachu-

setts, the son of Erasmus Darwin Leavitt, son of Dr. Roswell Leavitt of Cornish, New Hampshire, 
(born in Charlemont, Massachusetts to Rev. Jonathan Leavitt and Sarah Hooker Leavitt) and his 

wife Dorothy Ashley of Deerfield, Massachusetts. Rev. Horace Hall Leavitt, American missionary to 

Japan and grandfather of Roswell Leavitt Gilpatric, was born in 1846 in Lowell, Massachusetts, 

the son of Erasmus Darwin Leavitt and brother of Rev. George Roswell Leavitt, father of the well-

known Harvard astronomer. The two Leavitt brothers had a third brother, Burke Fay Leavitt, who 

also entered the ministry, as did his son Ashley Day Leavitt.[3] 

 
Roswell Leavitt Gilpatric 

Under Secretary of the Air Force 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
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down his participation in extracurricular activities at Hotchkiss, but he was a 
member of the Cum Laude Society. 

He graduated from Yale University in 1928, Phi Beta Kappa; and then from Yale 
Law School in 1931, where he was an editor of the Yale Law Journal. Following his 

graduation, Gilpatric went to work for the New York City law firm of Cravath, 
Swaine & Moore, where he became a partner and where he practiced when not 
serving in government. Gilpatric owed much of his political cachet to his special 

relationship with the celebrated lawyer, diplomat and investment banker Robert A. 
Lovett, to whom Gilpatric was a protégé. 

Gilpatric served as Under Secretary of the Air Force from 1951-1953. During 
1956 and 1957, Gilpatric was a member of the Rockefeller Brothers’ Special Stud-
ies Project. Gilpatric was a childhood friend of Governor Nelson Rockefeller.7 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Gilpatric joined the new Kennedy 
administration in 1961 as part of 

the wave of Kennedy appointments. 
His appointment was unusual: he 
was one of the few Pentagon leaders 

handpicked by the new President. 
Fearing that Robert McNamara was 
inexperienced in Washington’s 

ways, Kennedy chose Gilpatric to 
add experience to his Defense 

team.8 Gilpatric’s boss, United 
States Secretary of Defense Robert 
S. McNamara, was known as a whiz 

kid, a Midwestern industrial pro-
duction wunderkind. But Kennedy sensed McNamara would need a strong lieu-

tenant savvy in the ways of Washington. 

Kennedy chose Gilpatric as the Pentagon’s number two, passing over Paul Nitze, 
Gilpatric’s old classmate from Hotchkiss, who had wanted the job.9 It was a propi-

tious appointment: within a few months, the dashing Eastern lawyer and his 
Midwestern boss were finishing each other’s sentences. McNamara frequently 
started out with the expression: “Ros and I.... “ 

As the Cuban crisis began to unfold, Gilpatric was appointed to the EXCOMM 
team, the top-level working group appointed by President Kennedy to assess the 

Russian missile threat in Cuba. At one point during the tense standoff of the Cu-

                                       
7 Obituary: Roswell Gilpatric, The Independent (London), March 21, 1996 
8 “Brains Behind the Muscle,” TIME Magazine, April 7, 1961 
9 The Wise Men: Six Friends and the World They Made: Acheson, Bohlen, Harriman, Kennan, Lovett, 

McCloy, by Walter Isaacson, Evan Thomas, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1986 ISBN 978-0-684-

83771-0 

 
EXCOMM meeting, Cuban Missile Crisis, October 29, 1962: 

Roswell Gilpatric at second from President Kennedy's left 
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ban Missile Crisis, McGeorge Bundy was arguing for United States bombing of 
Cuba to eliminate the threat of a Russian nuclear attack. McNamara countered, 

arguing that there should be no bombing because the Russian response was un-
predictable. 

It was at this critical moment that Gilpatric stepped in to settle the argument. 
“Essentially, Mr. President,” Gilpatric was recorded telling Kennedy, “this is a 
choice between limited action and unlimited action, and most of us think it is bet-

ter to start with limited action.” It was Gilpatric’s intervention that changed the 
direction of the discussion, according to Harvard professor and former Depart-
ment of Defense official Graham T. Allison, who authored a book, Essence of Deci-
sion, about the crisis. Proposing the blockade was McNamara and Gilpatric’s 
solution to providing President Kennedy with a strong response – but short of the 

airstrike that McGeorge Bundy and others were pushing. By crafting their solu-
tion, and with the normally reticent Gilpatric speaking up forcefully for it, the two 

managed to change the thrust of policy.10 

The President followed Gilpatric and McNama-
ra’s recommendation. 

(The exchange between Gilpatric and Kennedy 
at the 506th meeting of the National Security 
Council in Washington DC, October 21, 1962, 

from 2:30-4:50 p.m., was recorded and has been 
released to the public. The minutes of that meet-

ing may be read online at the Yale Law School 
Avalon Project).11 

Gilpatric was not always so dovish. He often 

took a hard line against the Communist threat, 
and was not above using force in other matters 

of international security. In the Eisenhower administration, Gilpatric headed a se-
cret task force charged with “preventing Communist domination of Vietnam.” Gil-
patric argued forcefully for U.S. commitment to halt the Communist threat in 

South Vietnam.12 In his position with the Kennedy administration, Gilpatric later 
signed off on the overthrow of the Diem government.13 Gilpatric was also a mem-
ber of a special task force which hatched “Operation Mongoose,” a dirty tricks 

campaign aimed at destabilizing the government of Fidel Castro in Cuba. 

                                       
10“Roswell L. Gilpatric, Lawyer and Kennedy Aide, Dies at 89,” The New York Times, March 17, 

1996 
11 Yale Law School Avalon Project 
12 At one point Gilpatric's name was bandied about by President Johnson as a replacement for the 

job of U.S. Ambassador to South Vietnam following the resignation of Henry Cabot Lodge. Then-

National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy told the President that Gilpatric would be an able re-

placement for the departing Lodge.[4] 
13 Although Gilpatric signed off on an overthrow of the pro-American Diem government by military 

coup, there is no indication that Gilpatric or his boss knew that the Diem family would be mur-

dered. 

 
President Kennedy signing order 

authorizing naval blockade of Cuba, as 
urged by Roswell Gilpatric  
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At the same time, Gilpatric showed that he could be intellectually flexible on oc-
casion. When it came to the admission of China into the United Nations, for in-

stance, Gilpatric argued forcefully in a letter to The New York Times, written 
during his Eisenhower years, that the United States should stop trying to block 

the Communist country’s admission into the international governing body. “By no 
longer trying to block Communist China’s admission to the United Nations the 
United States might be able to bring about a reduction in tensions in southeast 

Asia that would lessen the chances of further Communist ‘nibbling’ or ‘brush-fire’ 
type of aggression.”14 

Gilpatric did not always face an easy task while acting as go-between for the 
Pentagon generals and the White House. President Kennedy developed such an 
intense dislike, for instance, of General Curtis Lemay15 that every time his name 

came up, Kennedy went ballistic. “I mean he just would be frantic at the end of a 
session with LeMay,” Gilpatric recalled, “because, you know, LeMay couldn’t listen 
or wouldn’t take in, and he would make what Kennedy considered… outrageous 

proposals that bore no relation to the state of affairs in the 1960s. And the Presi-
dent never saw him unless at some ceremonial affair, or where he felt he had to 

make a record of having listened to LeMay, as he did on the whole question of an 
air strike against Cuba. And he had to sit there. I saw the President right after-
wards. He was just choleric.”16 

It was Gilpatric’s calm demeanor and good judgment, wrote Robert F. Kennedy, 
that led his brother the President to rely on Gilpatric, especially in times of crisis. 

When Robert McNamara met the Brooklyn-born lawyer at Kennedy’s suggestion, 
according to historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr., he found Gilpatric “easy, resource-
ful and intelligent, and the partnership was immediately sealed.” Gilpatric made 

himself an “indispensable”figure in the Kennedy administration, wrote longtime 

JFK aide Ted Sorensen.¹⁰ 

As an attorney, Gilpatric represented aviation inventor and high-tech pioneer 

Sherman Fairchild, who left Gilpatric a bequest in his will. Gilpatric was awarded 
an honorary degree by Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine, citing his years of 
government service, as well as his part-time residency in Maine.17 

ALLEGED LOVER OF JACKIE KENNEDY 

Gilpatric sometimes attracted the attention of the press in his personal life, and 
he was often linked romantically to former First Lady Jackie Kennedy.18 A fellow 

Wall Street attorney offered for sale in the 1970s a trove of personal letters be-
tween Gilpatric and the former First Lady. The correspondence spanned five years. 

                                       
14 Robert Kennedy and His Times, Arthur Meier Schlesinger, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., Houghton 

Mifflin Books, 2002, ISBN 978-0-618-21928-5 
15 The excitable General Lemay is said to have inspired the part of the crazed general played by 

actor Peter Sellers in Stanley Kubrick’s film Dr Strangelove 
16 “JFK’s Second Term,” Robert Dallek, The Atlantic, June 2003 
17 Roswell Leavitt Gilpatric, Honorary Doctor of Laws, Bowdoin College, bowdoin.edu 
18 “Dear Ros,” TIME magazine, Feb. 23, 1970 
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The controversial airing of his private correspondence with the former First Lady 
so annoyed Gilpatric that he formally requested that four letters written to him by 

the wife of Aristotle Onassis be withdrawn for sale by the auction house as they 
had been stolen from his New York City law office at Cravath. 

After her marriage to Aristotle Onassis, Jackie Kennedy Onassis wrote to Gil-
patric: “I hope you know all you were and are and will ever be to me. With my love, 
J.” Gilpatric maintained that he and the former First Lady had been only friends, 

although he was her frequent escort and many press accounts suggested they had 
a romantic relationship. “In private,” said The Independent in its obituary, “he was 

widely believed to have been the lover of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.” Between 
marriages, Gilpatric had frequently accompanied the former First Lady to Palm 
Beach, Florida, where Gilpatric had a home.19 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Another strange twist involved Gilpatric after his death, when a 2008 book by 
former acting director of the FBI L. Patrick Gray alleged that Gilpatric, back in pri-

vate practice and with TIME magazine as a client at the time of the Watergate 
break-in, learned from sources at the magazine that a senior official at the FBI 
was leaking to Sandy Smith, one of its reporters. Outraged by such behavior, Gil-

patric tipped off Nixon administration officials to the identity of the official, Gray 
claimed.20 

In Gray’s version of events, Gilpatric called his acquaintance Attorney General 

John Mitchell and told Mitchell that the informer was, in fact, FBI official W. Mark 
Felt, the same official later identified by other sources to be Deep Throat. Mitchell 

in turn, Gray claimed, urged then-Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst to 
pressure Gray to fire Felt. Was it true? In early 2008, Gilpatric’s son John threw 
cold water on the claim. Roswell Gilpatric had never mentioned knowing John 

Mitchell, his son told The New York Times.21 

But as recorded by the then-secret Nixon White House taping system, Nixon, 

Gray and chief domestic adviser John Ehrlichman appear to confirm Gray’s ver-
sion in a conversation recorded on February 16, 1973 as the three discussed the 
alleged press leaks by Mark Felt. During the discussion, Nixon suggested that 

they bring in Felt’s accuser: 

 President: Well, why don’t you get in the fellow that’s made the charge,  

then. 

 Ehrlichman: Well, maybe that’s (unintelligible) 

                                       
19 Reaching for Glory, Lyndon Johnson’s Secret White House Tapes, 1964-1965, Michael R. Bes-

chloss, Lyndon Baines Johnson, Published by Simon and Schuster, New York, 2001, ISBN 

9780743227148 
20 Gray III, L. Patrick; Gray, Ed (2008), In Nixon’s Web: A Year in the Crosshairs of Watergate, 

Times Books/Henry Holt, ISBN 0-8050-8256-5, p. 133 
21 “Ex-F.B.I. Chief's Book Revisits Watergate,” The New York Times, March 9, 2008 
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 President: Of course he’s, of course he’s, he’s not a newsman, on the  other 
hand. 

 Ehrlichman: No. 

 President: He’s a lawyer … 

 Ehrlichman: That’s right. 

 President: … for Time. 

 Gray: I know who he is, Mr. President.22 

Gilpatric served as chairman of the Federal Re-
serve Bank of New York, and was a longtime trustee 
of the New York Public Library, New York University 

and the Woodrow Wilson Foundation. He also served 
as a vice chairman and trustee of the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, and chaired the Metropolitan Muse-
um of Art’s 100th Anniversary Committee.23 Gil-
patric was also a longtime member of the Council on 

Foreign Relations.24 He retired as partner with Cra-
vath, Swaine & Moore, where he served as presiding 

partner from 1966 to 1977. 

Gilpatric had many clients; they included the 
Graham family of The Washington Post Company, on 

whose board of directors he sat.²⁵25 Gilpatric was al-
so a lecturer at Yale Law School, and a member of 
Yale University Council from 1957 to 1962.11 

PRIVATE LIFE 

For much of his life he lived on Sutton Place in Manhattan. An avid tennis play-
er and sailor, Gilpatric had three children. He was married five times. At his 
death, he was married to Miriam Thorne Gilpatric, the widow of diplomat Landon 

Ketchum Thorne, Jr., father of Julia Thorne, first wife of United States Senator 
John F. Kerry.26 

Gilpatric died of prostate cancer on March 15, 1996, in New York City, and was 
buried in Somesville, Mount Desert Island, Maine, where he had a summer home. 

                                       
22 Transcript of a Recording of a Conversation of February 16, 1973 between President Nixon, John 

Ehrlichman and L. Patrick Gray from approximately 9:08 to 9:39 a.m. in the Oval Office, National 

Archives and Records Administration, p.12 
23 Finding aid for the George Trescher records related to The Metropolitan Museum of Art Centen-

nial, 1949, 1960-1971 (bulk 1967-1970). The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Retrieved 5 August 

2014. 
24 Henry Kissinger and the American Approach to Foreign Policy, Gregory D. Cleva, Bucknell Uni-

versity Press, 1989, ISBN 978-0-8387-5147-3 
25 Power, Privilege, and the Post: The Katharine Graham Story, Carol Felsenthal, Seven Stories 

Press, 1999, ISBN 9781888363869 
26 “Miriam Thorne Gilpatric,” The New York Times, January 10, 2003 
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Gilpatric’s papers during his government service are part of the John F. Kennedy 
Presidential Library. 
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SAMUEL LEAVITT 
Lieut. Samuel Leavitt (1641–1707) was an early colonial settler of Exeter, New 

Hampshire, one of the four original towns in the colony of New Hampshire, where 

Leavitt later served as a delegate to the General Court as well as Lieutenant in the 
New Hampshire Militia, and subsequently as member of the New Hampshire 
House of Representatives. The recipient of large grants of land in Rockingham 

County, Leavitt held positions of authority within the colonial province. 

Leavitt first appeared in Exeter in 1664, where he was granted 15 acres (6 ha) of 
land by the town. Three years later, in 1667, he bought a home and barn and 7 

acres (3 ha) of land from his father-in-law John Robinson.1 In 1668, Leavitt was 
granted another 20 acres (8 ha) of land by the town, and in 1670 was granted an 

additional 50 acres (20 ha). In 1675 the records reflect that Leavitt was granted 
300 acres (121 ha) more, and a year later was granted 6 acres (2 ha) more. In 
1697 Leavitt received a grant for 20 acres (8 ha), and 100 acres (40 ha) more the 

following year, by which time his children were receiving their own grants of land 
in the town.2 

In 1652 Samuel Leavitt’s father John, then living in Hingham, Massachusetts, 
had been granted 200 acres (81 ha) in Exeter, along with his father-in-law Edward 
Gilman Sr., and John’s brothers-in-law John Gilman and Moses Gilman. (John 

Leavitt of Hingham married Sarah Gilman, daughter of Edward Gilman Sr.) There 
is no evidence that John Leavitt, father of Samuel, ever settled at Exeter – but 
both his sons eventually did; his son Moses Leavitt married Dorothy Dudley, 

daughter of Exeter’s minister Dr. Samuel Dudley; his son Samuel married Mary 
Robinson, daughter of John Robinson, who was an early settler of Ipswich, Mas-

sachusetts and later an early Exeter settler. (Samuel and Moses Leavitt were half-
brothers.) 

As one of Exeter’s earliest settlers, Leavitt was an early enforcer of town rules. 

In March 1673, for instance, he and John Wedgewood were charged with seizing 
any person who violated an order allowing new residents to cut 1,000 white oak 
pipe staves within a year. For their pains, the two were allowed to keep half the 

seized staves for themselves.3 

Samuel Leavitt eventually began to assume powerful positions within the state. 

In 1690 he was named to represent the town of Exeter at a convention of state 
deputies to assess the Province’s relationship with the Massachusetts Bay Colony. 
(The reason for the meeting was the attempt by John Mason, the royal patentee of 

New Hampshire, to try to transfer his claim to a London merchant.) Leavitt is 
listed in this and subsequent documents as Lieutenant Samuel Leavitt, indicating 
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Hampshire, Charles H. Bell, J.E. Farwell & Co., Boston, 1888 
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that he was of some stature in the community by virtue of his leadership of the 
local militia.4 Left without a functioning government, New Hampshire voted to re-

new its association with Massachusetts until His Majesty’s government in London 
was heard from.5 

By 1685 Leavitt was named Captain of the town’s colonial militia, along with 
William Hilton.6 By March 1690 Samuel Leavitt was acting as lieutenant of Exe-
ter’s militia, reporting to Major William Vaughan of Portsmouth.7 

By the end of the decade Samuel Leavitt was routinely acting on behalf of the 
town. On April 28, 1698, for instance, he and John Wedgewood and his cousin 
Moses Gilman acted to affirm a land grant to two settlers next to the land of ‘Mr. 

Edward Hilton.’8 In 1703 Leavitt was a member of the New Hampshire House of 
Representatives, representing Exeter.9 Leavitt served in the House of Representa-

tives again the following year.10 

But Leavitt’s life was not entirely free of trouble. In 1684 he and his relative Mo-
ses Gilman were hauled before His Majesty’s Justice of the Peace Henry Roby in 

Hampton and charged with disturbing the peace. ‘Samuel Levett’, as he is called 
in the original record, then called the marshall and his deputy “a couple of 

rogues,” after which he struck the lawman, telling him that he had no power and 
that Leavitt would not obey his command. “The said Moses Gilman did suddenly 
rise up, and said that Samuel Levett should not go to prison,” according to the 

record of the trial of the two men. In the resulting fracas, Leavitt and Gilman were 
eventually hauled off by the authorities. The source of the trouble had apparently 
been a political discussion about taxes and Royal authority in the province.11 

Lieut. Samuel Dudley and his wife Mary Robinson,12 who was born at Exeter, 
had 11 children. Leavitt’s daughter Elizabeth married Lieut. James Dudley, 

grandson of Rev. Samuel Dudley, father-in-law of Samuel Leavitt’s brother Mo-

                                       
4 The History of New Hampshire, Vol. I, Jeremy Belknap, John Farmer, Published by S.C. Stevens 

and Ela & Wadleigh, Dover, 1831 
5 Colony, Province, State, 1623–1888: History of New Hampshire, John Norris McClintock, B.B. 

Russell, Cornhill, Boston, 1889 
6 Collections of the New Hampshire Historical Society: Province Records and Court Papers, 1680–

1692, Vol. VIII, Nathaniel Bouton (ed.), McFarland & Jenks, Concord, 1866 
7 Extract of Report of the Adjutant General of the State of New Hampshire, Vol. II, George E. 

Jenks, Concord, 1866 
8 History of Newfields, New Hampshire, 1638–1911, James Hill Fitts, The Rumford Press, Concord, 

N.H., 1912 
9 Provincial and State Papers, Documents and Records Relating to the Province of New Hampshire 

from 1692 to 1722, Vol. III, Nathaniel Bouton (ed.), John B. Clarke, Manchester, 1869 
10 Ibid, page 270 
11 Collections of the New Hampshire Historical Society: Province Records and Court Papers from 

1680 to 1692, Vol. VIII, Otis Grant Hammond, New Hampshire State Historical Society, McFarland 

& Jenks, Concord, 1866 
12 Mary Robinson, wife of Lieut. Samuel Dudley, was possibly the granddaughter of Rev. John 

Robinson, the early pastor to the Pilgrims whose son Isaac settled at Plymouth Colony.[1] John 

Robinson moved from Ipswich to Haverhill, Massachusetts, and thence to Exeter in 1657. He was 

killed by Indians in 1675 at Exeter.[2] 
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ses.13 Elizabeth Leavitt married as her third husband Rev. John Odlin, a Harvard 
College-educated pastor of the church at Exeter. Lieut. Samuel Leavitt’s daughter 

Sarah married Moses Leavitt Jr., son of Samuel Leavitt’s brother Moses. Their son 
Dudley Leavitt became a well-known Congregationalist minister at Salem, Massa-

chusetts. Samuel Leavitt’s son James married Hannah Dudley, and died at Exeter 
in 1746, leaving lands to his grandson John Gilman, son of Elizabeth (Leavitt) 
Gilman, as well as lands to Mary (Leavitt) Tuck, another daughter. James Leavitt 

left to his son James his reserved pew at the Exeter meetinghouse.14 

Lieut. Samuel Leavitt died August 6, 1707, and was buried at Exeter. His half-
brother Moses was still alive and living at Exeter.15 

See Also 

 • Deacon John Leavitt 
 • Moses Leavitt 

 • Dudley Leavitt (Minister) 

 

                                       
13 The New England Historical and Genealogical Register, Henry Fitz-Gilbert Waters, The New Eng-

land Historic Genealogical Society, Vol. XLI, David Clapp & Son, Boston, 1887 
14 Provincial and State Papers, Volume 33, 1741–1749, Henry Harrison Metcalf (ed.), Printed by 

the Rumford Press, Concord, N.H., 1915 
15 Samuel Leavitt, the oldest son of Deacon John Leavitt of Hingham, Massachusetts, was the son 

of John and his first wife Mary (last name unknown, although possibly Lovit). Samuel's brother 

Moses was the son of John Leavitt and his second wife Sarah Gilman, daughter of Edward Gilman 

Sr. of Hingham, Norfolk County, England, and subsequently one of the first settlers of Hingham, 

Massachusetts, before Gilman moved on to Ipswich, Massachusetts, and finally to Exeter, where 

he became the progenitor of the influential Gilman family of Exeter.[3] 
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SCOTT LEAVITT 
Scott Leavitt (16 June 1879 – 19 October 1966) was a U.S. Representative from 

Montana. He served as chairman of the House Committee on Indian Affairs. 

EARLY LIFE 

Scott Leavitt was born in Elk Rapids, Michigan in 
1879 to Roswell Leavitt, an attorney, member of the 
Maine House of Representatives and later Michigan 

State Senator, a native of Turner, Maine, where he 
enlisted in the 17th Maine Volunteer Infantry Reg-

iment, and his wife Anna C. (Lawrence) Leavitt.1 
Scott Leavitt moved with his parents in 1881 to 
Bellaire, Michigan, where his father Roswell served 

as prosecuting attorney and circuit court commis-
sioner.2 

Scott Leavitt attended the public schools and 

while in high school enlisted in the Thirty-third 
Regiment, Michigan Volunteer Infantry, during the 

Spanish–American War. Leavitt served in the cam-
paign at Santiago, Cuba during the war. After the 
war, he attended the University of Michigan at Ann 

Arbor. He subsequently moved to Oregon in 1901 
and began homesteading in the Coast Range Moun-
tains near Falls City. There he worked as a school 

principal in the communities of Falls City, North 
Yamhill, Dayton, and Lakeview, Oregon from 1901 

to 1907. In 1907 Leavitt entered the United States Forest Service as a ranger at 
the Fremont National Forest in Oregon. He later served in Minnesota and Montana 
until 1917. 

POLITICS 

In 1922, when incumbent United States Congressman Carl W. Riddick opted to 
run for the Senate rather than seek re-election to the United States House of Rep-

resentatives, Leavitt ran to succeed him in Montana’s 2nd congressional district. 
He defeated Preston B. Moss, the Democratic nominee, by a wide margin to win 
his first term, and in 1924, defeated Joseph Kirschwing by a landslide to win his 

second term. Leavitt was re-elected in 1926 against Harry B. Mitchell, was over-

                                       
1 The Michigan Alumnus, Vol. 7, University of Michigan Alumni Association, Ann Arbor, Mich., Oc-

tober, 1900 
2 Michigan Manual, Michigan Department of State, Darius D. Thorp, State Printer and Binder, 

Lansing, Mich., 1889 

 
Scott Leavitt 

Member of the 
U.S. House of Representatives 
from Montana's 2nd district 

In office 
March 4, 1923 – March 3, 1933 
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whelmingly re-elected in 1928 over B. A. Taylor, and won what would be his fifth 
and final term in Congress in 1930 over Tom Stout. 

On March 5, 1932, Leavitt took to the floor of the House to deliver a eulogy to 
Indian Chief Plenty Coups. “I have chosen to announce the passing of one who 

has graced the history of my state of Montana,” said Leavitt on the floor of the 
U.S. House of Representatives. 

 “[Plenty Coup’s] life was in truth a symbol of the absorption of the American 

Indian into the citizenship of the United States,” Leavitt continued. “His was one 
of the finest characters I have ever known.... He was a man of such caliber and 
such high character, and his service was so outstanding, that it is entirely fitting 

that the American Congress should pause for a moment to do him reverence.”3 

Leavitt ran for re-election in 1932, but was defeated by Roy E. Ayers in a Demo-

cratic landslide year that saw Republicans lose over a hundred seats in the United 
States House of Representatives. From the 69th United States Congress to the 
71st United States Congress, Leavitt served as the Chairman of the House Com-

mittee on Indian Affairs. 

Following his defeat for re-election, Leavitt ran for the United States Senate in a 

1934 special election to fill the seat of Thomas J. Walsh, who died in office. He 
won the Republican primary against former State Attorney General Wellington D. 
Rankin, but lost the general election to James E. Murray in a landslide. After his 

unsuccessful campaign for the Senate, he started working for the Forest Service 
again in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and served as the Commander-in-Chief of the 
United Spanish War Veterans from 1936 to 1937. 

LATER LIFE 

He retired from the Forest Service in 1941 and moved to Newberg, Oregon, 
where Scott Leavitt died on October 19, 1966. He was interred in Willamette Na-

tional Cemetery near Portland, Oregon. Scott Leavitt Park in Newberg is named for 
the Congressman and Forest Ranger. 
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STURGIS ELLENO LEAVITT 
Sturgis Elleno Leavitt (1888–1976) was the Kenan Professor of Spanish at the 

University of North Carolina, the author of many books on Spanish language and 

literature, the president of several Spanish language teaching organizations, an 
adviser to the U.S. State Department and for many years the chairman of the 
Southern Humanities Conference as well as editor of the Hispanic Review. 

Sturgis Leavitt was born on January 24, 1888, in Newhall, Maine, the son of 
William H. Leavitt and his wife Mary Ellen (Sturgis).1 After attending high school 
in nearby Gorham, Maine, Leavitt was educated at Bowdoin College, Brunswick, 

Maine, and then at Harvard University, where he graduated with a Ph.D. in 1917. 
Between stints at Harvard Graduate School, Leavitt taught at Jackson Military 

Academy in Missouri, Cushing Academy in Massachusetts, Northwestern Univer-
sity and at Harvard College. 

Following his graduation from Harvard, where he was awarded the Sheldon 

Traveling Fellowship, Leavitt embarked on a trip to South America. For the next 
two years, he traveled between Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina and Uruguay. Fol-

lowing his tour of South America, Leavitt returned to America, where he was of-
fered a junior teaching job at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 
1917. Following his Harvard graduation, Leavitt eventually become full professor 

and later Kenan Professor of Spanish.2 

The Maine native’s early days in the South as a professor of Spanish studies 
were not without trials. “In 1930 Southern colleges and universities lagged far be-

hind the great Northern and (some) Western universities,” writes professor Clifford 
Lyons of UNC Chapel Hill. “We had few distinguished scholars and most of them 

did not have access to a first-class university library.”3 Eventually, because of the 
efforts of Leavitt and scholars like him, the universities and colleges of the south 
were able to build modern language departments of stature. “All that has changed, 

and I think SAMLA4 had a lot to do with it,” writes Lyons. (In the part of the twen-
tieth century, other notable Southern scholars in other fields also fled northward, 
including Yale University’s Cleanth Brooks, a native of Kentucky, and Robert Penn 

Warren, writer, Yale professor and fellow Kentucky native.) 

In 1935 the young Spanish professor and Maine native helped found and be-

came editor of The South Atlantic Bulletin, a publication addressed to the Southern 
Hemisphere of North America. The first issue appeared in May 1935 in broadside 
format, approximately 11x16 inches. The inaugural issue carried a statement of 
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purpose which made clear that the bulletin would examine all aspects of the field, 
including the treatment of those teaching in it. 

 “It [the Bulletin] should publish, for example, descriptions of important collec-
tions in the libraries of the Southeast, and reviews and notices of scholarly publi-

cations by our members,” Leavitt wrote. “It should also make known the results of 
investigations regarding the attitudes of school authorities toward research, sab-
batical leaves, and related problems.” 

Leavitt proposed to charge $1 for annual dues – a figure that held for the next 
20 years (until 1955). Leavitt remained the Bulletin’s editor until 1950, and man-
aged to publish an issue on time each out of readers’ annual dues. 

In 1956 Leavitt was elected to the board of the national Modern Language Asso-
ciation, on which he served three years. He later served as Director of Inter-

America Institute, a school for large groups of teachers and students from Latin 
American countries. Leavitt served as president of the AATSP from 1945–46, and 
as member of the editor’s advisory council for Hispania magazine for many years.5 

The bibliography that Leavitt maintained of Hispanic literature has been called 
one of his notable contributions to the field of Spanish language studies.6 

Sturgis Leavitt was awarded honorary degrees of Doctor of Letters by Davidson 
College and by his alma mater Bowdoin. In the citation, Bowdoin College called 
Leavitt “one of the leading scholars and teachers of the Spanish language and lit-

erature in the United States,” who had helped “bring about a better understanding 
with our neighbors to the South, showing what the academic world can do to 
strengthen inter-American ties.”7 

In 1974 he was made a member of the Mexican Academy. The same year he was 
also installed as one of the first members of the Academy of Spanish Language in 

the United States. In 1972 he had been named one of the nation’s top ten Spanish 
language scholars by a Madrid literary journal.  

The Sturgis Elleno Leavitt Award of the Southeastern Council of Latin American 

Studies, with which Leavitt was long associated, is named for him.8 Leavitt and 
his wife, the former Alga Webber, long lived at 718 East Franklin Street in Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina, where they built a New England-style white clapboard home.9 
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Professor Leavitt’s papers are deposited at the Manuscripts Department of the 
Library of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.10 The Maine native was 

a longtime member of the Mayflower Society. Leavitt died on March 3, 1976, at 
North Carolina Memorial Hospital; his wife Alga had died a decade earlier. 

Leavitt’s teaching career at UNC spanned 43 years (1917–60), and until his death 
he worked each day at his desk in the University’s Dey Hall, center of the lan-
guage programs he helped nurture. 

Leavitt’s wife was an editor and writer who was the author of Stories and Poems 
from the Old South: Edited by Mrs. Sturgis Elleno Leavitt (Alga Leavitt) published 
by the Seeman Printery at Durham, North Carolina in 1923. An amateur actress, 

Alga Leavitt had earlier worked with author Thomas Wolfe at the Carolina Play-
makers, an amateur theatrical group.11 
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 • Photo of Sturgis Elleno Leavitt, South Atlantic Studies for Sturgis Elleno 
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THADDEUS LEAVITT 
Thaddeus Leavitt (1750–1826) was a Suffield, Connecticut, merchant who in-

vented an improved upon version of the cotton gin,1 as well as joining with seven 

other Connecticut men to purchase most of the three-million-plus acres of the 
Western Reserve lands in Ohio from the government of Connecticut, land on 
which some of his family eventually settled, founding Leavittsburg, Ohio, and set-

tling in Trumbull County, Ohio. Leavitt served on a commission in the early nine-
teenth century to settle boundary disputes between Massachusetts and 
Connecticut, was a director of one of Connecticut’s first banks, and was a ship-

owner whose vessels traded throughout the Atlantic. Leavitt also kept a journal in 
which he noted everything from the weather to ‘cures’ for various ailments to the 

adoption of the United States Constitution. 

Thaddeus Leavitt, Esq.2 was born September 9, 1750 in Suffield to farmer and 
carpenter John Leavitt and his wife Abiah Kent.3 Thaddeus Leavitt married Eliza-

beth King, daughter of Ensign William King of Suffield and his wife Lucy Hathe-
way.4,5 A piece of French furniture was emblazoned with a brass plaque to 

commemorate the couple’s marriage, and given to them, probably by Leavitt’s new 
King in-laws.6 

Leavitt became an early Suffield merchant, selectman and Justice of the Peace, 

and was known as “Squire Leavitt.” He ran a store in Suffield, and from an early 
age began investing in the shipping business. Leavitt was one of Hartford County’s 
leading citizens, and became wealthy in his dealings as a merchant and shipown-

er.7 His ships traded as far afield as the West Indies and other farflung destina-
tions, and the entrepreneurial Leavitt acted as both importer and exporter. 

Thanks to his increasing wealth, Leavitt built the home later known in Suffield as 
the Harmon House on High Street.8 

Eventually Leavitt’s business interests extended as far as Spain.9 He used the 

profits from his increasingly lucrative trading to join seven other prominent Con-

                                       
1 Invention & Patent, History Between the Pages, Villanova University Library 
2 The courtesy title Esquire, in the case of Thaddeus Leavitt, was used to refer to him in contempo-

raneous writing, where he appears as “Squire Leavitt,” and on his tombstone in Suffield, and that 

of his brother John, who is buried nearby. 
3 The History of the Descendants of John Dwight of Dedham, Massachusetts, Vol. I, Benjamin 

Woodbridge Dwight, John F. Trow & Son, New York, 1874 
4 The King Family of Suffield, Connecticut, Its English Ancestry, Compiled by Cameron Haight King, 

Press of the Walter Brunt Company, San Francisco, 1908 
5 Suffield Historical Society 
6 Rare 18th C. Louis XVI Commode, Artfact.com 
7 Diary of Thomas Robbins, D.D., 1796–1854, Printed for His Nephew, Vol. I, Beacon Press, Boston, 

Mass., 1886 
8 Celebration of the Two Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Settlement of Suffield, Connecticut, 

Published by the Authority of the General Executive Committee, Suffield, 1921 
9 One of Leavitt's trading partners was Aaron Lopez, an early Jewish merchant in Newport, Rhode 

Island, who was born in Portugal and maintained trading contacts there.[1] 
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necticut men in purchasing the Western Reserve lands from the state of Connecti-
cut, which the state had offered for sale in exchange for funds paid into the state’s 

treasury for educational purposes. Thaddeus Leavitt Esq. and Suffield business-
men Oliver Phelps (then the largest landowner in America), Gideon Granger, Lu-

ther Loomis and Asahel Hatheway owned between them one-quarter of all the 
lands assigned to Connecticut in the Western Reserve.10,11 

Also investing in the Connecticut Land Company were other of the state’s most 

powerful men.12 Another investor in the new western lands was Leavitt family rela-
tion Oliver Ellsworth, the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, for-
mer United States Senator from Connecticut and a chief framer of the United 

States Constitution. (Ellsworth’s share of the Reserve alone came to over 41,000 
acres (170 km²) and embraced much of modern-day Cleveland). One of the first 

settlers of the Western Reserve was John Leavitt, brother of Thaddeus and found-
er of a family who went on to become prominent Ohio citizens. 

In 1803 Leavitt was among several Connecticut citizens chosen to resolve a dis-

pute between the states of Connecticut and Massachusetts concerning the border 
between the two states. (Suffield was once considered part of Massachusetts at the 

time that Thaddeus Leavitt’s ancestor Lieutenant Joshua Leavitt arrived in Suf-
field from his birthplace in Hingham, Massachusetts).13 Leavitt was one of a suc-
cession of trustees ordered to resolve the ongoing conflict between the two New 

England states.14,15 

Leavitt’s appointment to the border commission flowed from his mercantile in-
terests in the region. In 1805, he joined with several citizens of Connecticut and 

Massachusetts to form a company designated by the legislature as “The Proprie-
tors of the Springfield Bridge.” The corporation’s aim was building a bridge over 

the Connecticut River linking West Springfield and Springfield, Massachusetts.16 

Within the state of Connecticut, Leavitt’s interests came to embrace the state’s 
burgeoning development. He served as one of the earliest directors of the newly-

incorporated Hartford Bank (later the Hartford National Bank).17 Merchant Leavitt 

                                       
10 American Journal of Education (1855–1882), Vol. VI, Henry Barnard (ed.), Printed by F. C. 

Brownell, Hartford, Ct., 1859 
11 J. Hammond Trumbull (1886). The Memorial History of Hartford County, Connecticut, 1633-1884. 

BiblioLife LLC. 
12 The Western Reserve Historical Society, Part II, The Connecticut Land Company and Accompany-

ing Papers, Cleveland, Ohio, 1916 
13 Special Acts and Resolutions of the State of Connecticut, Boundary Line Between Connecticut and 

Massachusetts, John B. Eldredge, Hartford, Conn., 1837 
14 The History of Connecticut, from the First Settlement of the Colony to the Adoption of the Present 

Constitution, Vol. II, Gideon Hiram Hollister, Printed by Case, Tiffany & Co., Hartford, Ct., 1857 
15 Lieut. Joshua Leavitt, born at Hingham, Massachusetts, in 1687, subsequently moved to Suf-

field and died there in 1732. He was the grandfather of Thaddeus Leavitt.[2] 
16 Our County and Its People: A History of Hampden County, Massachusetts, Vol. I, Alfred Minot 

Copeland, The Century Memorial Publishing Co., 1902 
17 1792–1892: One Hundred Years of the Hartford Bank, now the Hartford National Bank, Patrick 

Henry Woodward, Press of the Case, Lockwood and Brainard Company, Hartford, Ct., 1892 
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even had his fingers in the state’s agricultural economy, serving on the committee 
of the Hartford County Agricultural Society.18 

Unusually for an early merchant, pressed for time, Leavitt kept a long-running 
diary about events in Suffield and the vicinity. (The diary today is in the collection 

of the Kent Memorial Library in Suffield, and its pages have been transcribed into 
a typewritten manuscript for easier reading.) In its pages, Leavitt noted many of 
the day-to-day occurrences in Suffield, including an entry from December 1, 1802, 

on a cure for whooping cough; another for a cure for a spider bite; and an entry 
from March 1803 for “a Receipt [ie, instructions] for taking film off a horses eye.”19 
Leavitt took note of the raising of a new Meeting house, and on February 8, 1788, 

he made this entry: “We this day have certain Inteligence [sic] from the state con-
vention Boston Massachusetts that they have adopted the Feaderal Constitution 

by a Majority in favr of it of 19--passd 5th Inst.”20 

Thaddeus Leavitt and his wife Elizabeth had two children who married Loomis 
siblings: a son, Thaddeus Leavitt Jr., who married Jemima Loomis of Suffield;21 

and a daughter Elizabeth Leavitt, who married Jemima’s brother Hon. Luther 
Loomis.22,23 Descendants of Thaddeus Leavitt Jr., who also became a Suffield 

merchant, include his grandsons, the three Hunt brothers: architect Richard Mor-
ris Hunt; Boston painter William Morris Hunt; and the lawyer and photography 
pioneer Leavitt Hunt.24 

Thaddeus Leavitt Esq., a longtime stalwart of Connecticut’s Democratic party, is 
buried in the Old Burying Ground of the First Congregational Church of Suffield, 
also known as the First Church of Christ, established in 1698. 

                                       
18 The Rural Magazine and Farmer’s Monthly Museum, Vol. I, J. & W. Russell, Hartford, Conn., 

1819 
19 Thaddeus Leavitt Diary, Kent Memorial Library, Suffield, Conn., suffield-library.org 
20 Thaddeus Leavitt Diary, Suffield, Conn., 8 February 1788 (excerpt), Wisconsin State Historical 

Society 
21 Annals of Brattleboro, 1681–1895, Mary R. Cabot, Press of E. L. Hildreth & Co., Brattleboro, Vt., 

1921 
22 Born in Suffield, Luther Loomis became a prosperous New York City merchant, but fled during 

the War of 1812, returning to Suffield, where he became a judge of probate, a Connecticut State 

Senator, and was once nominated for Governor.[3] 
23 The Descendants of Joseph Loomis, Elias Loomis, Tuttle, Morehouse and Taylor, New Haven, 

Conn., 1870 
24 Notable Descendants of John Dwight of Dedham, Gary Boyd Roberts, New England Historic Ge-

nealogical Society, NewEnglandAncestors.org 
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See Also 

 • Hunt family of Vermont 
 • John Leavitt (Ohio settler) 

 • Oliver Ellsworth 
 • Henry Leavitt Ellsworth 
 • Richard Morris Hunt 

 • William Morris Hunt 
 • Leavitt Hunt 

 • Western Reserve 
 • Leavittsburg, Ohio 

External Links 

 • Gravestone of Lieut. Joshua Leavitt, first Suffield ancestor and grandfather of 

Thaddeus Leavitt, smugmug.com 
 • Gravestone of Abiah (Kent) Leavitt, mother of Thaddeus Leavitt, Old Center 

Cemetery, Suffield, Connecticut, Find-A-Grave 
 • Thaddeus Leavitt Diary, 1784-1802, Kent Memorial Library, Suffield, Con-

necticut 
 • History Between the Pages, Invention & Patent, villanova.edu 
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THOMAS DUDLEY 
Thomas Dudley (12 October 1576 – 31 July 1653) was a colonial magistrate 

who served several terms as governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Dudley 

was the chief founder of Newtowne, later Cambridge, Massachusetts, and built the 
town’s first home. He provided land and funds to establish the Roxbury Latin 
School, and signed Harvard College’s new charter during his 1650 term as gover-

nor. Dudley was a devout Puritan who was opposed to religious views not con-
forming with his. In this he was more rigid than other early Massachusetts leaders 
like John Winthrop, but less confrontational than John Endecott. 

The son of a military man who died when he was young, Dudley saw military 
service himself during the French Wars of Religion, and then acquired some legal 

training before entering the service of his likely kinsman the Earl of Lincoln. Along 
with other Puritans in Lincoln’s circle, Dudley helped organize the establishment 
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, sailing with Winthrop in 1630. Although he 

served only four one-year terms as governor of the colony, he was regularly in oth-
er positions of authority. 

Dudley’s descendants include his daughter Anne Bradstreet (1612–1672), the 
prominent early American poet, and many famous Americans. One of the gates of 
Harvard Yard, which existed from 1915 to 1947, was named in his honor, and 

Harvard’s Dudley House is named for the family. 

EARLY YEARS 

Thomas Dudley was born in Yardley Has-
tings, a village near Northampton, England, on 

12 October 1576, to Roger and Susanna 
(Thorne) Dudley.1 His father, a captain in the 

English army, was apparently killed in battle. It 
was for some time believed he was killed in the 
1590 Battle of Ivry,2 but this is unlikely be-

cause Susanna Dudley was later found to be 
widowed by 1588. The 1586 Battle of Zutphen 

has also been suggested as the occasion of Rog-
er Dudley’s death.3 The family has long asserted 
connections to the Sutton-Dudleys of Dudley 

Castle; there is a similarity in their coats of 
arms4, but association beyond probable common ancestry has not yet been con-
clusively demonstrated.3,5 Dudley’s mother was descended from Henry II of Eng-

                                       
1 Anderson, p. 584 
2 Jones, p. 3 
3 Richardson et al, p. 280 
4 Jones, pp. 3–10 
5 Anderson, p. 585 
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land through her Purefoy ancestors,6 and like many other young men of good 
birth Thomas Dudley became a page, in his case in the household of William, Bar-

on Compton at nearby Castle Ashby.3 Later he raised a company of men following 
a call to arms by Queen Elizabeth I, and served in the English army led by Sir Ar-

thur Savage fighting with King Henry IV of France during the French Wars of Reli-
gion. He fought the Spanish at the Siege of Amiens in 1597 which in September 
surrendered and was the final action of the war.[3] 

After he was discharged from his military service, Dudley 
returned to Northamptonshire.7 He then entered the service 
of Sir Augustine Nicolls, a relative of his mother’s, as a 

clerk.8,9 Nicolls, a lawyer and later a judge, was recognized 
for his honesty at a time when many judges were suscepti-

ble to bribery and other malfeasance.10 He was also sympa-
thetic to the Puritan cause; the exposure to legal affairs and 
Nicolls’ religious views probably had a significant influence 

on Dudley. After Nicolls’ sudden death in 1616, Dudley took 
a position with Theophilus Clinton, 4th Earl of Lincoln, 

serving as a steward responsible for managing some of the 
earl’s estates. The earl’s estate in Lincolnshire was a center 
of Nonconformist thought, and Dudley was already recog-

nized for his Puritan virtues by the time he entered the 
earl’s service.11 According to Cotton Mather’s biography of 
Dudley, he successfully disentangled a legacy of financial difficulties bequeathed 

to the earl, and the earl consequently came to depend on Dudley for financial ad-
vice.12 Dudley’s services were not entirely pecuniary in nature: he is also said to 

have had an important role in securing the engagement of Clinton to Lord Saye’s13 
daughter.14 In 1622, Dudley acquired the assistance of Simon Bradstreet who was 
eventually drawn to Dudley’s daughter Anne. The two were married six years later, 

when she was 16.15 

Dudley was briefly out of Lincoln’s service between about 1624 and 1628. Dur-
ing this time he lived with his growing family in Boston, Lincolnshire, where he 

likely was a parishioner at St. Botolph’s Church, where John Cotton preached. 
The Dudleys were known to be back on Lincoln’s estate in 1628, when his daugh-

ter Anne came down with smallpox and was treated there.16 

                                       
6 Richardson et al, p. 600 
7 Jones, p. 24 
8 Kellogg, p. 3 
9 Jones, p. 25 
10 Jones, pp. 25–26 
11 Jones, pp. 31–32 
12 Jones, p. 40 
13 William Fiennes, 1st Viscount Saye and Sele (28 June 1582 – 14 April 1662) 
14 Jones, p. 42 
15 Kellogg, pp. 11–12 
16 Kellogg, p. 8 
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MASSACHUSETTS BAY COLONY 

In 1628 Dudley and other Puritans decided to form the Massachusetts Bay 
Company, with a view toward establishing a Puritan colony in North America. 

Dudley’s name does not appear on the land grant issued to the company that 
year, but he was almost certainly involved in the formative stages of the company, 

whose investors and supporters included many individuals in the Earl of Lincoln’s 
circle.17 The company sent a small group of colonists led by John Endecott to 
begin building a settlement, called Salem, on the shores of Massachusetts Bay; a 

second group was sent in 1629.18 The company acquired a royal charter in April 
1629, and later that year made the critical decision to transport the charter and 

the company’s corporate governance to the colony. The Cambridge Agreement, 
which enabled the emigrating shareholders to buy out those that remained be-
hind, may have been written by Dudley.19 In October 1629 John Winthrop was 

elected governor, and John Humphrey was chosen as his deputy17,20 However, as 
the fleet was preparing to sail in March 1630, Humphrey decided he would not 
leave England immediately, and Dudley was chosen as deputy governor in his 

place.21 

Dudley and his family sailed for the New World on the Arbella, the flagship of 

the Winthrop Fleet, on 8 April 1630 and arrived in Salem Harbour on 22 June.22 
Finding conditions at Salem inadequate for establishing a larger colony, Winthrop 
and Dudley led forays into the Charles River watershed, but were apparently una-

ble to immediately agree on a site for the capital.23 With limited time to establish 
themselves, and concerns over rumors of potential hostile French action, the lead-

ers decided to distribute the colonists in several places in order to avoid present-
ing a single target for hostilities. The Dudleys probably spent the winter of 1630–
31 in Boston, which was where the leadership chose to stay after its first choice, 

Charlestown, was found to have inadequate water.24 A letter Dudley wrote to the 
Countess of Lincoln in March 1631 narrated the first year’s experience of the col-

onists that arrived in Winthrop’s fleet in an intimate tone befitting a son or suitor 
as much as a servant.25 It appeared in print for the first time in a 1696 compila-
tion of early colonial documents by Joshua Scottow.26 
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Founding of Cambridge 

In the spring of 1631 the leadership agreed to 
establish the colony’s capital at Newtowne (near 
present-day Harvard Square in Cambridge), and 

the town was surveyed and laid out. Dudley, Si-
mon Bradstreet, and others built their houses 
there, but to Dudley’s anger, Winthrop decided to 

build in Boston. This decision caused a rift be-
tween Dudley and Winthrop—it was serious 

enough that in 1632 Dudley resigned his posts 
and considered returning to England.27 After the 
intercession of others, the two reconciled and Dud-

ley retracted his resignations. Winthrop reported that “[e]ver after they kept peace 
and good correspondency in love and friendship.”28 During the dispute, Dudley al-
so harshly questioned Winthrop’s authority as governor for a number of actions 

done without consulting his council of assistants.29  Dudley’s differences with 
Winthrop came to the fore again in January 1636, when other magistrates orches-

trated a series of accusations that Winthrop had been overly lenient in his judicial 
decisions.30 

In 1632 Dudley, at his own expense, erected a 

palisade31 around Newtowne (which was renamed 
Cambridge in 1636) that enclosed 1,000 acres 

(400 ha) of land, principally as a defense against 
wild animals and Indian raids. The colony agreed to 
reimburse him by imposing taxes upon all of the ar-

ea communities.27 The meetings occasioned by this 
need are among the first instances of a truly repre-
sentative government in North America,32 when 

each town chose two representatives to advise the governor on the subject. This 
principal was extended to govern the colony as a whole in 1634, the year Dudley 

was first elected governor.27 During this term the colony established a committee 
to oversee military affairs and to manage the colony’s munitions.33 

The colony came under legal threat in 1632, when Sir Ferdinando Gorges, at-

tempting to revive an earlier claim to the territory, raised issues of the colony’s 
charter and governance with the Privy Council of King Charles I. When the colo-

ny’s governing magistrates drafted a response to the charges raised by Gorges, 
Dudley was alone in opposing language referring to the king as his “sacred majes-

                                       
27 Moore, p. 283 
28 Moore, p. 284 
29 Jones, pp. 109–110 
30 Bremer (2003), p. 245 
31 A palisade—sometimes called a stakewall or a paling—is typically a fence or wall made from 

wooden stakes or tree trunks and used as a defensive structure or enclosure. 
32 Moore, p. 285 
33 Moore, p. 286 
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ty,” and to bishops of the Church of England as “Reverend Bishops.”34 Although a 
quo warranto writ35 was issued in 1635 calling for the charter to be returned to 

England, the king’s financial straits prevented it from being served, and the issue 
eventually died out.36 

Anne Hutchinson Affair 

In 1635, and for the four following years, Dudley was 

elected either as deputy governor or as a member of the 
council of assistants. The governor in 1636 was Henry 
Vane, and the colony was split over the actions of Anne 

Hutchinson. She had come to the colony in 1634, and be-
gan preaching a “covenant of grace” following her mentor, 
John Cotton, while most of the colony’s leadership, in-

cluding Dudley, Winthrop, and most of the ministers, es-
poused a more Legalist view (“covenant of works”). This 

split divided the colony, since Vane and Cotton supported 
her.37 At the end of this colonial strife, called the Antino-
mian Controversy, Hutchinson was banished from the 

colony, and a number of her followers left the colony as a consequence.38 She set-
tled in Rhode Island, where Roger Williams, also persona non-grata in Massachu-

setts over theological differences, offered her shelter.39 Dudley’s role in the affair is 
unclear, but historians supportive of Hutchinson’s cause argue that he was a sig-
nificant force in her banishment,40 and that he was unhappy that the colony did 

not adopt a more rigid stance or ban more of her followers.41  

Vane was turned out of office in 1637 over the Hutchinson affair and his insist-

ence on flying the English flag over the colony’s fort — many Puritans felt that the 
Cross of St George on the flag was a symbol of popery and was thus anathema to 
them.42 Vane was replaced by Winthrop, who then served three terms.43 According 

to Winthrop, concerns over the length of his service led to Dudley’s election as 
governor in 1640.44  

                                       
34 Bremer (2003), p. 234 
35 Quo warranto (Medieval Latin for “by what warrant?”) is a prerogative writ requiring the person 

to whom it is directed to show what authority they have for exercising some right or power (or 

“franchise”) they claim to hold. 
36 Bremer (2003), p. 240 
37 Moore, pp. 287–288 
38 Battis, pp. 232–48 
39 Moore, p. 288 
40 Jones, p. 226 
41 Bremer (2003), p. 298 
42 Moore, pp. 317–318 
43 Moore, pp. 6,320 
44 Moore, p. 289 
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Although Dudley and Winthrop clashed with each other on a number of issues, 
they agreed on the banning of Hutchinson, and their relationship had some signif-

icant positive elements. In 1638 Dudley and Winthrop were each granted a tract of 
land “about six miles from Concord, northward.”45 Reportedly, Winthrop and Dud-

ley went to the area together to survey the land and select their parcels. Winthrop, 
then governor, graciously deferred to Dudley, then deputy governor, to make the 
first choice of land. Dudley’s land became Bedford, and Winthrop’s Billerica.46 The 

place where the two properties met was marked by two large stones, each carved 
with the owner’s name; Winthrop described the spot as the “‘Two Brothers,’ in re-
membrance that they were brothers by their children’s marriage.”43 

Other Political Activities 

During Dudley’s term of office in 1640, many new laws were passed. This led to 

the introduction the following year of the Massachusetts Body of Liberties, a doc-
ument that contains guarantees that were later placed in the United States Bill of 
Rights. During this term he joined moderates, including John Winthrop, in oppos-

ing attempts by the local clergy to take a more prominent and explicit role in the 
colony’s governance. 47 When he was again governor in 1645 the colony threatened 

war against the expansionist Narragansetts, who had been making war against 
the English-allied Mohegans. This prompted the Narragansett leader Miantonomi 
to sign a peace agreement with the New England colonies which lasted until King 

Philip’s War broke out 30 years later.48 Dudley also presided over the acquittal of 
John Winthrop in a trial held that year; Winthrop had been charged with abuses 

of his power as a magistrate by residents of Hingham the previous year.49  

In 1649 Dudley was appointed once again 
to serve as a commissioner and president of 

the New England Confederation, an umbrella 
organization established by most of the New 
England colonies to address issues of common 

interest; however, he was ill (and aging, at 73), 
and consequently unable to discharge his du-

ties in that office.50 Despite the illness, Dudley 
was elected governor for the fourth and last 
time in 1650.51 The most notable acts during 

this term were the issuance of a new charter 
for Harvard College,52 and the judicial decision 

                                       
45 Jones, p. 251 
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48 Jones, p. 334 
49 Bremer (2003), pp. 363–364 
50 Jones, p. 389 
51 Jones, p. 393 
52 Jones, p. 394 
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to burn The Meritorious Price of Our Redemption, a book by Springfield resident 
William Pynchon that expounded on religious views heretical to the ruling Puri-

tans. Pynchon was called upon to retract his views, but he chose to return to Eng-
land instead of facing the magistrates.53  

During most of his years in Massachusetts, when not governor, Dudley served 
as either deputy governor or as one of the colony’s commissioners to the New Eng-
land Confederation.54 He also served as a magistrate in the colonial courts,55 and 

sat on committees that drafted the laws of the colony.56 His views were conserva-
tive, but he was not as strident in them as John Endecott. Endecott notoriously 

defaced the English flag in 1632, an act for which he was censured and deprived 
of office for one year.57 Dudley sided with the moderate faction on the issue, which 
believed the flag’s depiction of the Cross of St George had by then been reduced to 

a symbol of nationalism.58  

Nathaniel Morton, an early chronicler of the Plymouth Colony, wrote of Dudley, 
"His zeal to order appeared in contriving good laws, and faithfully executing them 

upon criminal offenders, heretics, and underminers of true religion. He had a 
piercing judgment to discover the wolf, though clothed with a sheepskin.”59 Early 

Massachusetts historian James Savage wrote of Dudley that “[a] hardness in pub-
lic, and rigidity in private life, are too observable in his character.”56 In a more 
modern historical view, Francis Bremer observes that Dudley was “more precise 

and rigid than the moderate Winthrop in his approach to the issues facing the 
colonists.”60  

Founding of Harvard and Roxbury Latin 

In 1637, the colony established 
a committee “to take order for a 

new college at Newtown.”62 The 
committee consisted of most of the 

colony’s elders, including Dudley. 
In 1638, John Harvard, a childless 
colonist, bequeathed to the colony 

his library and half of his estate as a contribution to the college, which was conse-
quently named in his honor. The college charter was first issued in 1642, and a 
second charter was issued in 1650, signed by then-Governor Thomas Dudley,59 
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59 Moore, p. 292 
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One of thy founders, him New-England know, 
Who staid thy feeble sides when thou wast low, 
Who spent his state, his strength, and years with care, 
That after comers in them might have share. 
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Harvard Yard‘s Dudley Gate61 
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who also served for many years as one of the college’s overseers. Harvard Universi-
ty’s Dudley House, now only an administrative unit located in Lehman Hall after 

the actual house was torn down, is named in honor of the Dudley family.63 Har-
vard Yard once had a Dudley Gate bearing words written by his daughter Anne;58 

it was torn down in the 1940s to make way for construction of Lamont Library.64 A 
fragment remains in Dudley Garden, behind Lamont Library, including a lengthy 
inscription in stone. 

In 1643, Reverend John Eliot established a school at Roxbury. Dudley, who was 
then living in Roxbury, gave significant donations of both land and money to the 
school, which survives to this day as the Roxbury Latin School.65 

FAMILY AND LEGACY 

Dudley married Dorothy Yorke in 1603, and with her 
had five children. Samuel, the first, also came to the New 

World, and married Winthrop’s daughter Mary in 1633, 
the first of several alliances of the Dudley-Winthrop fami-
ly.67 He later served as the pastor in Exeter, New Hamp-

shire.68 Daughter Anne married Simon Bradstreet, and 
became the first poet published in North America.69,70 The 

third child, Sarah, married Benjamin Keayne, a militia of-
ficer. This union was an unhappy one, and resulted in the 
first reported instance of divorce in the colony; Keayne re-

turned to England and repudiated the marriage. Although 
no formal divorce proceedings are known, Sarah eventual-
ly married again.71 Patience, the fourth child, also married 

a colonial militia officer, and Mercy, the last of his chil-
dren with Dorothy, married minister John Wood-

bridge.66https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Dudley - 
cite_note-M295_6-66  Dorothy Yorke died 27 December 
1643 at 61 years of age, and was remembered by her daughter Anne in a poem:72  

Here lies, 
A worthy matron of unspotted life, 

A loving mother and obedient wife, 
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A friendly neighbor, pitiful to poor, 
Whom oft she fed and clothed with her store; 

Dudley married his second wife, the widow Katherine 
(Deighton) Hackburne, descendant of the noble Berkeley, 

Lygon and Beauchamp families,73 in 1644. She is also a 
direct descendant of eleven of the twenty-five barons who 
acted as sureties for John Lackland on the Magna Carta.74 

They had three children, Deborah, Joseph, and Paul66 Jo-
seph served as governor of the Dominion of New England 
and of the Province of Massachusetts Bay.75 Paul (not to 

be confused with Joseph’s son Paul, who served as pro-
vincial attorney general) was for a time the colony’s regis-

ter of probate.66 

In 1636 Dudley moved from Cambridge to Ipswich, and 
in 1639 moved to Roxbury.76,77 He died in Roxbury on 31 July 1653, and was bur-

ied in the Eliot Burying Ground there. Some of his descendants, including son Jo-
seph and grandson Paul, are also buried there.78 Dudley’s many famous 

descendants include Dudley Saltonstall, Revolutionary War naval commander, 
Paul Dudley Sargent, Revolutionary War military commander and privateer, John 
Kerry, the 2004 Democratic presidential candidate and United States Senator 

from Massachusetts, erstwhile Secretary of State, as well as former United States 
Supreme Court Justice David Souter and past political figures such as U. S. Pres-
ident Herbert Hoover and New Hampshire Senator Nicholas Gilman.79 Dudley, 

Massachusetts is named for his grandsons Paul and William, who were its first 
proprietors.80  

The Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation owns a parcel 
of land in Billerica called Governor Thomas Dudley Park.81 The "Two Brothers" 
rocks are located in the Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge in Bedford, in an 

area that has been listed on the National Register of Historic Places as the Two 
Brothers Rocks-Dudley Road Historic District.82  

                                       
73 Ancestral Roots of Certain American Colonists Who Came to America Before 1700, 8th edition, 
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THOMAS LEAVITT (INVENTOR) 
Thomas Leavitt (1827–1899) patented, along with his brother Martin Leavitt, 

the first machine in the U.S. that made machine-cancelled postal letters practica-

ble, enabling the United States Post Office to increase the volume of mail it han-
dled, quickening the pace of delivery and allowing customers to more easily send 
letters of various sizes. 

BIOGRAPHY 

Leavitt, a resident of Malden, Massachusetts,1 was born in 1827 at Hingham, 
Massachusetts, the son of Martin Lincoln Leavitt,2 and began working in the early 

1870s on a continuous cancelling machine – one that could mechanically sort and 
stamp envelopes. The postage stamp itself was a relatively new invention, intro-
duced in the U.S. in 1847, and within a couple of decades the volume of U.S. mail 

began overwhelming hand cancelling, the only practical method of cancelling each 
stamp so it could not be reused. 

By the early 1870s, inventors in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, had introduced a 

machine which allowed the cancelling of postal cards of a standardized size, 
speeding their processing by eliminating the need for hand-cancelling. But a 

mechanism which would allow letters of various sizes, shapes and thicknesses to 
pass through a sorter proved a stumbling block. 

In 1875 Thomas Leavitt and his brother Martin were issued United States Pa-

tent Number 175,290 for a device which would allow different sizes of letters to 
have their postage stamps cancelled.3 The two brothers tested their hand-cranked, 
hand-fed device at the main Boston Post Office under the watchful eye of postal 

workers. The device was largely a failure. But after more tinkering, Leavitt and his 
brother got a second patent (Number 192,519). The Leavitt brothers’ second device 

is considered the first practical device in the U.S. for mechanized cancelling.4 

Backing Leavitt financially was Henry E. Waite, who advanced Leavitt money for 
construction of the initial model. Following the death of Martin Leavitt in 1877,5 

Thomas Leavitt continued to work on the brothers’ initial invention, eventually en-
listing his cousin Elijah Leavitt Howard6 to help in his machine shop and perfect 

                                       
1 By 1885 Boston city directories show that Thomas Leavitt had moved to South Boston.[1] 
2 Thomas and Martin Leavitt were sons of Martin Lincoln Leavitt of Hingham and his wife Tirzah 

Pratt (Thomas), who was born at Weymouth, Massachusetts. Martin Leavitt died on April 2, 1877 

in Melrose, Massachusetts. 
3 There are indications that Thomas Leavitt had received earlier patents, perhaps for other inven-

tions unrelated to postal cancelling.[2] 
4 Leavitt Patent Models, Smithsonian National Postal Museum 
5 Thomas Leavitt’s brother Martin was likely living in Hingham, Massachusetts, in 1859.[3] The 

same Martin Leavitt was likely to have been married at Medford, Massachusetts, not far from 
Malden, in 1834.[4] 
6 Elijah Leavitt Howard was likely the Elijah Leavitt Howard living at nearby Hingham, Massachu-

setts with his wife in 1871.[5] Perhaps Howard moved to Malden that year to be closer to Thomas 

https://books.google.com/books?id=hX0BAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA161&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+postal&lr=
https://books.google.com/books?id=6O4XAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA85&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+postal&lr=#PPA85,M1
http://www.postalmuseum.si.edu/museum/1d_Leavitt_Models.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=mKsSAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA49&dq=%22martin+leavitt%22&ei=4649ScDzLYyEkQSxzeXBCQ#PPA48,M1
https://books.google.com/books?id=61uPhhZf3OIC&pg=PA249&dq=%22martin+leavitt%22&lr=&ei=3689SdzMKYzOlQT31P3yCQ
https://books.google.com/books?id=UDhOAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA147&dq=%22elijah+leavitt+howard%22&lr=&ei=Tqo9SbWeCZHGlQSjp6XaBg#PPA147,M1
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the device. Leavitt eventually received five patents for his mechanical sorting de-
vices. Most of Leavitt’s subsequent improvements were designed to improve the 

feeder mechanism for sorting envelopes of various sizes and shapes, as well as 
pulling each envelope through the rollers for cancelling. 

In awarding Leavitt’s new machine a gold medal at its 1881 exhibition, the Mas-
sachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association noted that Leavitt’s subsequent im-
provements on his original patent had perfected the earlier postal card cancelling 

machine, “allowing letters of large or small size, either thick or thin, to be operated 
on to perfection.” A number of improvements, including a feeder box, a system of 
double rollers and a movable impression shaft meant that Leavitt’s new invention 

could be used for all manners of letters, instead of for just a standard-sized card. 
“The machine works to perfection,” the judges noted, “and saves a great deal of la-

bor.”7 

The Leavitt machines, first produced in 1875, saw wide usage in Boston, and 
subsequently in New York through the end of the 1870s, the 1880s and the 

1890s. During the decades following introduction of the revolutionary machine, 
Leavitt refined the design, garnering new patents and introducing new models. By 

1880 Leavitt machines were used in 20 American cities. The cancellations pro-
duced by Leavitt machines bore distinctive signatures – sometimes horizontal or 
diagonal lines, or even football shapes. 

By 1882, Leavitt’s cousin Elijah Leavitt Howard, formerly a machinist in 
Leavitt’s shop, had made a series of modifications to Leavitt’s original design, work 
which was also financed by Henry Waite. 

Leavitt’s initial models “had serious defects which rendered its use impractica-
ble,” noted a later U.S. Patent Court decision of 1901.8 

Following Howard’s work, the machine was taken to a Boston post office in 
1883, where it was used to sort letters for several hours each day, apparently suc-
cessfully. Howard’s improvements on Leavitt’s initial machine – including triggers 

which prevented the deposit of ink on the machine’s pressure roll when no enve-
lope was engaged – worked successfully. But Howard’s model was shelved and 
never introduced commercially. 

Following the tests, Howard tinkered with his version of Leavitt’s cancelling ma-
chine to make it quieter and easier to use. But Howard’s machine was eventually 

shelved after its testing. Later, when a competing inventor came up with a modi-
fied machine (after having studied prints of Howard’s model), the U.S. Patent 
Courts held the machine did not infringe on Leavitt’s initial patent. Because How-

ard had never introduced his variation, the new model was simply a ‘failed exper-
iment’. 

                                                                                                                                
Leavitt’s machine shop, because an 1871 assignment of a U.S. Patent for an edging guide to sew-

ing machines shows Elijah Leavitt Howard then at Malden.[6] 
7 Fourteenth Exhibition of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, September and 

October 1881, Boston, Mass. 
8 Decisions of the Commissioner of Patents and of the United States Courts in Patent and Trade-mark 

Cases, 1901, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1902 

https://books.google.com/books?id=neTKRE_H1HsC&pg=PA466&dq=%22elijah+leavitt+howard%22&lr=&ei=-6s9Sdj-GpWekwTpl_jRCg
https://books.google.com/books?id=Ag0AAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA141&lpg=PA141&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+postal&source=web&ots=5ye-oW4wjj&sig=2WJn8kFSdY8ej_TiGvT_0j3_U9A&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=1&ct=result
https://books.google.com/books?id=Ag0AAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA141&lpg=PA141&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+postal&source=web&ots=5ye-oW4wjj&sig=2WJn8kFSdY8ej_TiGvT_0j3_U9A&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=1&ct=result
https://books.google.com/books?id=nh9EAAAAIAAJ&pg=RA6-PA377&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+postal&lr=
https://books.google.com/books?id=nh9EAAAAIAAJ&pg=RA6-PA377&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+postal&lr=
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The field was opening to a slew of new developers. The next decade brought new 
competitors to the postal cancelling machine business, with the American Postal 

Machine Company introducing a line of devices in the 1890s noted for their speed. 
Soon there were scores of competitors hungry for business from the exploding vol-

umes of United States mail. 

Thomas Leavitt, who set off the stampede with his first design, was married to 
Martha Elizabeth Whittier of Cornville, Maine, in 1851. The inventor died in 1899 

and his wife Martha died in 1910. The couple had four children. 

See Also 

 • Machine postmark 
 • United States Postal Service 

Further Reading 

 • Thomas Leavitt: His History and Postal Markings, 1875–1892, Robert J.  
Payne, United Postal Stationery Society, Thousand Oaks, Ca., 1999. 

 • Descriptive Catalog of the Leavitt Cancellations, Frank B. Stratton, United 
Postal Stationery Society, 1972. 

External Links 

 • Leavitt Patent Models, Smithsonian National Postal Museum 

 • Gravestone of Martin Leavitt, father of inventor Thomas Leavitt, Hingham 
Center Cemetery, Hingham, Massachusetts 
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THOMAS LEAVITT HOUSE 
Thomas Leavitt House, a brick house built in 

the nineteenth century in Bunkerville, Nevada, 

United States, is listed on the National Register 
of Historic Places.1,2 

The Thomas Leavitt House was built by 

Thomas Dudley Leavitt (1857–1933), who was 
born in Santa Clara, Utah, the son of Lemuel 
Sturdevant Leavitt and his wife Laura Melvina 

(Thompson). Thomas Dudley Leavitt settled in 
Bunkerville, Nevada, originally called Mesquite,3 

in 1877 with 22 other members of The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.4 

Leavitt’s group harked back to church pioneer Joseph Smith, founding a utopi-

an community based on an economic system based on cooperative labor and 
communal property ownership, principles that Mormon leader Brigham Young 

had set aside in favor of the tithing system. But Young permitted the settlement to 
proceed despite his differences with the utopian ideals of the United Order set-
tlers. 

Thomas Leavitt built a two-story brick home in Bunkerville for his first wife 
Louella (Abbott). Then Leavitt subsequently married a second wife Ada (Waite).5 
The prosperous Leavitt, who had thrived growing grain, raising cattle and selling 

molasses, built another home for the family. The T-shaped house, two stories high 
and one room deep, had chimneys at each end. The design was typical of the 

homes of Mormon settlers dispersing from Salt Lake northward to Idaho and 
southward towards Nevada. The house featured multiple exterior doors, which in 
a Mormon polygamist community meant that the house would allow circulation 

while allowing some interior privacy. The house had no hallways, and was sur-
rounded by large wooden porches on the exterior. 

Eventually, the large home couldn’t contain the Mormon settler’s entire brood. 

He had gone on to father some 22 children — 11 with each wife. So Leavitt built a 
house next door for his wife Ada. The original brick house today is listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places. It sits on a large lot surrounded by a picket 
fence, with honey locust trees, chicken coops and the house’s original stone gran-

                                       
1 National Park Service (2009-03-13). “National Register Information System.” National Register of 

Historic Places. National Park Service. 
2 “Clark County". Nevada. 2008-07-31. Retrieved 2008-10-12. 
3 Nevada Place Names: A Geographical Dictionary, Helen S. Carlson, University of Nevada Press, 

1974, ISBN 9780874170948 
4 “Bunkerville Leavitt Patriarch Dies,” Las Vegas Review-Journal, Aug. 28, 1999 
5 One Nation Under Gods: A History of the Mormon Church, Richard Abanes, Thunder’s Mouth 

Press, 2003. ISBN 978-1-56858-283-2 

 
Thomas Leavitt House 

U.S. National Register of Historic Places 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nevada
https://books.google.com/books?id=BixwbIM7ZvAC&pg=PA64&lpg=PA64&dq=%22thomas+dudley+leavitt%22&source=web&ots=KOCyZjdZw9&sig=-ceOhYQoQeDgrev2SHfBKuSo4Ds&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=10&ct=result
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ary out back. The house retains the character of the early Mormon utopian set-
tlement.6 

Thomas Dudley Leavitt Park in Bunkerville is also named for the early Mormon 
pioneer. 

                                       
6 Leavitt House, Bunkerville, Clark County, Nevada, Online Nevada Encyclopedia 

http://www.onlinenevada.org/leavitt_house,_bunkerville,_clark_county
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THOMAS ROWELL LEAVITT 
Thomas Rowell “Tom” Leavitt (June 30, 

1834 – May 21, 1891)1 was an early Mor-

mon settler of Leavitt, Alberta, Canada, 
which the former Utah sheriff and marshal 
founded at age 53 after an arduous 800-

mile (1,300 km) journey in covered wag-
ons, fleeing a crackdown on polygamy that 
sent fellow Mormons across the border to 

Mexico and Canada. 

EARLY LIFE 

Leavitt was born at Hatley, Lower Cana-

da, on June 30, 1834, the son of Jeremiah Leavitt and his wife Sarah Sturdevant 
Leavitt. Jeremiah Leavitt had been born at Grantham, New Hampshire, In 1797, 
and married Sarah Sturdevant of Grafton County, New Hampshire, on March 6th 

1817 in Vermont. Shortly after their marriage, the couple departed for Hatley, only 
15 miles (24 km) from the Canada–Vermont border, where farmer Jeremiah 

Leavitt was attracted by the rich soil and plentiful timber. At the time of his immi-
gration to Canada, the area around Hatley was fresh from control of Iroquois Indi-
an tribes. Leavitt cleared his new acreage, on which he built a log cabin, and 

began raising an eventual family of 10 children. In subsequent years, Jeremiah 
Leavitt and his wife Sarah joined the Latter-day Saints (Mormons) led by Joseph 
Smith. Thomas Rowell Leavitt was 16 months old when his parents pulled up 

stakes to follow Franklin Chamberlain, a Mormon convert who had married Lydia, 
the oldest child in the Leavitt family. The family returned to the United States, 

having been converted by Mormon missionaries who swept across eastern Canada 
on orders of Smith. The Leavitt family remained only briefly in New England, be-
fore launching themselves in 1835 towards Kirtland, Ohio, the gathering place of 

increasing crowds of Mormon converts. 

In September 1835, the extended Leavitt family came face-to-face with the man 

who had converted them long distance: Joseph Smith. No diary exists to describe 
what they made of their leader, but shortly afterwards the family departed with 
other recent converts to Smith’s religion for Nauvoo, Illinois, the next jumping-off 

point on the Mormons’ westward journey. Along the way, Jeremiah Leavitt’s elder-
ly mother, Sarah (Shannon) Leavitt, died of exposure. Having arrived in Nauvoo, 
the Leavitts bought a farm seven miles (11 km) outside town, where they began 

planting wheat. 

Anti-Mormon sentiment reached a crescendo shortly afterwards, and in 1844 

rioters set upon Smith, killing the church prophet and his brother Hyrum, and 

                                       
1 “Children of Jeremiah Leavitt II & Sarah Sturtevant.” Other Plaques. Western Association of 

Leavitt Families. Retrieved 2009-12-16. 

 
Mormon wagon train re-enactment,  

similar to that led by Tom Leavitt 

http://www.leavittfamilies.org/extimages/Plaque52.jpg
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setting fire to Mormon properties. On August 8, 1844, church elders voted to re-
place their fallen prophet with Brigham Young, who shortly afterwards announced 

his intention to found a Mormon sanctuary safe from persecution. Young’s deci-
sion was prompted by Illinois’s move to expel the settlers from its territory. In 

1846, the Leavitt family set out as part of Young’s trek, with father Jeremiah dying 
along the way. Ultimately the family got as far as Council Bluffs, Iowa, where what 
remained of the family built a house overlooking the Missouri River at Trade Point, 

where they remained three years. By 1850, the worn-out Leavitt family departed 
for Utah Territory, where they were told that a successful settlement had been 
made. 

WESTWARD 

The year 1850 was the highpoint of the California Gold Rush, as well as the 
Mormon migration westward. On June 1, 1850, a group of Latter-day Saints in 51 

wagons, including the Leavitt family, crossed the Mississippi River behind Capt. 
Milo Andrus. Shortly afterwards, the company reached Salt Lake City. The Leavitt 
family subsequently moved to northern Utah, where Thomas Rowell Leavitt settled 

at Wellsville in Cache Valley, where he became constable,2 marshal, and ultimate-
ly sheriff, as well as a rancher, and where he built a large one-room log house on 

his 55-acre (220,000 m²) farm outside Wellsville.3 

But by the 1880s, the United States government’s toleration of the Mormon 
practice of polygamy came to an end. The government began cracking down, ar-

resting polygamists. Some hid, others crossed the border into Mexico and Canada. 
Among the first to leave was Charles Ora Card, who traveled to modern-day Card-
ston, Alberta, named for the Mormon settler, to escape the crackdown and found-

ing the first Mormon town in Alberta in 1887. 

REFUGE IN CANADA 

Jeremiah Leavitt had never been a polygamist, but his sons followed the subse-

quent dictum that church members should take multiple wives.4 Thomas Rowell 
Leavitt had 26 children with his three wives. Shortly after Card’s departure from 
Utah, former lawman Leavitt followed suit. In early spring 1887 Leavitt left Wells-

ville with other Mormon polygamists in a large wagon train—the last recorded in 
the Old West. After an arduous six-week, 800-mile (1,300 km) trek, Leavitt’s party 

reached Lee Creek, Alberta, on May 25, 1887. Leavitt had traveled with his wife 

                                       
2 Tullidge’s Histories, Vol. II, Containing the History of All the Northern, Eastern and Western Coun-

ties of Utah, Edward W. Tullidge, The Press of the Juvenile Instructor, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1889 
3 Conquerors of the West: Stalwart Mormon Pioneers, Vol. II, Florence C. Youngberg, National Socie-

ty, Sons of Utah Pioneers, Agreka Books, 1998 ISBN 1-888106-31-X 
4 Some Mormon historians have asserted that only three men were known to have brought more 

than one wife to Canada: John Lye Gibb, Thomas Rowell Leavitt and Franklin Dewey Leavitt.[1] 

https://books.google.com/books?id=V9yNdroBfdgC&pg=PA388&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+wellsville&ei=3-kuScydHYqakwSOz6zqDQ
https://books.google.com/books?id=V9yNdroBfdgC&pg=PA388&dq=%22thomas+leavitt%22+wellsville&ei=3-kuScydHYqakwSOz6zqDQ
https://books.google.com/books?id=cf5M26lShqEC&pg=PA1400&lpg=PA1400&dq=%22thomas+rowell+leavitt%22+quebec&source=bl&ots=0a3QUCaAVp&sig=g4TtBJz8-vzNEnbio1NNZr5kZic&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=9&ct=result#PPA1401,M1
https://books.google.com/books?id=cf5M26lShqEC&pg=PA1400&lpg=PA1400&dq=%22thomas+rowell+leavitt%22+quebec&source=bl&ots=0a3QUCaAVp&sig=g4TtBJz8-vzNEnbio1NNZr5kZic&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=9&ct=result#PPA1401,M1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/188810631X
https://books.google.com/books?id=YAUlAAAAMAAJ&q=%22thomas+rowell+leavitt%22&dq=%22thomas+rowell+leavitt%22&ei=ke4uSbvHFYvKlQSg8YnFDg&pgis=1
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Harriet Martha Dowdle and several children by all three wives. He left wife Ann 
Eliza Jenkins behind on his Wellsville ranch.5 

By 1897, the rest of the family had followed, including Leavitt’s son Alfred, who 
subsequently helped dig, with his brother, the irrigation canals that Charles Ora 

Card had promised the Canadian government in exchange for more land grants to 
fellow Mormons hard-pressed by the U.S. government crackdown. 

Leavitt lived out his days in the tiny hamlet he founded in Alberta, known as 

Buffalo Flats on his arrival, and subsequently christened Leavitt, Alberta, in honor 
of the pioneer fugitive. Leavitt died there in 1891, leaving a legacy of scores of dis-
ciples of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints named Leavitt, many of 

whom remain in the region today, ranching and living in the bucolic area in the 
shadow of Chief Mountain. 

External Links 

 • Sarah Sturdevant Leavitt, 1798-1878, History of Sarah Sturdevant Leavitt, 
Juanita L. Pulsipher 

Further Reading 

 • The Life of Thomas Rowell Leavitt and His Descendants, Leavitt Family Organ-

ization, The Herald Printers, Lethbridge, Alberta, 1975 

 

                                       
5 Once Upon a Wedding: Stories of Weddings in Western Canada, Nancy Millar, Bayeux Arts, 2000 

ISBN 978-1-896209-33-3 

http://www.boap.org/LDS/Early-Saints/SLeavitt.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=D8b4dEcUENsC&pg=PA233&lpg=PA233&dq=%22thomas+rowell+leavitt%22+alberta&source=web&ots=dJVMI3RsjC&sig=W8vQDrayBBCfHt6MwZJf-eO_G_I&hl=en#PPA233,M1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/9781896209333
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WILLIAM HOMER LEAVITT 
William Homer Leavitt (April 23, 1868 – Au-

gust 8, 1951) was an American portrait paint-

er who married the daughter of politician 
William Jennings Bryan. For a time, Leavitt 
was a sought-after society portraitist, until he 

departed for Paris to pursue his art. He was 
subsequently divorced by his wife, and his two 
children were raised by their politician grand-

father. Leavitt’s two children became the sub-
ject of a heated custody battle chronicled in 

the newspapers of the day. 

EARLY LIFE AND CAREER 

William Homer Leavitt was born in Scituate, 
Massachusetts, to Aaron Littlefield Leavitt and 

his wife Sarah (Clark) Leavitt. The family sub-
sequently removed in 1880 to Newport, Rhode 

Island, where William Homer Leavitt, having 
studied art in Paris, returned and set himself 
up as a society portrait painter. He was much 

in demand, and among the many well-known figures he painted was United States 
General Joseph Wheeler, who after the portrait session lent Leavitt his black 
horse, Alabama. The horse bucked and threw Leavitt onto Newport’s Bellevue Av-

enue.1 Initially Leavitt was not expected to recover, although he did later make a 
full recovery.2 

Two years later Leavitt’s career had taken off, causing The New York Times to 
note that “artist Leavitt has won distinction in his work and has a host of friends 

in intellectual circles.” That same year, 1903, Leavitt went west to Lincoln, Ne-
braska, to paint the portrait of attorney and Presidential candidate William Jen-
nings Bryan.3 The portrait sessions were repeatedly interrupted by demands on 

Bryan, and the 32-year-old artist and the politician’s 18-year-old daughter Ruth 
Bryan struck up a friendship.4 On September 17, 1903, the couple announced 
their plans to marry the next month, meaning the politician’s daughter would 

leave her freshly started career at the University of Nebraska.5 In announcing the 

                                       
1 “Newport Artist Injured,” The New York Times, September 11, 1901 
2 “The News of Newport,” The New York Times, September 12, 1901 
3 Making Waves: Female Activists in Twentieth-century Florida, Jack E. Davis, Kari A. Frederickson, 

Raymond Arsenault, Gary Mormino, Published by University Press of Florida, 2003, ISBN 

9780813031293 
4 “Miss Ruth Bryan Married,” The New York Times, October 4, 1903 
5 “Ruth Bryan’s Engagement Announced,” The New York Times, September 18, 1903 

 
Artist William Homer Leavitt, photographed at 

St. Louis, Missouri, 1904 
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marriage, The New York Times noted that “Preparations [Were] Under Way to Make 
It an Elaborate Society Event.”6 

But the big society wedding never transpired. Senator Bryan opposed the 
match, because of the difference in ages of the couple, as well as the fact that his 

daughter Ruth had just begun college.7 The couple married, in a small civil cere-
mony – described by the newspapers as ‘informal’ – attended by Bryan’s parents, 
the members of Miss Bryan’s college sorority and the widow of the college presi-

dent and minister who had married William Jennings Bryan and his wife. William 
Leavitt’s mother traveled to Nebraska from Rhode Island for the wedding, which 

was held in the Bryan home at Lincoln. “In accordance with Miss Bryan’s wishes 
and those of her parents,” noted The Oswego Daily Times, “the wedding appoint-
ments will be void of any attempt at elaboration.”8 

MARITAL LIFE AND DISSOLUTION 

Following the abbreviated ceremony, painter 
Leavitt and his wife departed for the East Coast 

and the South, and briefly to Europe where 
they honeymooned. Later the couple settled at 
their home at 81 Pelham Street in Newport, 

Rhode Island, where Leavitt set himself up in a 

studio devoted to his portraiture.⁴ But the un-
ion was apparently rocky from the start, and 

within six years Leavitt had departed for Paris 
to paint, and his wife sued for divorce on the 
grounds of non-support.9,10 William Jennings 

Bryan, a devout Presbyterian, was said to have 
opposed the divorce on religious grounds. Nev-

ertheless, in 1909 Bryan’s daughter’s petition 
for divorce based on non-support was granted. 
Following the divorce, Ruth Bryan Leavitt (as she continued to be known) often 

filled her father’s shoes in his speaking engagements.11 

                                       
6 “The Leavitt-Bryan Wedding,” The New York Times, September 23, 1903 
7 Everywhere, An American Magazine of World-Wide Interest, Edited by Will Carleton, New York, 

1908 
8 The Oswego Daily Times, October 3, 1903 
9 “Bryan’s Daughter Sues for Divorce,” The New York Times, January 23, 1909 
10 By the time of the divorce filing, the couple had lived separately for two years. During that time, 

the gifted Ruth Bryan Leavitt was filing stories as a journalist, including one story entitled In Da-
mascus with Ruth Bryan Leavitt which appeared in the Illustrated Sunday Magazine of the Daily 
Picayune, New Orleans, La., on October 11, 1908.[1] She also took to the campaign trail during her 
father’s third Presidential campaign in 1908 to act as his traveling secretary.[2] During the time of 

the two-year separation, in 1908, The New York Times reported on a bizarre break-in at the cou-

ple’s former joint home in Denver, where the home was ransacked and its contents destroyed.[3] 
11”Daughter in Bryan’s Place,” The New York Times, July 11, 1909 
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The couple had two children, Ruth and Bryan Leavitt, who were favorites of 
grandfather William Jennings Bryan. At the Democratic National Convention in 

Denver, in 1908, newspapers carried photos of Bryan’s two grandchildren, and 
noted that the candidate “was never happier than when bouncing on his knees 

Ruth and Bryan Leavitt.”12 Following the divorce, grandfather Bryan assumed cus-
tody of the two grandchildren. The following year, Ruth Bryan Leavitt married Ma-
jor Reginald A. Owen, a British Army officer, whom she met while studying voice 

in Germany. Following his ex-wife’s remarriage, painter Leavitt told reporters that 
the nuptials – and his ex-wife’s presence overseas with her husband – meant that 
Leavitt would make an attempt to gain custody of his two children. But those at-

tempts were, apparently, in vain, and the two Leavitt children remained with their 
grandfather Bryan.13 

FATE OF THE CHILDREN AND LATER LIFE 

Ruth Bryan Owen lived abroad for several years during her English husband’s 
postings, until she returned to America, where she ran for Congress from Florida 
after his early death. She was the first Congresswoman elected from Florida, 

served as the first woman on the House Foreign Affairs Committee, and later 
served as the nation’s first female Ambassador.14 While the United States Ambas-

sador to Denmark, a post to which she was appointed by President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, Ruth Baird Bryan Leavitt Owen married15 Danish citizen Capt. Boerge 
Rohde, Captain of the Royal Life Guards of King Christian X of Denmark, to whose 

court Ruth Bryan Owen was ambassador.16 She died in Copenhagen, Denmark, in 
1954.17 

William Homer Leavitt’s son John Bryan Leavitt later dropped the name 

Leavitt.18 He became an actor known simply as John Bryan, and he died under 
somewhat suspicious circumstances in New York City on January 2, 1943, with 

the death eventually being ruled a suicide. His sister Ruth, daughter of painter 
Leavitt, married investment banker Robert Lehman, head of the family investment 
banking firm Lehman Brothers.19,20 

                                       
12 The Oswego Daily Times 
13 “Leavitt Wants Children,” The New York Times, May 5, 1910 
14 “Madam Minister’s No. 3,” TIME magazine, July 20, 1936 
15 The wedding to Capt. Rohde, a gentleman-in-waiting to the Danish king, ended Ruth Bryan Ow-

en's ambassadorial career, as it automatically made her a Danish citizen, and thus unable to serve 

as an American diplomat. Nevertheless, she campaigned for her friend Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

in his Presidential campaign of 1936.[4] 
16 The best man at Ruth Owen’s wedding to the Danish officer, held at Hyde Park chapel at the 

suggestion of President and Mrs. Roosevelt, was her son-in-law Robert Lehman. 
17 Famous American Women: A Biographical Dictionary from Colonial Times to the Present, Robert 

McHenry, Courier Dover Publications, 1983 ISBN 978-0-486-24523-2 
18 “Names Make News,” TIME Magazine, November 24, 1930 
19 “Married,” TIME magazine, July 2, 1934 
20 “Good Hunting,” TIME magazine, November 18, 1935 
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Painter William Homer Leavitt eventually returned to America from Paris, and 
married as his second wife Gertrude (Leeper) Leavitt, daughter of the Rev. Dr. G. 

Leeper of Cleveland, Ohio. Leavitt lived at his old home in Newport with his wife, 
who died of appendicitis on April 15, 1914.21 Leavitt continued to paint and in 

February 1927 delivered a lecture at the Boston Public Library on “The Personal 
Influence of John Ruskin.” Leavitt’s death from heart disease was reported in 
“Deaths Registered in the Town of Winthrop, 1946–1951, pg. 32 as August 8, 

1951 in Winthrop, Mass. He was buried in Island Cemetery, Newport, Rhode Is-
land, according to the same document.22 

 External Links 

 • Photograph, Mrs. William Homer Leavitt, Formerly Miss Ruth Bryan, Every-
body’s Magazine, The Ridgway-Thayer Company, New York, 1903 

                                       
21 “Mrs. Gertrude Leavitt,” Obituary, The New York Times, April 16, 1914 
22 Annual Report of the Trustees of the Boston Public Library, 1927, Published by the Trustees, Bos-

ton, Mass., 1927 
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HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN ENGLAND 
The history of the Jews in England  goes back to the reign of William the Con-

queror. The first written record of Jewish settlement in England dates from 1070. 
The Jewish presence continued until King Edward I’s Edict of Expulsion in 1290. 

After the expulsion, there was no Jewish community, apart from individuals 
who practiced Judaism secretly, until the rule of Oliver Cromwell. While Cromwell 
never officially readmitted Jews to Britain, a small colony of Sephardic Jews living 

in London was identified in 1656 and allowed to remain. 

The Jewish Naturalisation Act of 1753, an attempt to legalise the Jewish pres-

ence in England [“Scotland was under the jurisdiction of the Jew Bill, enacted in 
1753, but repealed the next year”], remained in force for only a few months. Histo-
rians commonly date Jewish Emancipation to either 1829 or 1858 when Jews 

were finally allowed to sit in Parliament, though Benjamin Disraeli, born Jewish, 
had been a Member of Parliament long before this. At the insistence of Irish leader 

Daniel O’Connell, in 1846 the British law “De Judaismo,” which prescribed a spe-
cial dress for Jews, was repealed.1 Due to the lack of anti-Jewish violence in Brit-
ain in the 19th century, it acquired a reputation for religious tolerance and 

attracted significant immigration from Eastern Europe. In the 1930s and 1940s, 
some European Jews fled to England to escape the Nazis. 

Jews faced anti-Semitism and stereotypes in Britain, and anti-Semitism “in 
most cases went along with Germanophobia” to the extent that Jews were equated 
with Germans in the early 20th century. This led many Jewish families to Angli-

cise their often German-sounding names.2  

Jews in Britain now number 300,000, and England contains the second largest 
Jewish population in Europe and the fifth largest Jewish community worldwide.3  

NORMAN ENGLAND, 1066–1290 
There is no evidence of Jews residing in England before the Norman Conquest. The few ref-

erences in the Anglo-Saxon Church laws relate to Jewish practices about Easter. William of 
Malmesbury states that William the Conqueror brought Jews from Rouen to England. William 
the Conqueror’s object may be inferred: his policy was to get feudal dues paid to the royal 
treasury in coin rather than in kind, and for this purpose it was necessary to have a body of 
men scattered through the country who would supply quantities of coin.4  

                                       
1 Jewish Ireland. Jewishireland.org 
2 James Ciment, Thaddeus Russell (eds.), The Home Front Encyclopedia, Volume 1, ISBN 

1576078493, p. 236 
3 “London Jewish Museum reopens after major face-lift.” USA Today 17 March 2010 
4 “England” Jewish Encyclopedia (1906) 
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Status of Jews 

At first the status of Jews was not strictly determined. An attempt was made to 
introduce the continental principle that Jews and all their possessions were the 
king’s property, and a clause to that effect was inserted under Henry I in some 

manuscripts of the so-called Leges Edwardi Confessoris (“Laws of Edward the 
Confessor”). Henry granted a charter to Rabbi Joseph, the chief Rabbi of London, 

and his followers. Under this charter, Jews were permitted to move about the 
country without paying tolls, to buy and sell, to sell their pledges after holding 
them a year and a day, to be tried by their peers, and to be sworn on the Torah 

rather than on a Christian Bible. Special weight was attributed to a Jew’s oath, 
which was valid against that of twelve Christians. The sixth clause of the charter 
was especially important: it granted to Jews the right to move wherever they want-

ed, as if they were the king’s own property (“sicut res propriæ nostræ”).4  

Attitudes of the Kings 

Gentile-Jewish relations in England were dis-
turbed under King Stephen, who burned down the 

house of a Jew in Oxford (some accounts say with a 
Jew in it) because he refused to pay a contribution 
to the king’s expenses. In 1144 came the first re-

port in history of the blood libel against Jews; it 
came up in the case of William of Norwich (1144).4 
Anthony Julius finds that the English were end-

lessly imaginative in inventing anti-Semitic allega-
tions against the Jews. He says that England 

became the “principal promoter, and indeed in 
some sense the inventor of literary anti-Semitism.”5 
In his book, Julius argues that blood libel is the 

key, because it incorporates the themes that Jews are malevolent, constantly con-
spiring against Christians, powerful, and merciless. Variations include stories 

about Jews poisoning wells, twisting minds, and buying and selling Christian 
souls and bodies. 

While the Crusaders were killing Jews in Germany, outbursts against Jews in 

England were, according to Jewish chroniclers, prevented by King Stephen.6 

With the restoration of order under Henry II, Jews renewed their activity. Within 
five years of his accession Jews were found at London, Oxford, Cambridge, Nor-

wich, Thetford, Bungay, Canterbury, Winchester, Newport, Stafford, Windsor, and 
Reading. Yet they were not permitted to bury their dead elsewhere than in London, 

a restriction which was not removed till 1177. Their spread throughout the coun-
try enabled the king to draw upon their resources as occasion demanded. He re-

                                       
5 Julius, Anthony (2010) Trials of the Diaspora: A History of Anti-Semitism in England. p. 153. ISBN 

0199297053. 
6 “Hebräische Berichte,” p. 64 
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paid them with demand notes on the sheriffs of the counties, who accounted for 
payments thus made in the half-yearly accounts on the pipe rolls (see Wikipedia, 

“Aaron of Lincoln”). Strongbow’s (Richard de Clare, 2nd Earl of Pembroke) con-
quest of Ireland (1170) was financed by Josce, a Jew of Gloucester; and the king 

accordingly fined Josce for having lent money to those under his displeasure. As a 
rule, however, Henry II does not appear to have limited in any way the financial 
activity of Jews. The favourable position of English Jews was shown, among other 

things, by the visit of Abraham ibn Ezra in 1158, by that of Isaac of Chernigov in 
1181, and by the immigration to England of Jews who were exiled from the king’s 
properties in France by Philip Augustus in 1182, among them probably being Ju-

dah Sir Leon of Paris.4 

In 1168, when concluding an alliance with Frederick Barbarossa, Henry II 

seized the chief representatives of the Jews and sent them to Normandy, and im-
posed a tallage on the rest of the community of 5,000 marks.7 When, however, he 
asked the rest of the country to pay a tithe for the Crusade against Saladin8 in 

1188, he demanded a quarter of all Jewish chattels. The so-called “Saladin tithe” 
was reckoned at £70,000, the quarter at £60,000. In other words, the value of the 

personal property of Jews was regarded as one-fourth that of the whole country. It 
is improbable, however, that the whole amount was paid at once, as for many 
years after the imposition of the tallage, arrears were demanded from the recalci-

trant Jews.4 

Aaron of Lincoln is believed to have been the wealthiest man in 12th century 
Britain. It is estimated that his wealth may have exceeded that of the king.9 The 

king had probably been led to make this large demand on English Jewry’s money 
by the surprising windfall which came to his treasury at Aaron’s death in 1186. All 

property obtained by usury, whether by Jew or by Christian, fell into the king’s 
hands on the death of the usurer; Aaron of Lincoln’s estate included £15,000 
worth of debts owed to him. Besides this, Aaron’s large fortune passed to King 

Henry but much of it was lost on the journey to the royal coffers in Normandy. A 
special branch of the treasury, known as “Aaron’s Exchequer,”10 was established 
in order to deal with this large account. 

During the earlier years of Henry II’s reign Jews lived on good terms with their 
non-Jewish neighbours, including the clergy. They entered churches freely, and 

took refuge in the abbeys in times of commotion. Some Jews lived in opulent 
houses, and helped to build many of the abbeys and monasteries of the country. 
However, by the end of Henry’s reign they had incurred the ill will of the upper 

classes. Anti-Jewish sentiment, fostered by the Crusades during the latter part of 
the reign of Henry, spread throughout the nation.4 

                                       
7 Gervase of Canterbury, ed. Stubbs, i. 205 
8 An-Nasir Salah ad-Din Yusuf ibn Ayyub (1137-1193), first sultan of Egypt and Syria 
9 Chazan, Robert (2006). The Jews of Medieval Western Christendom: 1000–1500. New York: Cam-

bridge University Press. p. 159. ISBN 0-521-84666-8. 
10 Roger of Hoveden. “The Persecution of Jews, 1189". Medieval Sourcebook. Fordham University. 

Retrieved January 2, 2012. 
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Persecution and Expulsion 

Persecution of England’s Jews could be brutal; recorded are deadly massacres 
at London9 and York11 during the crusades in 1189 and 1190. 

To finance his war against Wales in 1276, Edward I of England taxed Jewish 

moneylenders. When the moneylenders could no longer pay the tax, they were ac-
cused of disloyalty. Already restricted to a limited number of occupations, Edward 
abolished their "privilege" to lend money, restricted their movements and activities 

and forced Jews to wear a yellow patch. The heads of Jewish households were 
then arrested with over 300 being taken to the Tower of London and executed. 

Others were killed in their homes. 

On November 17, 1278, all Jews of England, believed to have numbered around 
3,000, were arrested on suspicion of coin clipping and counterfeiting, and all Jew-

ish homes in England were searched. At the time, coin clipping was a widespread 
practice, which both Jews and Christians were involved in, and a financial crisis 
resulted, and according to one contemporary source, the practice reduced the cur-

rency’s value to half of its face value. In 1275, coin clipping was made a capital of-
fence, and in 1278, raids on suspected coin clippers were carried out. According to 

the Bury Chronicle, “All Jews in England of whatever condition, age or sex were 
unexpectedly seized … and sent for imprisonment to various castles throughout 
England. While they were thus imprisoned, the innermost recesses of their houses 

were ransacked.” Some 680 were detained in the Tower of London. More than 300 
are believed to have been executed in 1279. Those who could afford to buy a par-

don and had a patron at the royal court escaped punishment.12 

Edward I increasingly showed anti-Semitism as in 1280 he granted a right to 
levy a toll on the rivulet bridge at Brentford “for the passage of goods over it, with a 

special tax at the rate of 1d. each for Jews and Jewesses on horse, 0.5d. each on 
foot from which all other travellers were exempt.”13 This antipathy eventually cul-
minated in his legislating for the expulsion of all Jews from the country in 1290. 

Most were only allowed to take what they could carry. A small number of Jews fa-
voured by the king were permitted to sell their properties first, though most of the 

money and property of these dispossessed Jews was confiscated. Almost all evi-
dence of a Jewish presence in England would have been wiped out if it had not 
been for the efforts of one monk, Gregory of Huntingdon, who purchased all the 

Jewish texts he could to begin translating them.4 

From then until 1655, there is nearly no official record of Jews in England out-

side the Domus Conversorum 14 with a few exceptions, for example Jacob Barnet, 
who was ultimately arrested and exiled. 

                                       
11 York 1190: Jews and Others in the Wake of Massacre. March 2010. Retrieved December 29, 

2011. 
12 “This day in Jewish history / All Jews of England arrested in ‘coin-clipping’ scandal” – Haaretz 
13 Robbins, Michael (2003) [1953]. Middlesex. Chichester: Phillimore. p. 77. ISBN 9781860772696. 
14 The Domus Conversorum (House of the Converts) was a building and institution in London for 

Jews who had converted to Christianity. It provided a communal home and low wages. It was 

needed because all Jews who converted to Christianity forfeited all their possessions. It was 
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RESETTLEMENT PERIOD, 1655–1800S 

Hidden Jews in England 

Toward the middle of the 17th century a consid-

erable number of Marrano15 merchants settled in 
London and formed there a secret congregation, at 
the head of which was Antonio Fernandez Carvajal 

and Samuel Maylott, a French merchant, who has 
many descendants in England. They conducted a 

large business with the Levant,16 East and West In-
dies, Canary Islands, and Brazil, and above all with 
the Netherlands and Spain. 

Resettlement, 1655 

In the 1650s, Menasseh Ben Israel, a rabbi and 

leader of the Dutch Jewish community, approached 
Oliver Cromwell with the proposition that Jews 
should at long-last be readmitted to England. 

Cromwell agreed, and although he could not com-
pel a council called for the purpose in December 

1655 to consent formally to readmission, he made 
it clear that the ban on Jews would no longer be enforced. In the years 1655–56, 
the controversy over the readmission of Jews was fought out in a pamphlet war. 

The issue divided religious radicals and more conservative elements within socie-
ty. The Puritan William Prynne was vehemently opposed to permitting Jews to re-

turn, the Quaker Margaret Fell no less passionately in favour, like John Wemyss, 

                                                                                                                                
established in 1232 by Henry III. With the expulsion of the Jews by Edward I in 1290, it became 

the only way for Jews to remain in the country. At that stage, there were about eighty residents. By 

1356, the last one of these died. Between 1331 and 1608, 48 converts were admitted. 
 
15 Marranos is a term used for those Jews living in Iberia who converted or were forced to convert 

to Christianity yet continued to practice Judaism in secret. The term specifically refers to the 

accusation of Crypto-Judaism, whereas the term Converso was used for the wider population of 

Jewish converts to Catholicism whether or not they secretly still practiced Jewish rites. Converts 

from both Judaism or Islam were referred to by the even broader term “New Christians.” 
The term marrano came into later use in 1492 with the Castilian Alhambra Decree, which 

outlawed the practice of Judaism in Spain and required all remaining Jews to convert or leave. By 

then, the large majority of Jews in Spain had converted to Catholicism and Conversos numbered 

hundreds of thousands. They remained under the watchful eye of the Spanish Inquisition subject 

to suspicions of secret practice of Judaism by formal Catholics, also known as “Marranism.” 
16 The Levant is an approximate historical geographical term referring to a large area in the 

Eastern Mediterranean. In its widest historical sense, the Levant included all of the eastern 

Mediterranean with its islands, that is, it included all of the countries along the Eastern 

Mediterranean shores, extending from Greece to Cyrenaica. The Islamic terrorist organization ISIS 

(the Islamic State in Syria) sometimes refers to itself as ISIL (the Islamic State in the Lavant), more 

accurately indicating its true intent for conquest. 

 
Bevis Marks Synagogue, the first 

synagogue of Spanish-Portuguese Jews, 
completed 1701, oldest synagogue in 

the UK, was built by the first generation 
of readmitted Jews to England 
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a minister of the Church of Scotland. In the end, Jews were readmitted in 1655, 
and, by 1690, about 400 Jews had settled in England.17  

1700s 

Jew Bill of 1753 

The Jewish Naturalisation Act received royal assent on 7 July 1753 but was re-

pealed in 1754 due to widespread opposition to its provisions.18  

During the Jacobite rising of 1745, the Jews had shown particular loyalty to the 
government. Their chief financier, Samson Gideon, had strengthened the stock 

market, and several of the younger members had volunteered in the corps raised 
to defend London. Possibly as a reward, Henry Pelham in 1753 brought in the Jew 

Bill of 1753, which allowed Jews to become naturalised by application to Parlia-
ment. It passed the Lords without much opposition, but on being brought down to 
the House of Commons, the Tories made a great outcry against this “abandon-

ment of Christianity,” as they called it. The Whigs, however, persisted in carrying 
out at least one part of their general policy of religious toleration, and the bill was 
passed and received the royal assent (26 Geo. II., cap. 26). 

In 1798 Nathan Mayer von Rothschild established a busi-
ness in Manchester, and later N M Rothschild & Sons bank in 

London, having been sent to the UK by his father Mayer Am-
schel Rothschild (1744-1812). The bank funded Wellington in 
the Napoleonic wars, financed the British government’s 1875 

purchase of Egypt’s interest in the Suez Canal and funded 
Cecil Rhodes in the development of the British South Africa 
Company. Beyond banking and finance, members of the Roth-

schild family in UK became academics, scientists and horticul-
turalists with worldwide reputations. 

Emancipation and prosperity, 1800s 

With Catholic Emancipation in 1829, the hopes of the Jews rose high; and the 

first step toward a similar alleviation in their case was taken in 1830 when Wil-
liam Huskisson presented a petition signed by 2,000 merchants and others of Liv-
erpool. This was immediately followed by a bill presented by Robert Grant on 15 

April of that year which was destined to engage the Parliament in one form or an-
other for the next thirty years. 

In 1837, Queen Victoria knighted Moses Haim Montefiore; four years later, 

Isaac Lyon Goldsmid was made a baronet, the first Jew to receive a hereditary ti-
tle. The first Jewish Lord Mayor of London, Sir David Salomons, was elected in 

1855, followed by the 1858 emancipation of the Jews. On 26 July 1858, Lionel de 

                                       
17 Shira Schoenberg. The Virtual Jewish History Tour of England (Chapter 5: Readmission). Re-

trieved April 21, 2012. 
18 Williams, Hywel (2005). Cassell’s Chronology of World History. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. p. 316. 

ISBN 0-304-35730-8. 
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Rothschild was finally allowed to sit in the British House of Commons when the 
law restricting the oath of office to Christians was changed; Benjamin Disraeli, a 

baptised Christian of Jewish parentage, was already an MP. 

In 1868, Disraeli became Prime Minister having earlier been Chancellor of the 

Exchequer. In 1884 Nathan Mayer Rothschild, 1st Baron Rothschild became the 
first Jewish member of the British House of Lords; again, Disraeli was already a 
member. (Though born a Jew, Disraeli’s baptism as a child qualified him as eligi-

ble for political aspirations, presenting no restrictions regarding a mandated 
Christian oath of office.) 

By 1880 the flourishing Jewish community in 

Birmingham was centred on its synagogue. The 
men organised collective action to defend the repu-

tation and promote the interests of the community. 
Rituals regarding funerals and burials brought to-
gether the rich and the poor, the men and the 

women. Intermarriage outside the community was 
uncommon. However, the arrival of East European 

Jews after 1880 caused a split between the older, 
assimilated, middle-class Anglicized Jews and the 

generally much poorer new immigrants who spoke Yiddish.19  

By 1882, 46,000 Jews lived in England and, by 1890, Jewish emancipation was 
complete in every walk of life. Since 1858, Parliament has never been without 
practicing Jewish members. Synagogues were built openly, occasionally across the 

country as large, architecturally elaborate classical, romanesque, Italianate, or 
Victorian gothic buildings such as Singers Hill Synagogue, in Birmingham. How-

ever, not all grand examples survive: for instance Dalston Synagogue (counter-
intuitively) in Newington Green, North London in the last-mentioned style was in 
poor repair so its congregation sold its land for building of an apartment block and 

relocated in 1970. 

MODERN TIMES 

1880s to 1920 

From the 1880s through the early part of the 20th century, massive pogroms20 
and the May Laws in Russia caused many Jews to flee the Pale of Settlement. Of 
the East European Jewish emigrants, 1.9 million (80 percent) headed to America, 

and 140,000 (7 percent) to Britain. The chief mechanism was chain migration in 

                                       
19 Dick, Malcolm (2011). “Birmingham Anglo-Jewry c. 1780 to c. 1880: Origins, Experiences and 

Representations. Midland History. 36 (2):195–214. doi:10.1179/004772911x13074595849031. 
20 A pogrom is a violent riot aimed at the massacre or persecution of an ethnic or religious group, 

particularly one aimed at Jews. The term originally entered the English language in order to 

describe 19th and 20th century attacks on Jews in the Russian Empire (mostly within the Pale of 

Settlement, what would become Ukraine, Belarus and Poland). Similar attacks against Jews at 

other times and places also became retrospectively known as pogroms. 

 
The 1885 synagogue of North London 
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which the first successful member(s) of the chain send information, local curren-
cy, and sometimes tickets or money for tickets to later arrivals.21  

In 1917,  Walter Rothschild, 2nd Baron Rothschild set up the conditions for the 
Balfour Declaration, which promised a homeland in Palestine for Jews in a new 

Zionist State. 

By 1919, the Jewish population had increased from 46,000 in 1880 to about 
250,000, who lived primarily in the large industrial cities, especially London, 

Manchester, and Leeds. In London, Jews lived primarily in the Spitalfields and 
Whitechapel areas, close to the docks, and hence the East End became known as 
a Jewish neighbourhood. Manchester, and neighbouring Salford, were also areas 

of heavy Jewish settlement, particularly the Strangeways, Cheetham, and Brough-
ton districts. Unlike much of the Jewish community in Poland, the Jewish com-

munity in England generally embraced assimilation into wider English culture. 
They started Yiddish and Hebrew newspapers and youth movements such as the 
Jewish Lads’ Brigade. Immigration was eventually restricted by the Aliens Act 

1905, following pressure from groups such as the British Brothers League. The 
1905 legislation was followed by the Aliens Restriction (Amendment) Act 1919. 

Marconi Scandal of 1912-1913 

The Marconi scandal brought issues of anti-Semitism Into the political arena, 

on the basis that senior ministers in the Liberal government had secretly profited 
from advanced knowledge of deals regarding wireless telegraphy. Some of the key 

players were Jewish.22 Historian Todd Edelman identifies Catholic writers as cen-
tral critics: 

The most virulent attacks in the Marconi affair were launched by Hilaire 

Belloc and the brothers Cecil and G. K. Chesterton, whose hostility to Jew 
was linked to their opposition to liberalism, their backward-looking Cathol-

icism, and the nostalgia for a medieval Catholic Europe that they imagined 
was ordered, harmonious, and homogeneous. The Jew baiting at the time 
of the The Boer War and the Marconi scandal was linked to a broader pro-

test, mounted in the main by the Radical wing of the Liberal Party, against 
the growing visibility of successful businessmen in national life and the 
challenges. What were seen as traditional English values.23  

Historian Frances Donaldson says, “If Belloc’s feeling against the Jews was in-
stinctive and under some control, Chesterton’s was open and vicious, and he 

shared with Belloc the peculiarity that the Jews were never far from his 
thoughts.”17,24 

                                       
21 Godley, Andrew (2001) Enterprise and Culture. New York: Palgrave. Ch. 1. ISBN 0333960459. 
22 Frances Donaldson (2011). The Marconi Scandal. Bloomsbury Publishing. p. 51. 
23 Todd M. Endelman (2002). The Jews of Britain, 1656 to 2000. p. 9. 
24 Dean Rapp, “The Jewish response to GK Chesterton’s antisemitism, 1911–33.” Patterns of Prej-

udice 24#2-4, (1990):75-86. online 
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Service in the First World War 

About 50,000 Jews served in the British Armed Forces during World War I, and 
around 10,000 died on the battlefield, while Britain’s first all-Jewish regiment, the 

Jewish Legion fought in Palestine. An important consequence of the war was the 
British conquest of the Palestinian Mandate, and the Balfour Declaration, making 
an agreement between the British Government and the Zionist Federation of Great 

Britain and Ireland to strive to set up a homeland for Jews in Palestine. 

Entrepreneurs 

The Eastern European Jews brought with them a long history as skilled entre-

preneurial middlemen. They were much more likely to become entrepreneurs than 
their gentile neighbours, with a heavy concentration in the garment industry as 
well as in retailing, entertainment and real estate. London provided excellent fi-

nancing opportunities for entrepreneurs.25 

Sports 

Anti-Semitism was a serious handicap for Britain’s Jews, especially the wide-
spread stereotype to the effect that Jews were weak, effeminate and cowardly. The 

Zionist social critic Max Nordau promoted the term “muscle Jew” as a rebuttal to 
the stereotype. Challenging that stereotype was an important motivation for war-

time service in the Boer War and in the First World War. It was also motivation for 
sports that appealed to the largely working-class Jewish youth element.26 

From the 1890s to the 1950s, British boxing was dominated by Jews whose 

families had migrated from Russia or the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Jews were 
heavily involved in boxing as professional and amateur fighters, managers, pro-
moters, coaches and spectators—as well as gamblers and a certain criminal ele-

ment that tried to fix fights.27 Their high visibility in a prestigious sport among the 
British working class helped reduce anti-Semitism and increased their acceptance 

in British society.28 The Jewish establishment worked hard to promote boxing 
among the youth, as a deliberate "Anglicisation" campaign designed to speed their 
adoption of British character traits and cultural values. The youth themselves ea-

gerly participated, although the rising middle class status after the Second World 
War led to a sharp falloff of interest in younger generations.29  

                                       
25 Godley, Andrew (2001). Enterprise and Culture. New York: Palgrave. Ch. 2. ISBN 0333960459. 
26 Schaffer, Gavin (2012). “Unmasking the ‘muscle Jew’: the Jewish soldier in British war service, 

1899–1945.: Patterns of Prejudice. 46 (3): 375–396. doi:10.1080/0031322X.2012.701809. 
27 Berkowitz, Michael (2011). “Jewish Fighters in Britain in Historical Context: Repugnance, Req-

uiem, Reconsideration.” Sport in History. 31 (4): 423–443. doi: 10.1080/ 17460263.2011.645334. 
28 Dee, David (2012). “‘The Hefty Hebrew’: Boxing and British-Jewish Identity, 1890–1960.” Sport 

in History. 32 (3): 361–381. doi:10.1080/17460263.2012.720273. 
29 Dee, David (2012). “‘The Sunshine of Manly Sports and Pastimes’: Sport and the Integration of 

Jewish Refugees in Britain, 1895–1914.” Immigrants & Minorities. 30 (2): 318–342. doi: 10.1080/ 

02619288.2010.502722. 
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The most celebrated of the Jewish athletes in 
Britain was Harold Abrahams (1899–1978) – the 

man made famous by the film Chariots of Fire for 
winning the gold medal in the 100 metre sprint in 

the 1924 Paris Olympics. Abrahams was thoroughly 
Anglicised, and his cultural integration went hand-
in-hand with his sporting achievements. He became 

a hero to the British Jewish community. However, 
Abrahams’ quest to enter upper class British society 

increasingly dominated his career, as his Jewishness 
meant less and less to him and his associates.30  

Before and during World War II 

Though there was some 
growing anti-Semitism 

during the 1930s, it was 
counterbalanced by strong 
support for British Jews in 

their local communities 
leading to events such as 
the Battle of Cable Street 

where anti-Semitism was strongly resisted by Jews and 
their neighbours, who fought it out on the street with 

Fascist elements. Consistent with its complex history, 
Britain was not particularly receptive to Jewish refugees 
fleeing the Nazi regime in Germany, and the other fas-

cist states of Europe. Approximately 40,000 Jews from 
Austria and Germany were eventually allowed to settle 

in Britain before the War, in addition to 50,000 Jews 
from Italy, Poland, and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. 
Despite the increasingly dire warnings coming from 

Germany, at the Evian Conference of 1938, Britain re-
fused to allow further Jewish refugees into the country. 
The notable exception allowed by Parliament was the Kindertransport, an effort on 

the eve of war to transport Jewish children (their parents were not given visas) 
from Germany to Britain. Around 10,000 children were saved by the Kinder-

transport, out of a plan to rescue five times that number. 

With the declaration of war, 74,000 German, Austrian and Italian citizens in the 
UK were interned as enemy aliens. After individual consideration by tribunal, the 

majority, largely made up of Jewish and other refugees, were released within six 
months. 

                                       
30 Dee, David (2012). “‘Too Semitic’ or ‘Thoroughly Anglicised’? The Life and Career of Harold 

Abrahams.” International Journal of the History of Sport. 29 (6): 868–886. doi: 10.1080/ 

09523367.2011.631006. 

 
Harold Abrahams, gold medal winner 

at the 1924 Olympics 

 

 
Kindertransport – The Arrival 
sculpture in central London 

marks the Kindertransport when 
the UK took in nearly 10,000 

Jewish children prior to WWII. 
Dubbed the “British Schindler,” 
Nicholas Winton was a notable 

member of the operation 
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Even more important to many Jews was the permis-
sion to settle in the British-controlled Mandatory Pales-

tine. In order to try to maintain peace between the 
Jewish and Arab populations, especially after the 

1936–39 Arab revolt in Palestine, Britain strictly lim-
ited immigration. This limitation became nearly abso-
lute after the White Paper of 1939 all but stopped legal 

immigration. During the War, Zionists organised an il-
legal immigration effort, conducted by “Hamossad 
Le’aliyah Bet” (the precursor of the Mossad) that res-

cued tens of thousands of European Jews from the Na-
zis by shipping them to Palestine in rickety boats. 

Many of these boats were intercepted and some sank 
with great loss of life. The efforts began in 1939, and 
the last immigrant boat to try to enter Palestine before 

the end of the war was MV Struma, torpedoed in the 
Black Sea by a Soviet submarine in February 1942. 

The boat sank with the loss of nearly 800 lives. 

Many Jews joined the British Armed Forces, including some 30,000 Jewish vol-
unteers from Palestine alone, some of whom fought in the Jewish Brigade. Many 

formed the core of the Haganah after the war. 

By July 1945, 228,000 troops of the Polish Armed Forces in the West, including 

Polish Jews, were serving under the high command of the British Army. Many of 
these men and women were originally from the Kresy region of eastern Poland and 
were deported by Soviet leader Joseph Stalin to Siberia 1939–1941. They were 

then released from the Soviet Gulags to form the Anders Army and marched to 
Persia to form the Polish II Corps. The Polish II Corps then advanced to the British 
Mandate of Palestine, where many Polish Jews, including Menachem Begin, de-

serted to work on forming the state of Israel, in a process known as the “Anders 
Aliyah.” Other Polish Jews remained in the Polish Army to fight alongside the Brit-

ish in the North Africa and Italy campaigns. Around 10,000 Polish Jews fought 
under the Polish flag — and British High Command — at the Battle of Monte Cas-
sino.31 All of them were eligible to settle in the UK after the Polish Resettlement 

Act 1947, Britain’s first mass immigration law. 
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31 Klieger, Noah (September 11, 2006). “Army was Polish, soldiers were Jews.” Ynetnews.com 
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• Chuts (19th Century Dutch Jewish immigrants) 

• Council of Christians and Jews 

• Early English Jewish literature 

• Jacob Barnet affair 

• Polish British 

• Rothschild family 

• Starr (law) 

• The War on Britain’s Jews?, a 2007 documentary film by Richard Littlejohn 

• Pallache family 
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EDICT OF EXPULSION 
This article is about the Edict of Expulsion given by Edward I in 1290, that ex-

pelled all Jews from England. For the 1492 Edict of Expulsion from Spain, see Al-
hambra Decree. 

In 1290, King Edward I issued an edict expelling all Jews from England. The 
expulsion edict remained in force for the rest of the Middle Ages. The edict was not 

an isolated incident, but the culmination of over 200 years of increased persecu-
tion. Oliver Cromwell permitted Jews to return to England in 1657, over 360 years 
after their banishment by Edward I. 

BUILDUP TO EXPULSION 

The first Jewish communities of significant size came to England with William 
the Conqueror in 1066.1 On the conquest of England, William instituted a feudal 

system in the country, whereby all estates formally belonged to the Crown; the 
king then appointed lords over these vast estates, but they were subject to duties 
and obligations (financial and military) to the king. Under the lords were further 

subjects such as serfs, who were bound and obliged to their lords, and their lords’ 
obligations. Merchants had a special status in the system as did Jews. Jews were 

declared to be direct subjects of the King,2 unlike the rest of the population. This 
was an ambivalent legal position for the Jewish population, in that they were not 
tied to any particular lord, but were subject to the whims of the king. This could 

at times prove advantageous and at other times disadvantageous. Every succes-
sive king formally reviewed a royal charter granting Jews the right to remain in 
England. Jews did not enjoy any of the guarantees of the Magna Carta3 of 1215. 

Economically, Jews played a key role in the country. The church at the time 
strictly forbade the lending of money for profit. This created a vacuum in the 

economy of Europe that Jews filled due to extreme discrimination in every other 
economic area. Canon law was not considered applicable to Jews, and Judaism 
does not forbid loans with interest between Jews and non-Jews.4 In consequence, 

some Jews made large amounts of money. Taking advantage of their unique sta-
tus as his direct subjects, the King could appropriate Jewish assets in the form of 

taxation. He levied heavy taxes on Jews at will without having to summon Parlia-
ment.5 

Jews acquired a reputation as extortionate moneylenders, which made them ex-

tremely unpopular with both the church and the general public. While an anti-
Jewish attitude was widespread in Europe, medieval England was particularly an-
ti-Jewish.3 An image of the Jew as a diabolical figure who hated Christ started to 

                                       
1 Paul Johnson, A History of the Jews, p. 208 
2 Glassman 1975, p. 14. 
3 Rubenstein 1996, p. 36. 
4 Parkes 1976, p. 303. 
5 Rubenstein 1996, p. 37. 
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become widespread, and anti-Semitic myths such as the tale of the Wandering 
Jew and allegations of ritual murders originated and spread throughout England, 

as well as Scotland and Wales.6 

In frequent cases of blood libel, Jews were said to hunt for children to murder 

before Passover so they could use their blood to make the unleavened matzah.7 
Anti-Jewish attitudes sparked numerous riots in which many Jews were mur-
dered, most notably in 1190 when over a hundred Jews were massacred in the 

city of York.7 

EXPULSION 

The situation only got worse for 

Jews as the 13th century pro-
gressed. In 1218, Henry III of Eng-
land proclaimed the Edict of the 

Badge, making England the first Eu-
ropean nation to require Jews to 
wear a marking badge.8 Taxation 

grew increasingly intense. Between 
1219-72, 49 levies were imposed on 

Jews for a total of 200,000 marks, a 
vast sum of money.5 The first major 
step towards expulsion took place in 

1275, with the Statute of the Jewry. 
The statute outlawed all lending at 
interest and gave Jews fifteen years to readjust.9 

In the duchy of Gascony in 1287, King Edward ordered the local Jews ex-
pelled.10 All their property was seized by the crown and all outstanding debts pay-

able to Jews were transferred to the King’s name.11 By the time he returned to 
England in 1289, King Edward was deeply in debt.12 The next summer he sum-
moned his knights to impose a steep tax. To make the tax more palatable, Ed-

ward, in exchange, essentially offered to expel all Jews.13 The heavy tax was 
passed, and three days later, on 18 July,14 the Edict of Expulsion was issued. One 

official reason for the expulsion was that Jews had declined to follow the Statute 
of Jewry. The edict of expulsion was widely popular and met with little resistance, 
and the expulsion was quickly carried out. 

                                       
6 Glassman 1975, p. 17. 
7 Rubenstein 1996, p. 39. 
8 Glassman 1975, p. 16. 
9 Prestwich 1997, p. 345. 
10 Prestwich 1997, p. 306. 
11 Prestwich 1997, p. 346 
12  Prestwich 1997, p. 307 
13 Prestwich 1997, p. 343. 
14 On the Hebrew calendar, this date was 9 Av (Tisha B’Av) 5050. 
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The Jewish population in England at the time was relatively small, perhaps 
2,000 people, although estimates vary.15 The expulsion process appears to have 

been relatively non-violent, although there were some accounts to the contrary. 
One perhaps apocryphal story told of a captain taking a ship full of Jews to the 

Thames, en route to France, while the tide was low, and convincing them to go out 
for a walk with him. He then lost them and made it back to his ship quickly before 
the tide came back in, leaving them all to drown.11 

Many Jews emigrated, to Scotland, France, and the Netherlands, and as far as 
Poland, which, at that time, protected them (see Statute of Kalisz). 

INTERMEDIATE PERIOD 

Between the expulsion of Jews in 1290 and their formal return in 1655, there is 
no official trace of Jews as such on English soil except in connection with the Do-
mus Conversorum, which kept a number of them within its precincts up to 1551 

and even later. An attempt was made to obtain a revocation of the edict of expul-
sion as early as 1310, but in vain. Notwithstanding, a certain number of Jews ap-
peared to have returned; for complaints were made to the king in 1376 that some 

of those trading as Lombards16 were actually Jews ("Rot. Parl." ii. 332a). 

Occasionally permits were given to individuals to visit England, as in the case of 

Dr Elias Sabot (an eminent physician from Bologna summoned to attend Henry 
IV) in 1410, but it was not until the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492 and 
Portugal in 1497 that any considerable number of Sephardic Jews found refuge in 

England. One of these as early as 1493 attempted to recover no less a sum than 
428,000 maravedis which the refugees from Spain had entrusted to Diego de So-
ria. In 1542 many were arrested on the suspicion of being Jews, and throughout 

the sixteenth century a number of persons named Lopez, possibly all of the same 
family, took refuge in England, the best known of them being Rodrigo López, phy-

sician to Queen Elizabeth I, and who is said to have been the origin of Shy-
lock.17,18 

Aside from certain distinguished converts like Immanuel Tremellius and Philip 

Ferdinand, the most remarkable visitor was Joachim Gaunse, who introduced new 
methods of mining into England. Occasional visitors, like Alonzo de Herrera and 

                                       
15 Mundill, Robin R. (2002) England’s Jewish Solution: Experiment and Expulsion, 1262-1290, pg. 

27. Cambridge University Press; ISBN 0-521-52026-6. 
16Lombard banking refers to the historical use of the term “Lombard” for a mount of piety style of 

pawn shop in the Middle Ages, a type of banking that originated with the prosperous northern 
Italian region of Lombardy. The term was sometimes used in a derogatory sense, and some were 

accused of usury. 
17 Shylock is a character in William Shakespeare’s play The Merchant of Venice. A Venetian Jewish 

moneylender, Shylock is the play’s principal antagonist. His defeat and conversion to Christianity 

forms the climax of the story. 
18 Greenblatt, S. (2004), Will In The World: How Shakespeare Became Shakespeare, New York: W.W. 
Norton, ISBN 0-393-05057-2 
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Simon Palache in 1614, are recorded. The writings of John Weemes provided a 
positive view of the resettlement of Jews in England.19 
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EXPULSION OF JEWS FROM ENGLAND IN 

1290 

SUMMARY1 

The first significant migration of Jews to England came after the Norman Inva-
sion in 1066. By the late 1200s, England had a small Jewish population of around 
3000 people.  Throughout this period, the Jews suffered from anti-Semitic preju-

dice, often scapegoated or wrongly accused of crimes. There were frequent riots 
against them, in which their property was destroyed and citizens murdered. Many 

Jews were employed as money lenders. The Jews took these jobs because the 
Christian Church traditionally ruled that usury (money lending for interest) was 
illegal for Christians, but not for Jews. The Jews were taxed heavily, so the wealth 

earned in the usury trade benefited the Crown directly. By the late 1200s, a series 
of laws had been created restricting the rights of the Jewish people. For instance, 
they were not allowed to own land, and after death their money went, not to their 

children, but directly to the Crown. In 1275 King Edward I passed a law forbid-
ding the Jews from usury. They were entitled to earn a living as tradesmen or 

farmers, but were not allowed to be part of guilds or to own farmland. The Jews 
became poor and the king could no longer collect taxes from them. Many hun-
dreds were arrested, hanged, or imprisoned. And then finally in 1290, they were 

banished from England altogether. Jews were not allowed to return to England 
until 1656. 
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The Expulsion of the Jews from England in 1290. 

The expulsion of the Jews from England by Edward I is a measure concerning 
the causes of which no contemporary historian gives, or pretends to give, any but 

the most meagre information. It was passed by the King in his “secret council,” of 
the proceedings of which we naturally know nothing. Of the occasion that sug-
gested it, each separate writer has his own account, and none has a claim to 

higher authority than the rest; and yet there is much in the circumstances con-
nected with it that calls for explanation. How was it that, at a time when trade and 

the need for capital were growing, the Jews, who were reputed to be among the 
great capitalists of Europe, were expelled from England? How did Edward, a king 
who was in debt from the moment he began his reign till the end, bring himself to 

give up the revenue that his father and grandfather had derived from the Jews? 
How could he, as an honourable king, drive out subjects who were protected by a 

Charter that one of his predecessors had granted, and another had solemnly con-
firmed? To answer these questions, we must consider what was the position that 
the Jews occupied in England, how it was forced on them, and how it brought 

them into antagonism at various times with the interests of various orders of the 
English people, and at all times with the teachings of the Catholic Church. We 
shall thus find the origin of forces strong enough when they converged to bring 

about the result which is to be accounted for. 

I. The Jews from Their Arrival to 1190 

Among the foreigners who flocked to England at, or soon after, the Conquest 
were many families of French Jews. They brought with them money, but no skill 
in any occupation except that of lending it out at interest. They lent to the King 

when the ferm of his counties, or his feudal dues, were late in coming in;3 to the 
barons, who, though lands and estates had been showered on them, nevertheless 

often found it hard, without doubt, to procure ready money wherewith to pay for 
luxuries, or to meet the expense of military service; and to suitors who had to fol-
low the King’s Court from one great town to another, or to plead before the Papal 

Curia at Rome.4 

But though they thus came into contact with many classes, and had kindly re-

lations with some, they remained far more alien to the masses of the people 
around them than even the Normans, in whose train they had come to England. 
Even the baron must, a hundred years after the Conquest, have become some-

thing of an Englishman. He held an estate, of which the tenants were English; he 
presided over a court attended by English suitors. In battle he led his English re-
tainers. He and the Englishman worshipped in the same church, and in it the 

sons of the two might serve as priests side by side. But the Jews remained during 
the whole time of their sojourn in England sharply separated from, at any rate, the 

common people around them by peculiarities of speech, habits, and daily life, 

                                       
3 J. Jacobs, Jews of Angevin England, 43-4; 64-5. 
4 2 Cf. the account of the litigation of Richard of Anesty in Palgrave’s Rise and Progress of the 
English Commonwealth, Vol. II. (Proofs and Illustrations), pp. xxiv.-xxvii. 
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such as must have aroused dread and hatred in an ignorant and superstitious 
age. Their foreign faces alone would have been enough to mark them out. Moreo-

ver, they generally occupied, not under compulsion, but of their own choice, a 
separate quarter of each town in which they dwelt.5 And in their isolation they 

lived a life unlike that of any other class. None of them were feudal landowners, 
none farmers, none villeins, none members of the guilds. They did not join in the 
national Watch and Ward. They alone were forbidden to keep the mail and hau-

berk which the rest of the nation was bound to have at hand to help in preserving 
the peace.6 They were not enrolled in the Frank-pledge, that society that brought 
neighbours together and taught them to be interested in the doings of one another 

by making them responsible for one another’s honesty. They did not appear at the 
Court Leet or the Court Baron, at the Town-moot or at the Shire-moot. They went 

to no church on Sundays, they took no sacrament; they showed no signs of rever-
ence to the crucifix; but, instead, they went on Friday evening and Saturday 
morning to a synagogue of their own, where they read a service in a foreign 

tongue, or sang it to strange Oriental melodies. When they died they were buried 
in special cemeteries, where Jews alone were laid.7 At home their very food was 

different from that of the Christians. They would not eat of a meal prepared by a 
Christian cook in a Christian house. They would not use the same milk, the same 
wine, the same meat as their neighbours. For them cattle had to be killed with 

special rites; and, what was worse, it sometimes happened that, some minute de-
tail having been imperfectly performed, they rejected meat as unfit for themselves, 
but considered it good enough to be offered for sale to their Christian neighbours.8 

The presence of Christian servants and nurses in their households made it impos-
sible that any of their peculiarities should remain unobserved or generally un-

known.9 

Thus, living as semi-aliens, growing rich as usurers, and observing strange cus-
toms, they occupied in the twelfth century a position that was fraught with dan-

ger. But, almost from their first arrival in the country, they had enjoyed a kind of 
informal Royal protection,10 though, as to the nature of their relations with the 
King during the first hundred and thirty years of their residence, very little is 

                                       
5 See Jewries of Oxford and Winchester, in the plans in Norgate’s England under Angevin Kings, I., 

pp. 31, 40; and Jewry of London, described in Papers of Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibition, pp. 20-

52. 
6 Chronica Rogeri de Hoveden (Rolls Series) II., 261; Gesta Henrici II. et Ricardi I. (Rolls Series), I. 

279. 
7 Gesta Henrici II. et Ricardi I. (R. S.), I. 182; Chronica Rogeri de Hoveden (R. S.), II. 137. 
8 Depping, Les Juifs dans le Moyen Age, 170; Jacobs’ The Jews of Angevin England, 54, 178; 

Statutes of the Realm (Edition of 1810), I. 202  (Judicium Pillorie) and 203 (Statutum de 
Pistoribus). See also Leet Jurisdiction in Norwich (Selden Society, 1891), p. 28, where, in a list of 

amercements inflicted at the Leet of Nedham and Manecroft, the following entry occurs: “De 

Johanne le Pastemakere quia vendidit Carnes quas Judei vocant trefa, 2s.” 
9 Mansi, Sacorun Conciliorum Collectio, Venice, 1775, XX. 399; Wilkins, Concilia Magnae 
Britanniae, I. 591, 675, 719; Gesta Henrici 1I. et Ricardi I. (R. S.), I. 230. Chronica Rogeri de 
Hoveden (R. S.), II. 180. 
10 Cf. the words of John’s Charter: “Libertates et consuetudines sicut eas habuerunt tempore 

Henrici avi patris nostri. — Rotuli Chartarum, p. 93. 
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known. It was probably less close than it afterwards became, for the liability to at-
tack and the need for protection had not yet manifested themselves.  

But, at the end of the eleventh century, there began to spread throughout Eu-
rope a movement which, when it reached England, converted the vague popular 

dislike of the Jews into an active and violent hostility. While the Norman conquer-
ors were still occupied in settling down in England, the King organising his realm, 
and the barons enjoying, dissipating, or forfeiting their newly-won estates, popes 

and priests and monks had been preaching the Crusade to the other nations of 
civilised Europe. At one of the greatest and most imposing of all the Church 
Councils that were ever held, where were present lay nobles and clerics of all na-

tions, attending each as his own master, and able to act on the impulse of the 
moment, Urban II, in 1095, told the tale of the wrong that Christians had to suffer 

at the hands of the enemies of Christ. He told his hearers how the Eastern people, 
a people estranged from God, had laid waste the land of the Christians with fire 
and sword; had destroyed churches, or misused them for their own rites; had cir-

cumcised Christians, poured their blood on altars and fonts, scourged and im-
paled men, and dishonoured women.11 Such denunciations, followed by the 

appeal to all present to help Jerusalem, which was “ruled by enemies, enslaved by 
the godless, and calling aloud to be freed,” excited, for the first time in Europe, a 
furious and fanatical hatred of Eastern and non-Christian races. The Jews were 

such a race, as well as the Saracens, and between the two the Crusaders scarcely 
distinguished. Before they left home and fortune to fight God’s enemies abroad, it 
was natural that they should kill or convert those whom they met nearer home. 

Through all central Europe, from France to Hungary, the bands that gathered to-
gether to make their way to the Holy Land fell on the Jews and offered them the 

choice between the sword and the font.12  

The disasters that followed the first Crusade brought with them an increase in 
the ferocity of the attacks to which the Jews of Continental Europe were subject-

ed, and S. Bernard, when he preached the second Crusade, found that he had re-
vived a spirit of fanaticism that he was powerless to quell. He had wished for the 
reconquest of the Holy Land as a result that would bring honour to the Christian 

religion; but his followers and imitators thought less of the end than of the blood-
shed that was to be the means. A monk, “who skilfully imitated the austerity of 

religion, but had no immoderate amount of learning,”13 went through the Rhine-
land preaching that all Jews who were found by the Crusaders should be killed as 
enemies of the Christian faith. 14 It was in vain that Bernard appealed to the 

Christian nations whom his eloquence had aroused, in the hope that “the zeal of 

                                       
11 Recueil des Historiens des Croisades—Historiens Occidentaux (Paris, 1866), III. 321, 727. Cf. 
especially (p. 727), Altaria suis foeditatibus inquinata subvertunt, Christianos circumcidunt, 

cruoremque circumcisionis aut super altaria fundunt aut in vasis baptisterii immergunt (Roberti 

Monachi Historia Iherosolimitana). 
12 Neubauer and Stern, Hebraische Berichte uber die Judenverfolgungen wahrend der Kreuzzuge; 

Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, V., 224, 270; Graetz, Geschichte der Juden (second edition) VI., 89-107. 
13 C. U. Hahn, Geschichte der Ketzer im Mittelalter, III. 17. 
14 It is a conveniently-forgotten fact of history, that the Crusaders killed as many, or nearly as 

many, Jews as Muslims. 
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God which burnt in them would not fail altogether to be tempered with 
knowledge.” He himself narrowly escaped attack: and the Jews suffered from the 

second Crusade as they had suffered from the first.15 

England was so closely related to the Churches of the Continent that it could 

not fail to be affected by the great movement. But the first Crusade was preached 
when the Conquest was still recent, and the Normans had no leisure to leave their 
new country; the second, during the last period of anarchy in the reign of Ste-

phen.  

Thus there were, during the first hundred years after the Council of Clermont, 
few English Crusaders. Yet the Crusading spirit, working in a superstitious medi-

aeval population, called forth a danger that was destined to be as fatal to the Eng-
lish Jews as were the massacres to their brethren on the Continent. The Pope who 

preached the first Crusade had told his hearers that Eastern nations were in the 
habit of circumcising Christians and using their blood in such a way as to show 
their contempt for the Christian religion. This charge was naturally extended to 

the Jews as well. What alterations it underwent in its circulation it is hard to say; 
but in 1146, a tale was spread among the populace of Norwich, and encouraged 

by the bishop, that the Jews had killed a boy named William, to use his blood for 
the ritual of that most suspicious feast, their Passover. The story was supported 
by no evidence more trustworthy than that of an apostate Jew, which was so 

worthless that the Sheriff refused to allow the Jews to appear in the Bishop’s 
Court to answer the charge brought against them, and took them under his pro-
tection. But the popular suspicion of the Jews lent credibility to the story, and so 

terrible was the feeling which was aroused that many of the Jews of Norwich dis-
persed into other lands, and of those who remained many were killed by the peo-

ple in spite of the protection of the Sheriff.16 The accusation once made naturally 
recurred, first at Gloucester, in 1168, and then at Bury St. Edmund’s, in 1181. 
“The Martyrs” were regularly buried in the nearest church or religious house, and 

the miracles that they all worked would alone have been enough to continually re-
new the belief in the terrible story.17  

Under the firm reign of Henry II., anti-Jewish feeling found no further expres-

sion in act. The King, like his predecessors, gave and secured to the Jews special 
privileges so great as to arouse the envy of their neighbours. They were allowed to 

settle their own disputes in their own Beth Din, or Ecclesiastical Court, and in so 
far to enjoy a privilege that was granted only under strict limitations to the Chris-
tian Church.18 They were placed, apparently, under the special protection of the 

                                       
15 Graetz, Gescdichte der Juden (second edition), VI., 155-170. Cf. Hefele, V., 498, n 2. 
16 Jacobs, Op. Cit., 20, 257. 
17 Historia et Cartularium Monasterii S. Petri Gloucestriae, R. S., I., 21; Chronica Jocelini de 
Brakelonda (Camden Society), 12, 113-14; Annales Monastici (R. S.), I., 343, II., 347; Matt. Paris, 

Chronica Majora (R. S.), IV., 377, V., 518; Jacobs’ Jews of Angevin England, 19; and cf. Chronicles 
of Reigns of Stephen, Henry II., Richard I. (Rolls Series), I., 311. 
18 Materials for History of Thomas Becket (Rolls Series), IV. 148; Jacobs, Jews of Angevin England, 
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royal officers of each district.19 They lived in safety, and they made considerable 
contributions to the Royal Exchequer.  

The death of Henry II. and the accession of Richard I, the first English Crusad-
ing King, might naturally have been expected to bring trouble to the rich and roy-

ally favoured infidels of the land where the blood accusation had its birth. The 
interregnum between the death of one King and the proclamation of the “peace” of 
his successor was always a time of danger and lawlessness during the first two 

centuries after the Conquest, and the growth of the crusading spirit, and of the 
popular belief in the truth of the blood accusation, caused all the forces of disor-
der to work in one direction, viz., against the Jews. The day of Richard’s corona-

tion was the first opportunity for a great exhibition of the anti-Jewish fanaticism 
of the populace. The nobles from all parts of the country brought with them to 

London large trains of servants and attendants, who were left to occupy them-
selves as best they might in the streets, while their lords were present at the cer-
emony. The Jews, who had been refused permission to enter the Abbey, took up a 

prominent position outside. Their appearance exasperated the crowd, and in the 
medæval world a crowd was irresistible. While the service was proceeding, the 

Jews were fiercely attacked by the “wild serving men” of the nobles and the lower 
orders of citizens. One at least was compelled to accept baptism to save himself 
from death. Later in the same day, when the King and magnates were banqueting 

in the palace, the attack was renewed. The strong houses of the Jewry were be-
sieged and fired, and the inhabitants were massacred. But soon “avarice got the 
better of cruelty,” and in spite of the efforts of the King’s officers the city was given 

up to plunder and rapine.20  

Though the King was bitterly angry at what had happened, the first attempt at 

punishment showed him how powerless he was against the forces hostile to the 
Jews. Had the offenders been nobles or prominent citizens, he could, when the 
first irresistible disorder had subsided, have taken vengeance at his leisure. But 

what could he do against a collection of serving-men and poor citizens, whom no 
one knew, who had come together and had separated in one day? When he de-
parted for the Crusades, he left behind him all the materials for more outbreaks of 

the same kind. In the more populous towns Crusaders were continually gathering 
together in order to set out for the Holy Land in company: and they, aided by the 

lower citizens, clerics, and poor countrymen, and in some cases by ruined land-
holders, fell on and killed the Jews wherever they had settlements in England, at 
Norwich, York, Bury St. Edmunds, Lynn, Lincoln, Colchester, and Stamford.21 

Again the Royal officers were unable to touch the offenders. When the Chancellor 
arrived with an army at York, the scene of the most horrible of all the massacres, 

he found that the murderers were Crusaders, who had long embarked for the Holy 
Land, peasants and poor townsmen who had retired from the neighbourhood, and 
bankrupt nobles, who had fled to Scotland. The citizens humbly represented that 

they were not responsible for the outrage and were too weak to prevent it. No pun-

                                       
19 Cf. the protection given to Jews of Norwich by the Sheriff, Jacobs, 257. 
20 Chronicles of the Reigns of Stephen, Henry II., and Richard I. (Rolls Series), I. 294-9. 
21 Radulfi de Diceto, Opera Historica (R.S.), II. 75-6. Jacobs, Jews of Angevin England, 176; 
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ishment was possible except the infliction of a few fines, and the Chancellor 
marched back with his army to London.22  

It was clear that the King must strengthen his connection with the Jews. He 
could not afford to lose them or to leave them continually liable to plunder. They 

were too rich. In 1187, when Henry II. had wanted to raise a great sum from all 
his people he had got nearly as much from the Jews as from his Christian sub-
jects. From the former he got a fourth of their property, £60,000, from the latter a 

tenth, or £70,000.23 It is of course improbable that, as these figures would at first 
seem to show, the Jews held a quarter of the wealth of the kingdom, but they were 
as useful to the King as if they had. He had a far greater power over their re-

sources than over those of his other subjects; their wealth was in moveable prop-
erty, and what was still more important, it was concentrated in few hands. It was 

easily found and easily taken away.24  

II. The Constitution of the Jewry  

Richard’s policy, or his councillors’, was simple. On the one hand, in order to 

encourage rich Jews to continue to make England their home, he issued a charter 
of protection, in which he guaranteed to certain Jews,25 and perhaps to all who 

were wealthy, the privileges that they had enjoyed under his father and great-
grandfather. They were to hold land as they had hitherto done; their heirs were to 
succeed to their money debts; they were to be allowed to go wherever they pleased 

throughout the country, and to be free of all tolls and dues. On the other hand, he 
asserted and enforced his rights over them and their property by organising a 

complete supervision of all their business transactions. In 1194 he issued a code 
of regulations, in which he ordered that a register of all that belonged to them 
should be kept for the information of the treasury. All their deeds were to be exe-

cuted in one of the six or seven places where there were establishments of Jewish 
and Christian clerks especially appointed to witness them; they were to be entered 
on an official list, and a half of each was to be deposited in a public chest under 

the control of royal officers.26 No Jew was to plead before anyone but the King’s 
officers, and special Justices were appointed to hear their cases and exercise a 

general control over their business.27  

Their constitution underwent various modifications under Richard’s successors. 
The privileges which had at first been granted to certain Jews by name were ex-

tended by John to the whole community;28 and the royal hold over them was 

                                       
22 Chronicles of the Reigns of Stephen, Henry II., and Richard I. (R.S.) I. 323-4. 
23 Jacobs, Jews of Angevin England, pp. 91-6; Gervase of Canterbury (R.S.) 1. 422. 
24 For instance, the enormous wealth of Abraham fil Rabbi, Jurnet of Norwich, and Aaron of 
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tightened by an edict, issued in 1219, which ordered the Wardens of the Cinque 
Ports to prevent any Jews who lived in England from leaving the country.29  

This elaborate constitution did not indeed afford complete security against a 
repetition of the massacres of 1189 and 1190, but its existence was a more sol-

emn and official recognition than had been given before of the fact that the King 
was the sole lord and protector of the Jews, and that he would regard an injury 
done to them as an injury to himself. And thus it went far to secure to him his 

revenue and to them their safety. From this time forward, the Jews yielded to the 
king, not simply irregular contributions, such as the £60,000 they had paid to 
Henry II., and the sums they had paid to Long- champ towards the expenses of 

Richard’s Crusade,30 but a steady and regular income. They paid tallages, heavy 
reliefs on succeeding to property, and a besant in the pound, or ten per cent., on 

their loan transactions; they were liable to escheats, confiscation of land and 
debts, and fines and amercements of all kinds.31 Their average annual contribu-
tion to the Treasury, during the latter part of the twelfth century, was probably 

about a twelfth of the whole Royal revenue,32 and of the greater part of what they 
owed the realisation was nearly certain. Other debtors might find in delay, or re-

sistance, or legal formalities, a way of avoiding payment. But the Jews were in the 
King’s hands. He could order the sheriffs of the county to distrain on defaulters, 
and there was no one between the sheriffs and the Jews.33 He could despoil them 

of lands and debts. He could imprison them in the royal castles. In the reign of 
John, all the Jews and Jewesses of England were thrown into prison by his com-
mand, and are said to have been reduced to such poverty that they begged from 

door to door, and prowled about the city like dogs.34 The only way they had of re-
moving any of their property from his reach was by burying it. Whereupon the 

King, if he had any suspicion that a Jew had more treasure than was apparent, 
might order him to have a tooth drawn every day until he paid enough to pur-
chase pardon.35 

Powerless as the Jews were against royal oppression in England, the position 
that was offered to them by Richard and John was no worse than that of their co-
religionists in other countries of Europe. Those of Germany were the Emperor’s 

Kammerknechte;36 those of France had been expelled in 1182, and though they 
were soon recalled, might at any time be expelled again.37 A Jew in a feudalised 

country was liable to be the subject of quarrel between the lord on whose estate he 
dwelt and the king of the country, and he could be handed about, now to the one 
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and now to the other.38 The right to live and to be under jurisdiction, was every-
where still a local privilege that had to be enjoyed by the permission of a lord, lay 

or clerical, and had to be paid for. In England, the Jews, so long as they were pro-
tected by the King, were at any rate under the greatest lord in the land. The towns 

where especially they wished to settle for the purposes of their business, were, 
thanks to the policy of William the Conqueror, mostly on the royal domain. And 
the royal power acting through its local officers was used to the full to protect the 

Jews. The sheriffs of the counties were especially charged to secure to them per-
sonal safety and the enjoyment of the immunities that had been granted to 
them.39 

The arrangement by which Jewish money-lenders received on English soil the 
protection of the King against his own subjects was not very honourable to either 

of the parties. But the King had no compunction, and the Jews had no choice. It 
could endure so long as the royal power was strong enough to override the objec-
tions of barons and abbots to a measure in favour of their creditors, of the towns 

to an encroachment on their privileges, and of the Church to the royal support of 
a body of infidel usurers.  

At the end of the twelfth century neither towns nor landholders nor Church 
were in a position to offer any effectual protest. In the thirteenth century the 
strength of the opposition of each of these three orders grew steadily. But in each 

it pursued a separate course, though to the same end; and each order struck its 
decisive blow at a different moment. Hence the various forms of opposition must 
be separately considered.  

III. The Conflict with the Towns  

The towns were the first to carry out a practical and effective anti-Jewish policy. 

It was they that suffered most keenly and constantly from the presence of the 
Jews. They had bought, at great expense, from King or noble or abbot, the right to 
be independent, self-governing communities, living under the jurisdiction of their 

own officers, free from the visits of the royal sheriffs, and paying a fixed sum in 
commutation of all dues to the King or the local lord; and yet many of them saw 

the King protecting in their midst a band of foreigners, who had the royal per- 
mission to go whithersoever they pleased, who could dwell among the burgesses, 
and were yet free not only from all customs and dues and contribution to the 

ferm,40 but even from the jurisdiction of those authorities which were responsible 
for peace and good government.41 This was exasperating enough; but there was 

more and worse. The exclusion of the sheriff and the King’s constables was one of 
the most cherished privileges of towns, but, wherever the Jews had once taken up 
their residence, it was in danger of being a mere pretence. At Colchester, if a Jew 
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was unable to recover his debts, he could call in the King’s sheriffs to help him. In 
London, Jews were “warrantised” from the exchequer, and the constable of the 

Tower had a special jurisdiction by which he kept the pleas between Jews and 
Christians. At Nottingham, complaints against Jews, even in cases of petty as-

saults, were heard before the keeper of the Castle. At Oxford the constable called 
in question the Chancellor’s authority over the Jews; contending that they did not 
form part of the ordinary town-community.42 Moreover, the debts of the Jews were 

continually falling into the King’s hands, and whenever this happened, his officers 
would no doubt penetrate into the town to make on behalf of the royal treasury a 
collection such as had never been contemplated when the burgesses made their 

agreement, which was to settle once and for all their payment to the King.43 

In some of the towns the feeling against the Jews was expressed in riots as early 

as the reign of John, and the beginning of that of Henry III. But the King in each 
case took stern measures of repression. John told the mayor and barons of Lon-
don that he should require the blood of the Jews at their hands if any ill befell 

them.44 In Gloucester and in Hereford, the burgesses of the town were made re-
sponsible for the safety of the Jews dwelling amongst them. In Worcester, York, 

Lincoln, Stamford, Bristol, Northampton, and Winchester, the sheriffs were 
charged with the duty of protecting them against injury.45 Such measures only in-
creased the ill-feeling of the burgesses. At Norwich in 1234 the Jewry was fired 

and looted.46 The Jews were maltreated and beaten, and were only saved from fur-
ther harm by the timely help of the garrison of the neighbouring castle. At Oxford 
the scholars attacked the Jewry and carried off “innumerable goods.”47 

But the towns soon began to use a far more effective method than rioting in or-
der to rid themselves of the Jews. Just as they had found it worth while to pay 

heavily for their municipal charters, so now they were willing to pay more for a 
measure which would secure them in the future against a drain on their revenues 
and a violation of their privileges. Whether a town held its charter from the King or 

was still dependent on an inter- mediate lord, the motive was equally strong. An 
abbot or a baron would be glad to second the efforts made by the inhabitants of 
one of his vills to expel a portion of the populace which took much from the re-

sources whence his revenue came and added nothing to them.48 The abbot of Bury 
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St. Edmund’s induced the King to expel the Jews from the town in 1190.49 The 
burgesses of Leicester obtained a similar grant from Simon de Montfort in 1231, 

those of Newcastle in 1234, of Wycombe in 1235, of Southampton in 1236, of 
Berkhampsted in 1242, of Newbury in 1244, of Derby in 1263; at Norwich the citi-

zens complained to the King, but without any result, of the harm that they suf-
fered through the growth of the Jewish community settled in the city.50 In 1245 a 
decree in general terms was issued by Henry III, prohibiting all Jews, except those 

to whom the King had granted a special personal license, from remaining in any 
town other than those in which their coreligionists had hitherto been accustomed 
to live.51 This series of measures did not simply deprive the Jews in England of a 

right which had been solemnly granted them and which they had long enjoyed. It 
went much further. For, by circumscribing the area in which they could carry on 

their business, and so diminishing their opportunities of acquiring wealth, it 
threatened their very existence in a land where their wealth alone secured them 
protection.  

IV. The Conflict with the Barons 

At the same time that the towns were making their attack on the Jews in their 

own way, there was growing up within the baronial order a new party, stronger 
than the towns in the elements of which it was composed and in its capacity for 
joint action, and filled, on account of the private circumstances of its members, 

with a deeper hatred of the Jews than the greater barons, who had hitherto repre-
sented the order, had ever known. For the old Baronial party which had forced 

Magna Carta on John was too rich to be seriously indebted to the Jews, and the 
anti-Jewish feeling of its members must have been blunted by the fact that, when 
they had to pay their debts, they could raise the money by benevolences levied on 

their tenants.52 Moreover some of them imitated on their own estates the King’s 
policy of sharing in the profits of usury.53 Hence they were little influenced by per-
sonal grievances, and it was no doubt partly from political considerations, and 

partly as a concession to the lesser and poorer members of their order, that they 
had introduced into Magna Carta certain limitations of the power of the Jews, or 
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of their legatee, the King, over the estates of debtors, a measure which, small as it 
was, was repealed on the re-issues of the charters, when, during the minority of 

Henry III., the Barons had to undertake the duty of Government. And yet even the 
greater Barons must have felt, after twenty years’ experience of the personal Gov-

ernment of Henry III., that an alteration in the Royal system of managing the Jew-
ry was necessary if their order was ever to succeed in the constitutional struggle 
in which it was engaged. They knew that many of those among the King’s acts 

which they hated worst would have been impossible but for the Jews. It was by 
money extorted from them that he had been enabled to prolong his expeditions in 
Brittany and Gascony, to support and enrich his foreign favourites, and to baffle 

the attempts of the Council to secure, by the refusal of supplies, the restoration of 
Government through the customary officers. In 1230, and again in 1239, he took 

from them a third of their property; in 1244, he levied a tallage of 60,000 marks; 
in 1250, 1252, 1254, and 1255 he ordered the royal officers to take from them all 
that they could exact, after thorough inquisition and the employment of measures 

of compulsion so cruel as to make the whole body of Jews in England ask twice, 
though each time in vain, for permission to leave the country. Thus the whole Ba-

ronial order was for a time united, on the ground of constitutional grievances, in a 
policy which found its expression in the successful attempt of the National Coun-
cil in 1244 to exact from the King the right of appointing one of the two justices of 

the Jews, so as to gain a knowledge of tile amount of the Jewish revenue, and a 
power of controlling its expenditure.54 

But such a measure did nothing to relieve the personal grievances of the lower 

baronage, and it was naturally from this class that further complaints proceeded. 
Its members, unlike the greater barons, made no profit from the encouragement of 

usury. On the other hand, they were among the greatest sufferers from the prac-
tice. Many a one among them must, when summoned to take part in the King’s 
foreign expeditions, have been compelled to pledge some land to the Jews in order 

to be able to meet the expenses of service; and no doubt the Jews derived from 
such transactions a large share of the profits that enabled them to make their 
enormous contributions to the exchequer. A landholder’s debt to a Jew would, 

when once contracted, have been, under any circumstances, difficult to pay off. 
But the lower baronage, or knight’s bachelors, were threatened, when they had 

fallen into debt, with new dangers, the knowledge of which intensified their hatred 
of the whole system of money-lending. “We ask,” they said in the petition of 1259, 
“a remedy for this evil, to wit, that the Jews sometimes give their bonds, and the 

land pledged to them, to the magnates and the more powerful men of the realm, 
who thereupon enter on the land of the lesser men, and although those who owe 

the debt be willing to pay it with usury, yet the said magnates put off the busi-
ness, so that the land and tenements may in some way remain their property, … 
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and on the occasion of death, or any other chance, there is a manifest danger that 
those to whom the said tenements belonged may lose all right in them.”55 

The special wrongs of the lower baronage were, in the course of the Civil War, 
temporarily lost sight of. Nevertheless, the action of the whole baronial party 

throughout the war contributed greatly, though indirectly, to the ultimate ban-
ishment of the Jews from England. Just as the towns had, by their measures of 
exclusion, weakened the mercenary bond that united the Jews to the King, so now 

the barons, by their wholesale destruction of Jewish property, worked, as uncon-
sciously as the towns had done, to the same end. They attacked and plundered 
the Jewry of London twice in the course of the war, and destroyed those of Can-

terbury, Northampton, Winchester, Cambridge, Worcester, and Lincoln. Every-
where they carried off or destroyed the property of their victims. In London they 

killed every Jew that they met, except those who accepted baptism, or paid large 
sums of money. They took from Cambridge all the Jewish bonds that were kept 
there, and deposited them at their head-quarters in Ely. At Lincoln they broke 

open the official chests, and “trod underfoot in the lanes, charters and deeds, and 
whatever else was injurious to the Christians.”56 “It is impossible,” says a chroni-

cler, in describing one of these attacks, “to estimate the loss it caused to the 
King’s exchequer.” 

V. The Beginning of Edward’s Policy of Restriction 

When the Civil War was over, the position of the King’s son Edward as, on the 
one hand, the sworn friend of the lower baronage, and, on the other hand, the 

leader of the Council and the most powerful man in England,57 made it impossible 
that the Jews should continue to carry on their business under the royal protec-
tion as they had hitherto done. And Edward’s personal character and political ide-

als were such as to make him execute with vigour the policy towards the Jews 
that was forced on him by his relations with the lower baronage. He was a reli-
gious prince, one who could not but have felt qualms of conscience at seeing the 

“enemies of Christ” carrying on the most unchristian trade of usury in the chief 
towns of England. He was a statesman, the future author of the Statutes of Mort- 

main and Quia Emptores, and he wished to see the work of the nation performed 
by the united action of the nation, and its expenses met by due contributions from 
all the National resources. But in so far as the Jews had any hold on English land 

they prevented the realisation of this ideal. Sometimes they took possession of 
land that was pledged to them, and then the amount of the feudal revenue and 

the symmetry of the feudal organisation suffered, though the King might gain a 
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great deal in other ways;58 very often they secured payment in money of their 
debts by bringing about an agreement for the transfer to a monastery of the es-

tates that had been pledged to them as security,59 and then the land came under 
the “dead hand”; sometimes they contented themselves with a perpetual rent-

charge,60 and then it would be hard, if not impossible, for the struggling debtor to 
discharge his feudal obligations.61 The indebtedness of the Church must have 
shocked Edward’s sympathies as a Christian, just as much as the indebtedness of 

the lay landholders thwarted his schemes as a statesman. For the condition of ec-
clesiastical estates was indeed deplorable. They had begun to fall into debt in the 
twelfth century, no doubt in consequence of the expense that was necessary for 

the erection of great buildings, and their debts had gone on growing, partly in 
consequence of bad management, partly through the necessity of fulfilling the du-

ties of hospitality by keeping open house continually, partly through the exactions 
of the Pope and the King. The Bishop of Lincoln pledged the plate of his cathedral, 
the Abbot of Peterborough the bones of the patron-saint of his Abbey; at Bury St. 

Edmunds each obedientiary had his own seal, which he could apply to bonds 
which involved the whole house; and loans were freely contracted which accumu-

lated at 50 per cent.62 Hence in the thirteenth century Matthew Paris wrote that 
“there was scarcely anyone in England, especially a bishop, who was not caught in 
the meshes of the usurers.”63 “Wise men knew that the land was corrupted by 

them.”64 The literary documents of the latter half of the century fully confirm these 
accounts. The See of Canterbury was weighed down with an ever-growing load of 
debt when John of Peckham first went to it.65 The buildings of the cathedral were 

becoming dilapidated for want of money to repair them.66 Those of the neighbour-
ing Priory of Christ Church were in an equally bad state, and its revenue was 

equally encumbered.67 The bishop of Norwich was so poor that in spite of the ex-
tortions regularly practised by his officials, he had to borrow six hundred marks 
from the Archbishop of Canterbury.68 The Bishop of Hereford had been compelled 

to seek the intervention of Henry III., in order to obtain respite of his debts to the 
Jews.69 The Abbey of Glastonbury was weighed down by “immeasurable debts,” 
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and, in order to save it from further calamities, the Archbishop had to order a re-
organisation of expenditure so thorough as to include regulations concerning the 

number of dishes with which the abbot might be served in his private room.70 The 
Prior of Lewes asked permission to turn one of his churches from its right use, 

and to let it for five years to anyone who would hire it, in order that he might thus 
get together some money to help to pay off what the priory owed.71 The Church of 
Newneton could not afford clergymen.72 Even the great Monastery of St. Swithin’s, 

Winchester, in spite of the revenue that its monks drew from the sale of wine and 
fur and spiceries, and from the tolls paid by the traders who attended its great 
annual fair, was always in debt, some- times to the amount of several thousand 

pounds.73 Except in the cutting down of timber and the granting of life annuities 
in return for the payment of a lump sum, the religious houses had no resources 

except the money-lenders.74 They borrowed from English usurers, from Italians, 
from Jews, and from one another.75 If the lay and ecclesiastical estates of England 
were to be freed from their burdens, heroic measures were necessary. The barons 

had done their part in the work by carrying off or destroying such bonds as they 
could find. But the financial revolution, to be effective, must be carried out by due 

process of law. When, on the restoration of tranquillity, the Council under Ed-
ward’s influence began its attempt to redress the grievances against which the 
barons had been fighting, the first measure in the programme of reform was one 

for the relief of the debtors to the Jews. Any interference with Jewish business 
would, of course, entail a loss to the Royal Exchequer, and, honest and patriotic 
as Edward was, his poverty was so great that he could not afford to sacrifice any 

of his resources. But the exhausting demands that the King had made on the 
Jews in the time of his difficulties, and the terrible destruction of their property 

that had taken place during the war, must have so far diminished the revenue to 
be derived from the Jews as to make the possible loss of it a far less serious con-
sideration than it would have been twenty years earlier. Accordingly, at the feast 

of St. Hilary in 1269, a measure, drawn up by Walter of Merton, was passed, for-
bidding for the future the alienation of land to Jews in consequence of loan trans-
actions. All existing bonds by which land might pass into the hands of Jews were 

declared cancelled; the attempt to evade the law by selling them to Christians was 
made punishable with death and forfeiture; and none to such effect was to be exe-

cuted in future.76 

But this was only a slight measure compared with what was to follow. The Jews 
might still acquire land by purchase, and needy lords and churches, when forbid-

den to pledge their lands, were very likely, under the pressure of necessity, to sell 
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them outright. Already the Jews were “seised” of many estates,77 and, according to 
the story of an ancient historian,78 they chose this moment to ask the King to 

grant them the enjoyment of the privileges that regularly accompanied the posses-
sion of land, viz., the guardianship of minors on their estates, the right to give 

wards in marriage, and the presentation to livings. Feudal law recognised the two 
former privileges, and the Church recognised the latter,79 as incidental to the pos-
session of real property. It was strange, however, that the Jews should present a 

demand for new social privileges of this kind to a council that had already shown 
its determination to deprive them of their old legal rights; and it was only natural 
that the churchmen should take the opportunity of denouncing their “impious in-

solence.” Certain of the councillors were at first in favour of granting the Jews’ re-
quest; but a Franciscan friar, who obtained admittance to the Council, pleaded 

that it would be a disgrace to Christianity, and a dishonour to God. The Archbish-
op of York, and the Bishops of Lichfield, Coventry, and Worcester were present, 
and argued that the “perfidious Jews” ought to be made to recognise that it was as 

an act of the King’s grace that they were allowed to remain in England, and that it 
was outrageous that they should make a demand, the granting of which would al-

low them to nominate the ministers of Christian churches, to receive the homage 
of Christians, to sit side by side with them on juries, assizes and recognitions, and 
perhaps ultimately to come into possession of English baronies. Edward and his 

equally religious cousin, the son of Richard, King of the Romans, were present at 
the council to support the argument of the Bishops,80 and not only were the origi-
nal requests refused, but the Jews were now forbidden by the act of the King and 

his Council to enjoy a freehold in “manors, lands, tenements, fiefs, rents, or ten-
ures of any kind,” whether held by bond, gift, enfeoffment, confirmation, or any 

other grant, or by any other means whatever. They were forbidden to receive any 
longer the rent-charges which had been a common form of security for their loans. 
Lands of which they were already possessed were to be redeemed by the Christian 

owners, or in default of them, by other Christians, on repayment without interest 
of the principal of the loan in consequence of which they had come into the hands 
of the Jews. In the interest of parochial revenues, Jews were forbidden to acquire 

houses in London in addition to those which they already possessed.81 

VI. The Prohibition of Usury 

Very soon after the passing of the Statute of 1270, Edward left England to join 
the second Crusade of St. Louis, and did not return till 1274, two years after he 

had been proclaimed king. At once he took up with characteristic vigour, and with 
the help and advice of a band of statesmen and lawyers, the work of administra-
tive reform that he had already begun as heir-apparent. He recognised that the 

state of affairs established in 1270 could not endure, since, under it, the Jews, 
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while practically prevented from lending money at interest, now that the law for-
bade them to take in pledge real property, the only possible security for large 

loans, were nevertheless still nothing but usurers, allowed by ancient custom and 
royal recognition to carry on that one pursuit as best they could, and prevented by 

the same forces from carrying on any other. Edward, with his usual love for “the 
definition of duties and the spheres of duty,”82 felt that it was necessary to define 
for the Jews a new position, which should not, as did their present position, con-

demn them to hopeless struggles, nor demand from him acquiescence in what he 
believed to be a sin. For the Church had never ceased to maintain the doctrine of 
the sinfulness of usury which Ambrose and Clement, Jerome and Tertullian, had 

taught in strict conformity with the communistic ideas of primitive Christianity. It 
is true that till the eleventh century usury and speculative trading generally had 

not been active enough to call for repression, nor would the Church have been 
strong enough to enforce on the Christian world the observance of its doctrine. It 
could not follow up the attempt made by the Capitularies of Charles the Great to 

prevent laymen from practising usury, and it had to rest content with enforcing 
the prohibition on clerics.83 But the growth under Hildebrand of the power of the 

Church over every-day life, and the elevation of the moral tone of its teaching that 
resulted from its struggles with the temporal power, enabled it to adopt with in-
creasing effect measures of greater severity. Hildebrand, in 1083, decreed that 

usurers should, like perjurers, thieves, and wife-deserters, be punished with ex-
communication;84 and the Lateran General Council of 1139, when exhorted by In-
nocent II to shrink from no legislation as demanding too high and rigorous a 

morality, decreed that usurers were to be excluded from the consolations of the 
Church, to be infamous all their lives long, and to be deprived of Christian buri-

al.85 The religious feeling aroused by the Crusades still further strengthened the 
hold on the Christian world of characteristically Christian theory, while the pro-
spect of the economic results that they threatened to bring about in Europe, 

awoke the Church to the advisability of putting forth all its power to protect the 
estates of Crusaders against the money-lenders. Many Popes of the twelfth centu-
ry ordained, and St. Bernard approved of the ordinance86 that those who took up 

the Cross should be freed from all engagements to pay usury into which they 
might have entered. Innocent III absolved Crusaders even from obligations of the 

kind that they had incurred under oath, and subsequently ordered that Jews 
should be forced, under penalty of exclusion from the society of Christians, to re-
turn to their crusading debtors any interest that they had already received from 

them.87  

Stronger even than the influence of the Crusades was that of the Mendicant Or-

ders. The Dominicans, who preached, and the Franciscans, who “taught and 
wrought” among all classes of people throughout Europe, carried with them, as 
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their most cherished lesson, the doctrine of poverty. It was by the teaching of this 
doctrine, and by the practice of the simple unworldly life of the primitive Church, 

that the founders of the two orders had been able to give new strength to the ec-
clesiastical institutions of the thirteenth century. And their teaching, if not their 

practice, made its way from the Casiuncula to the Vatican. Cardinal Ugolino, the 
dear friend of S. Francis, became Gregory IX; Petrus de Tarentagio, of the order of 
the Dominicans, became Innocent IV; and Girolamo di Ascoli, the “sun” of the 

Franciscans, was soon to become Nicholas IV. Moreover, the work of formulating 
and publishing to the world the official doctrines of the Church was in the hands 
of the Mendicants. A Dominican, Raymundus de Peñaforte, was entrusted by 

Gregory IX with the preparation of the Decretals, which formed the chief part of 
the canon law of the Church.88 And friars of both orders codified with indefatiga-

ble labour the moral law of Christianity, and set it forth in hand-books, or 
Summæ, which were universally accepted as guides for the confessional, and 
which all agreed in condemning usury.89 Hence, the doctrine of its sinfulness was 

taught throughout Christian Europe, by priests and monks, by Dominican 
preachers and Franciscan confessors, who could enforce their lesson by the use of 

their power of granting or refusing absolution. How strong and violent a public 
opinion was thus created is best shown in the lines in which Dante, the contem-
porary of Edward I, tells with what companions he thought it fit that the Caursine 

usurers should dwell in hell.90  

There was every reason why the hatred of usury should be as strong in England 

as anywhere. The Franciscan movement had spread throughout the country, and 
had found among Englishmen many of its chief literary champions.91 And the 
Englishman’s pious dislike of usury had been strengthened by many years of bit-

ter experience. Italian usurers had in the previous reign gone up and down the 
country collecting money on behalf of the Pope, and lending money on their own 
account at exorbitant rates of interest.92 From some of the magnates they ob-

tained protection (for which they are said to have paid with a share of their prof-
its),93 but to the great body of the Baronage, to the Church and the trading 

classes, their very name had become hateful. One of them, the brother of the 
Pope’s Legate, had been killed at Oxford.94 In London Bishop Roger had solemnly 
excommunicated them all, and excluded them from his diocese.95 

No English king who wished to follow the teachings of Christianity could willing-
ly countenance any of his subjects in carrying on a traffic which was thus hated 
by the people and condemned by all the doctors of Christendom. Even Henry III 

was once so far moved by indignation and religious feeling as to expel the 
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Caursines from his kingdom,96 and had religious scruples about the retention of 
the Jews.97 But, as has been shown, he could not do without the Jewish revenue. 

Edward was not only free from dependence on that source of income, but he was 
also a far more religious king than his father. He was a man to obey the behests of 

the Church, instead of setting them at naught with an easy conscience, as his fa-
ther had done. In the second year of his reign the Church, by a decree passed at 
the Council of Lyons, demanded from the Christian world far greater efforts 

against usury than ever before.98 Till this time, though Popes and Councils had 
declared the practice accursed, churches and monasteries had had usurers as 
tenants on their estates, or had even possessed whole ghettos as their property.99 

Now this was to be ended, and it was ordained by Gregory X that no community, 
corporation, or individual should permit foreign usurers to hire their houses, or 

indeed to dwell at all upon their lands, but should expel them within three 
months. Edward, in obedience to this decree, ordered an inquisition to be made 
into the usury of the Florentine bankers in his kingdom with a view to its sup-

pression, and allowed proceedings to be taken at the same time and with the same 
object against a citizen of London.100 And the events of the last reign enabled him 

to proceed to what at first seems the far more serious task of bringing to an end 
the trade that the Jews had carried on under the patronage, and for the benefit, of 
the Royal Exchequer.  

For the Jews could no longer support the Crown in times of financial difficulty 
as they had been able to do in previous reigns. The contraction of their business 
that was the result of their exclusion from many towns, and the losses that they 

had suffered through the extortions of Henry III and the plundering attacks of the 
barons, had very greatly diminished their revenue-paying capacities, and the legis-

lation of 1270 must have affected them still more deeply. At the end of the twelfth 
century they had probably paid to the Treasury about £3,000 a year, or one-
twelfth of the whole royal income,101 and for some parts of the thirteenth century 

the average collection of tallage has been estimated at £5,000;102 but in 1271—by 
which time the royal income had probably grown to something like the £65,000 a 
year which the Edwards are said to have enjoyed in time of peace103—Henry III, 

when pledging to Richard of Cornwall the revenue from the Jewry, estimated its 
annual value, apart from what was yielded by escheats and other special claims, 

at no more than 2,000 marks.104 And while the resources of the Jews had fallen 
off, the needs of the Crown had increased. Not only must Edward have conducted 
his foreign enterprises at a much greater cost than did his predecessors, under 
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whom the English knighthood had been accustomed to serve without serious op-
position, but, in addition, he had to make the best of a vast heritage of debt that 

his father had left him.105 He had to seek richer supporters than the Jews, and 
such were not wanting.  

The Italian banking companies were the only organisations in Europe that 
could supply him with such sums of money as he needed. From all the greatest 
cities of Italy—from Florence, Rome, Milan, Pisa, Lucca, Siena, and Asti—they had 

spread to many of the chief countries of Europe, to France, England, Brabant, 
Switzerland, and Ireland.106 They were merchants, money-lenders, money-
changers, and international bankers, and in this last occupation their supremacy 

over all rivals was secured by the great advantage which the wide extent of their 
dealings enabled them to enjoy, of being able to save, by the use of letters of credit 

on their colleagues and countrymen, the cost of the transport of money from 
country to country.107 They were thus the greatest financial agents of the time. 
They transacted the business of the Pope. At the Court of Rome ambassadors had 

to borrow from them.108 In France their position was established by a regular dip-
lomatic agreement between the head of their corporation and Philip III.109 In Eng-

land they had in their hands the greater part of the trade in corn and wool;110 and 
the protection and favour of English kings was often besought by the Popes on 
their behalf in special bulls.111 Edward began his reign in financial dependence on 

the Italians. His father had in the earliest period of his personal government in-
curred obligations to them which he himself, as heir apparent, had to increase 
considerably at the time of his Crusade.112 When in later years he needed money 

to pay his army, he borrowed it from them; when he diverted to his own use the 
tenth that was voted for his intended second Crusade, they gave security for re-

payment.113 So great were the amounts that they advanced to him, that between 
1298 and 1308 the Friscobaldi Bianchi alone, one of the thirty-four companies 
that he employed,114 received in repayment nearly £100,000.115 He was compelled 

to favour them, although he attempted to stop their usury. He gave them a charter 
of privileges.116 He presented them with large sums of money. He bestowed on the 
head of one of their firms high office in Gascony. At various times he placed under 
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their charge the collection of the Customs in many of the chief ports in Eng-
land.117 Edward’s close connection with a body of financiers so rich and powerful 

made the Jews unnecessary to him. If he was not to disobey the decree of the 
Council of Lyons, he must either withdraw his protection from them or else forbid 

them any longer to be usurers. To withdraw his protection from them would be to 
expose them to the popular hatred, the danger from which had been the justifica-
tion of the relations that had been established between Crown and Jewry after 

1190, and still existed. He chose the second alternative. In 1275 he issued a stat-
ute, in which he absolutely forbade the Jews, as he had just forbidden Chris-
tians,118 to practise usury in the future. He gave warning that usurious contracts 

would no longer be enforced by the king’s officers, and he declared the making of 
them to be an offence for which henceforth both parties were liable to punish-

ment. To ensure that all those contracts already existing should come to an end 
as quickly as possible, he ordered that all movables that were in pledge on ac-
count of loans were to be redeemed before the coming Easter.119 

VII. Edward’s Policy: The Jews and Trade 

Thus the Jews, already shut out from the feudal and municipal organisation of 

the country, were forbidden by one act of legislation to follow the pursuit in which 
the kings of England had encouraged them for two hundred years.  

However, for the hardships imposed by the Christian Church there was an ap-

proved Christian remedy. Thomas Aquinas, the greatest authority on morals in 
Europe in the thirteenth century, had written: “If rulers think they harm their 

souls by taking money from usurers, let them remember that they are themselves 
to blame. They ought to see that the Jews are compelled to labour as they do in 
some parts of Italy.” A Christian king, and one whom Edward revered as his old 
120leader in arms and as a model of piety, had already acted in accordance with 
the teaching of Thomas Aquinas. In 1253 St. Louis sent from the Holy Land an 
order that all Jews should leave France forever, except those who should become 

traders and workers with their hands.121 And now, when Edward was forbidding 
the Jews of England to practise usury, he naturally dealt with them in the fashion 

recommended by the great teacher of his time and adopted by the saintly king. 
“The King also grants,” said the Statute of 1275, “that the Jews may practise mer-
chandise, or live by their labour, and for those purposes freely converse with 

Christians. Excepting that, upon any pretence whatever, they shall not be levant 
or couchant amongst them; nor on account of their merchandise be in scots, lots, 

or talliage with the other inhabitants of those cities or boroughs where they re-
main; seeing they are talliable to the King as his own serfs, and not otherwise. … 
And further the King grants, that such as are unskilful in merchandise, and can-
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not labour, may take lands to farm, for any term not exceeding ten years, provided 
no homage, fealty, or any such kind of service, or advowson to Holy Church, be 

belonging to them. Provided also that this power to farm lands, shall continue in 
force for ten years from the making of this Act, and no longer.”122 The 16,000123 

Jews of England were thus called upon to change at once their old occupation for 
a new one, and the task was imposed upon them under conditions which made it 
all but impossible of fulfilment. They were forbidden to become burgesses of 

towns; and the effect of the prohibition was to make it impossible for them, in 
most parts of England, to become traders, for it practically excluded them from 
the Gild Merchant. It is true that some towns professed that their Gild was open 

to all the inhabitants, whether burgesses or not, so long as they took the oath to 
preserve the liberties of the town and the king’s peace.124 But most of the Gilds 

were exclusive bodies, to which all non-burgesses would find it hard to gain ad-
mission,125 and Jewish non-burgesses, though not as a rule kept out by a disqual-
ifying religious formula,126 would on account of the unpopularity of their race and 

religion, find it trebly hard.127 As non-Gildsmen, they would be at a disadvantage 
both in buying goods and in selling them. They would find it hard to buy, because, 

in some towns at any rate, the Gildsmen were accustomed to “oppress the people 
coming to the town with vendible wares, so that no man could sell his wares to 
anyone except to a member of the society.”128 They would find it in all towns hard 

to sell, in some impossible. In some towns non-Gildsmen were forbidden to deal in 
certain articles of common use, such as wool, hides, grain, untanned leather, and 
unfulled cloth; in others, as in Southampton, they might not buy anything in the 

town to sell again there, or keep a wine tavern, or sell cloth by retail except on 
market day and fair day, or keep more than five quarters of corn in a granary to 

sell by retail. There were even towns where the municipal statutes altogether for-
bade non-Gildsmen to keep shops or to sell by retail.129  

It was almost as difficult for Jews to become agriculturists or artisans, as to be-

come traders. They were allowed by the statute to farm land, but for ten years on-
ly, and they were far too ignorant of agriculture to be able to take advantage of the 
permission. They could not work on the land of others as villeins, because, even if 

a Christian lord had been willing to receive them, they would have been prevented 
by their religion from taking the oath of fealty.130 

Only under exceptional conditions could they work at handicrafts. A Jew who 
possessed manual dexterity might, as was sometimes done in the thirteenth cen-
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tury, have worked for himself at a cottage industry, and might, though the task 
would have been a hard one, have gained a connection among Christians, and in-

duced them to trust him with materials.131 But many crafts were at the time com-
ing under the regulations of craft-gilds. Certainly as early as the beginning of the 

fourteenth century, there were in London fully-organised gilds of Lorimers, Weav-
ers, Tapicers, Cap-makers, Saddlers, Joiners, Girdlers, and Cutlers.132 In Hereford 
there were Gilds for nearly thirty trades.133 It was probably very often the case, as 

it was with the Weavers’ Gild in London, that a craft-gild existing in any town 
could forbid the practice of the craft in the town to all who had not been elected to 
membership, or earned it by serving the apprenticeship that the Gild’s statute re-

quired.134 The period required by the Lorimers’ statute was ten years, by the 
Weavers’, seven, and in some cases certainly, and probably in all, the apprentice-

ship had to be served under a freeman of the city.135 The apprentice who had 
served his time, was still, in some towns and industries, unable to practise his 
craft, unless he became a citizen and entered the frank pledge.136 It was difficult 

for a Jewish boy to become an apprentice, for the Church threatened to excom-
municate any Christian who received into his house, as an apprentice would nat-

urally be received, a Jew or Jewess; it was impossible for a Jewish man to become 
a citizen, for the king forbade his Jewish “serfs” to be in scot and lot with the other 
inhabitants of the cities in which they lived.  

Excluded from the trades and handicrafts of the towns, the Jew might try other 
means of earning a livelihood. He might attempt to travel with wares or with pro-
duce, from one part of England to another, or he might be an importer or an ex-

porter. But wholesale trade of this kind would be open to those alone who had 
command of a large capital. And this was not the only difficulty in the way. If the 

Jew went about the country with his goods from fair to fair, or from city to city, he 
would do so at very great risk. He would have to travel over the high roads, the 
perils of which made necessary the Statute of Winchester, and are recounted in 

the words of its preamble, de jour en jour roberies, homicides, arsons, plus 
sovenerement sont fetes que avaunt ne soleyent.137 If he survived the dangers of 

the road and reached a fair, he would find there an assemblage made up in part of 
“daring persons,” such as those, who, in spite of the orderly traders and citizens, 
had caused the massacre at Lynn, in 1190,138 or those who, at Boston killed the 

merchants and plundered their goods, until “the streets ran with silver and 
gold,”139 or those citizens of Winchester who, in the reign of Henry III, carried on 

for a time a successful conspiracy to rob all itinerant merchants who passed 
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through the country.140 With his foreign face and striking badge, he would be the 
first mark for the hatred of the riotous crowd. And if he escaped violence and rob-

bery, he had still to fear the officials of the lord of the fair, who exercised for the 
time unlimited and irresponsible power, and who, according to the regulations of 

some fairs, could destroy the goods of any trader if their quality did not please 
them.141 When he had managed to escape from the mob and the officials, his diffi-
culties were not over. He might make his bargains, but there was no court of jus-

tice to which he could appeal to enforce the completion of any transaction that 
required a longer time than that of the duration of the fair. Redress for any injus-
tice committed at a fair, or for the failure to carry out an agreement made there, 

could be obtained only through application made by the municipality of the com-
plainant to that of the wrong-doer.142 The Jew had no municipality to present his 

claims. If those with whom he had transactions deceived him or refused to pay 
him, he was helpless. There was no power to which he could appeal.  

If instead of going to a fair he tried to sell, in a town, produce from another 

country or a different part of England, he was in a position of even greater difficul-
ty. In a strange town he was as much an alien as in a strange country, and there 

was scarcely any limit to the vexations and sufferings that on that account he 
would have to endure. In London, for example, alien merchants were forbidden to 
remain in the city for more than forty consecutive days. While they were there they 

might not sell anything by retail, nor have any business dealings at all with any 
but citizens. There was a long list of articles that they were altogether forbidden to 
buy. They might not stow their goods in houses or cellars; they had to sell within 

forty days all that they had brought with them; they were allowed neither to sell 
anything after that time, nor to take anything back with them. They were continu-

ally annoyed by the officers of the city.143 All these disadvantages the Jew would 
have to endure to the full while competing with many powerful organisations 
which were engaged in foreign trade, and had, after long struggles, secured from 

the king special charters of privilege. Such were the companies of the merchants 
of Germany, who had their steelyard in London and their settlements at Boston 
and Lynn; the Flemings, who had their Hanse in London; the Gascons who en-

joyed a charter; the Spaniards and Portuguese; the Florentines, most powerful of 
all, and the Venetians, whose enterprise was, at the beginning of the fourteenth 

century at any rate, carried on under the auspices of the Republic.144 

The last opportunity for the Jews was to take part in the export of English pro-
duce. English wool was the most important article of international trade in West-

ern Europe. It was brought from monasteries and landholders chiefly by the rich 
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and powerful companies of Flemish and Italian merchants, and sent to Flanders 
and Italy to be woven and dyed.145 The Jews had, apparently, long taken some 

slight part in wholesale trade,146 but the amount of capital that it required, and 
the power of the rivals who held the field, made it impossible for many of them to 

take to it immediately as a substitute for money-lending. Still it was the only form 
of enterprise in which they would not be at a hopeless disadvantage, and some 
Jews, those probably who had a large capital and were able to recall it from the 

borrowers, followed the example of the Italians, and made to landholders advances 
of money to be repaid in corn and wool.147 

VIII. The Temptations of the Jews 

But even for those Jews who were rich enough to take part in wholesale trade, 
there was still a great temptation to transgress the prohibition against usury. All 

the legal machinery that was necessary for the due execution and validity of 
agreements between Jews and Christians—the chest in which the deeds were de-
posited, and the staffs of officers by whom they were registered and supervised—

were still maintained in some towns, since they were necessary alike for the recov-
ery, by the ordinary process, of the old debts (many of which, in spite of the order 

for summary repayment in the Statute of 1275, still remained outstanding)148 and 
for the registration of any new agreements that might be made for the delivery of 
corn and wool, or for the repayment of money lent ostensibly without interest. 

There was no lack of would-be borrowers to co-operate with the Jews in using this 
machinery in order to make agreements on which, in spite of the prohibition of 

usury, money might profitably be lent. The demand for loans was great, far too 
great to be satisfied, as the Church thought it reasonable to expect,149 by money 
advanced without interest; and owing to the progress of the change from payment 

of rents in kind or service to payment in cash,150 it was steadily growing. It had 
been met by the money of the Italian bankers, of the Jews, of English citizens, 
and, as is freely hinted by writers of the time, of great English barons, who secret-

ly shared in the transactions and the profits of the Jewish and foreign usurers.151 
The supply had suddenly been checked by the simultaneous prohibition of all 

usury whether of Jews or of Christians. Now a Jew who wished, by collusion with 
a borrower, to evade the law against usury, had only to study the methods that 
had been followed by the Caursines, and those that were still followed by the Ital-
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ians and acquiesced in by the heads of the religious houses with whom they had 
dealings. The Caursines, for example, sometimes avoided the appearance of usury 

by lending 100 marks and receiving in return a bond, acknowledging a loan of 
£100.152 Sometimes they lent money for a definite period, on an agreement that 

they were to get a “gift,” in return for their kindness in making the loan, and 
“compensation” in case it were not repaid in time.153 Sometimes by a still more 
elaborate. device, the Italians combined their two professions of money-lenders 

and merchants, by inducing a monastery which had borrowed money, to 
acknowledge the receipt, not only of the money, but also of the price of certain 
sacks of wool which it bound itself in due time to supply.154 The Jews, no doubt, 

followed the example of the Caursines and of the Italians. In official registers, 
which are still extant, there are mentioned bonds which secured to Jewish credi-

tors a large payment in money together with a small payment in kind, and which 
doubtless represent collusive transactions, in which the offence of usury was to be 
avoided by the substitution of a recompense in kind for interest in money. Other 

bonds for repayment of money alone are mentioned in the same registers as hav-
ing been executed after 1275, and every one of the kind that was executed be-

tween that date and the date of the amendment of the Statute against usury may 
be safely considered to represent a transaction which was an offence, either veiled 
or open, against the prohibition.  

The temptation to transgress the Statute of 1275 could appeal only to Jews with 
capital, but on the poorer Jews other temptations acted with even more strength 
and even worse results.  

The only reputable careers known to have been open to the poorer Jews were to 
become servants in the houses of their rich coreligionists,155 or else to imitate in a 

humble way their financial transactions, either by keeping pawnshops,156 or by 
carrying on, in towns where there was no recognised Jewry, business of the same 
kind as that of the rich money-lenders in the larger Jewish settlements. To follow 

these pursuits was now impossible, in consequence, not only of the prohibition of 
usury, but also of the strictness with which Edward enforced the old legislation  
against the residence of Jews in towns where there did not exist a chest for the 

deposit of Jewish debts, and a staff of clerks to witness and register them.157 
There was thus nothing to which the poorer Jews could turn. Crowded as unwel-

come intruders into a small and decreasing number of towns, without legal stand-
ing or industrial skill, hated by the people and declared accursed by the Church, 
they were bidden to support themselves under conditions which made the task 

impossible unless they could take by storm the citadel of municipal privilege 
which bade defiance to the “greatest of the Plantagenets” throughout his reign.  
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Under such conditions degeneration was inevitable. Some of the Jews are said 
to have taken to highway robbery and burglary;158 some went into the House of 

Converts, where they got 1½ d. a day and free lodging.159 But to the dishonest 
there was open a far more profitable form of dishonesty than either of those al-

ready mentioned, viz., clipping the coin. 

The offence had long been prevalent. In 1248 such mischief had been done that, 
according to Matthew Paris “no foreigner, let alone an Englishman, could look on 

an English coin with dry eyes and unbroken heart.”160 It was in vain that Henry III 
issued a new coinage, so stamped that the device and the lettering extended to the 
edge of the piece,161 and caused it to be proclaimed in every town, village, market-

place, and fair that none but the new pieces with their shapes unaltered should be 
given or taken in exchange.162 The opportunity for dishonesty was too tempting. 

The coins that actually circulated in the country were of many different issues,163 
they were not milled at the edges,164 they were so liable to damage and mutilation 
of all kinds that their deficiency of weight had to be recognised and allowed for.165 

Hence anyone who had many coins passing through his hands could secure an 
easy profit by clipping off a piece from each one before he passed it again into cir-

culation. In the early part of the reign of Edward I, such was the deficiency in the 
weight of genuine coins (an annalist of the period estimates it at 50 per cent.),166 
and such the amount of false coin in circulation, that the price of commodities 

rose to an alarming height, foreign merchants were driven away, trade became 
completely disorganised, shopkeepers refused the money tendered to them, and 
the necessities of life were withdrawn from the markets.167 The King had to prom-

ise to issue a new coinage, but the announcement of his intention only increased 
the general disturbance. The Archbishop of Canterbury complained that in conse-

quence of the disturbance of circulation, he could not find anyone, except the pro-
fessional usurers, from whom he could borrow money on which to live during the 
interval before the revenues of his see began to come in.168 When the King at this 

period of his reign went to a priory to ask for money, the first and most cogent of 
the excuses that he heard was that “the House was impoverished by the change in 
the coinage of the realm.”169 Public opinion ascribed to the Jews the greatest share 

in the injuries to the coinage. “They are notoriously forgers and clippers of the 
coin,” says Matthew Paris,170 And that the suspicion was not absolutely without 

justification is shown by the fact, that early in Henry III’s reign, the community 
made a payment to the King in order to secure as a concession the expulsion from 
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England of such of its members as might be convicted of the crime.171 When in-
quiries were ordered into the causes of the debasement, in 1248, it was generally 

considered that the guilt would be found to rest with the Jews.172 The official ver-
dict included them with the Caursines and the Flemish wool-merchants in its 

condemnation.173  

It was not unnatural that Edward, when the evil reappeared in his reign, should 
share the general suspicion against the Jews, seeing that they had only recently 

begun to give up dealing in money, while many of the poorer among them must 
have become, since 1275, desperate enough to be ready to take to any tempting 
form of dishonesty. The King’s indignation at the suffering that had been caused 

by the injury done to the old coinage, and at the expense that was involved in the 
preparation of the new issue which had become necessary, prompted him to act 

on his suspicions, and to take a measure of terrible severity in order to make sure 
of the apprehension of the most probable culprits. When, in 1278, he was making 
preparations for an inquiry into the whole subject of the coinage, he caused all the 

Jews of England to be imprisoned in one night, their property to be seized, and 
their houses to be searched. At the same time the goldsmiths, and many others 

against whom information was given by the Jews, were treated in the same way.174 

The prisoners were tried before a bench of judges and royal officers. There can 
be no doubt that many innocent men were accused, even if they were not con-

demned. At a time when all the Jews in England were imprisoned, there was a 
great temptation for Christians to bring false accusations against those among 
them whom they disliked on personal or religious grounds, especially as there was 

a good chance of extorting hush-money from the accused, or, in case of condem-
nation, of concealing from the escheators some of their property.175 The Jews and 

the King recognised the danger. One Manser of London, for example, was wise 
enough to sue that an investigation might be held into the ownership of tools for 
clipping that were found on the roof of his house.176 The King, anxious that pun-

ishment should fall only on the guilty, issued a general writ, in which the various 
motives for false accusation were recited, and it was ordered that any Jew against 
whom no charge had been brought by a certain date might secure himself alto-

gether by paying a fine.177 Nevertheless, a large number both of Jews and Chris-
tians were found guilty. Of the Christians only three were condemned to death, 

though many others were heavily fined. For the Jews, however, there was no mer-
cy. Two hundred and ninety-three of them were hanged and drawn in London, and 
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all their property escheated to the King. A few more had been condemned, but 
saved their lives by conversion to Christianity.178 

The activity with which Jews took part, or were supposed to take part, in the 
debasement of the coinage, and in the prohibited practice of usury,179 must have 

aroused in the mind of the King some misgivings on the subject of his new policy. 
Nevertheless, he did not as yet despair of its ultimate success. The crimes of the 
Jews were no greater than those of the Christians around them, though they 

called forth heavier punishment. Christians clipped and coined; Christians still 
lent money on usury.180 And a certain amount of crime among Jews could not but 
be looked for as a natural result of the terrible difficulties in the way of the social 

revolution that had been demanded of them. Edward saw that he had been trying 
to do too much at once. The Jews could not change their occupation as suddenly 

as he had wished. The country could not do without money-lenders. By making 
the lending of money at interest a penal offence, and thus encouraging debtors 
and creditors to keep their transactions secret, Edward had weakened the super-

vision that had been exercised by the Treasury, since 1194, over the business and 
property of the Jews, and thus he had increased the chance of fraud in the collec-

tion of tallages, and in the apportionment of the share of each estate that had long 
been claimed by the Crown as the succession due on Jewish property.181 But he 
had not stamped out usury, though the Statute of 1275 had forbidden it. He had 

not even secured the redemption of all pledges of Christians from the hands of the 
Jews, though the Statute of 1275 had demanded it. And, therefore, in order that 
he might not keep on the Statute Book a law of which the effective administration 

was impossible, he mitigated the severity of the provisions of 1275, and issued, 
probably a few years later, a new Statute, in which he prescribed certain condi-

tions under which usury was to be permitted. He allowed loans to be made under 
contract for the payment of interest at the rate of half a mark in the pound yearly, 
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but for three years only; and, in order to reduce the temptation to conclude secret 
transactions, restored legal recognition to all debts of the value of £20 or upwards 

that were made under the prescribed conditions, and were registered before the 
chirographer and clerk, and threatened heavy penalties against all who should 

lend up to that amount without registration.182  

Edward was wise in thus substituting for his earlier, harassing measure, one 
that allowed for gradual change, and that attempted to control the evil of which 

the immediate suppression was impossible. But the few years’ experience that he 
had already had ought to have made him go farther still. It ought to have shown 
him that it was hopeless to expect the Jews to give up usury so long as the greater 

part of them were practically excluded from all other pursuits, and that, if ever he 
was to bring to a successful issue the policy that he had inaugurated, he would 

have to find some means of enabling them to work side by side with Christians, 
and to compete with them on equal conditions. 

Such a task would have been full of difficulties, the greatest of which resulted 

from the active hostility with which the rulers and teachers of the Christian 
Church in the thirteenth century, unlike their predecessors, regarded the Jews. 

The growth and nature of this hostility must now be considered. 

IX. The Jews In Relation to the Church of the Thirteenth 

Century 

The Popes of the earlier part of the Middle Ages had found enough employment 
for their energies in the effort to maintain their own position in Christendom; and 

they had neither the wish nor the power to seek a conflict with a race that re-
mained wholly outside the Church. In the twelfth century there was no other gen-
eral Church Law directed against the Jews than that which forbade them to live in 

the same houses with Christians, and to have Christian servants.183 In England 
especially, Churchmen of the twelfth century showed towards the Jews a tolerant 

spirit, and made no effort to augment their unpopularity or to diminish their privi-
leges. The examples of Anselm, and of his contemporary, Gilbert of Westminster, 
show that in the attempts made at that time by men of high position in the 

Church to convert the Jews, no method was employed except that of reasonable 
persuasion.184 Churches and monasteries took charge, at times of danger, of the 

money, and even of the families, of Jews. Such friendly intercourse as existed be-
tween Jews and Christians was allowed to go on without any attempt at ecclesias-
tical interference.185 
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The accession of Innocent the Third to the pontificate brought about a rapid 
change in the attitude of the Church towards the Jews. Innocent was the first to 

advance, on behalf of the Papacy, the claim that the Lord gave Peter not only the 
whole Church, but the whole world to rule,186 and he endeavoured with a merci-

less enthusiasm, from which all unbelievers and heretics in Christian countries 
had to suffer, to make good his claim, and to establish in Europe one united 
Catholic Church. He took his stand on the doctrine, which his predecessors had 

held187 in a modified form, and without ever acting on it, that the Jews were con-
demned to perpetual slavery on account of the wickedness of their ancestors in 
crucifying Christ; and he thought that they ought to be made to feel, and their 

neighbours likewise, that it was only out of Christian pity that their presence was 
endured in Christian countries. The position of the Jews at the time of Innocent’s 

accession to the pontificate was very far from being such as his theory required. 
They had magnificent synagogues, they employed Christian servants, they mar-
ried, or were said to marry, Christian wives; they refused, in what some Christians 

regarded as a spirit of outrageous insolence, to eat the same meat and to drink the 
same wine as the Gentiles, and they made no secret of their disbelief in the sacred 

history of Christianity. Moreover, they were suspected of exercising a considerable 
influence on the growth of the heresies which it was the chief work of Innocent’s 
life to combat. The Vaudois, the Cathari, and the Albigenses, all kept up Jewish 

observances, and were said to have learnt from the Jews their heretical dogmas; 
the Albigenses, indeed, were accused of maintaining that the law of the Jews was 
better than the law of the Christians. And, nevertheless, Christian kings support-

ed the Jews in every way. They countenanced their usury, they refused (so, at 
least, Innocent said) to allow evidence against them on any charge to be given by 

Christian witnesses, and they even employed them in high offices of State. In view 
of these facts, Innocent thought that a great effort of repression should be made, 
and he wrote to the King of France, the Duke of Burgundy, and other monarchs, 

asking for their assistance in the work of reducing the Jews to that condition of 
slavery which was their due. He decreed in his general Church Council that Jews 
should be excluded in future from public offices, and that they should wear a 

badge to distinguish them from Christians; and he renewed the old regulation of 
the Church, which required them to dismiss Christian servants from their houses. 

In order to ensure that the last provision should be observed, he decided that any 
Christians having any intercourse with Jews that transgressed it should be sub-
ject to excommunication. For the enforcement of his other anti-Jewish measures 

he relied on the help of the temporal power in all Christian countries.188 
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The declaration of war made by Innocent III was a terrible calamity for the Jews; 
but though it affected at once the whole of Christian Europe, still its evil results 

might have passed away in time. Popes were but men and politicians; and just as 
Innocent had, by the publication of his wishes and decrees concerning the Jews, 

set himself in opposition to his predecessors, so might his successors, in their 
turn, moved by different feelings or taking a different view of the interests and du-
ties of the Church, set themselves in opposition to him, and go back to the old le-

nient opinions and practice. But within a few years of the death of Innocent, the 
work of attacking the Jews ceased to be in the hands of any one man, and passed 
over to a body of men habitually influenced not by personal or political considera-

tions, but only by what they conceived to be the interest of religion, and filled with 
a hatred of the Jews more fierce and fanatical and steadfast than that of the Popes 

could ever have been. 

The Dominican order was formally constituted in 1223, and from the earliest 
years of its existence devoted itself to the task of rooting out unbelief from the 

Christian world. The work that its members at first professed to regard as peculi-
arly their own was that of preaching, but on the Jews their preaching had no ef-

fect. With an ingenuity and determination worthy of the order that in a later 
century was to provide the Inquisition with its chief ministers, the Dominicans de-
vised and carried out another plan of action. Assisted by converted Jews who had 

joined them, they undertook the study of Hebrew, and their master, Raymundus 
de Peñaforte, induced the King of Spain to build and endow seminaries for the 
purpose.189 Armed with this new knowledge, they were able to attack, first, what 

they represented as the foolish and pernicious contents of such Jewish books as 
the Talmud, and secondly, the stubbornness of the Jews who refused to accept 

the doctrines of Christianity, the truth of which the Dominicans professed to be 
able to demonstrate from the Old Testament. Two incidents which must at the 
time have been famous throughout Europe illustrate their method of warfare. In 

1239 Nicolas Donin, a converted Jew who had become a Dominican friar, laid be-
fore Gregory IX a series of statements concerning the Talmud. Helped, no doubt, 
by all the influence of his order, he induced the Pope to issue bulls to the Kings of 

France, England, and Spain, and the bishops in those countries, ordering that all 
copies of the Talmud should be seized, and that public inquiry should be held 

concerning the charges brought against the book. In England and Spain nothing 
seems to have been done, but in Paris the Pope’s instructions were carried out, 
and, at the instigation of the leading Dominicans, St. Louis ordered that all copies 

of the Talmud that could be found in France should be confiscated, and that four 
Rabbis should, on behalf of the Jews, hold a public debate with Donin, in order to 

meet, if they could, the charges that he was prepared to maintain. In the course of 
the debate, which was held in the precincts of the Court and in the presence of 
members of the Royal family and great dignitaries of the Church, Donin asserted 

that the Talmud encouraged the Jews to despise, deceive, rob, and even murder 
Christians, that it contained blasphemous falsehoods concerning Christ, supersti-
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tions and puerilities of all kinds, and passages disrespectful to God and incon-
sistent with morality. The Rabbis answered as best they could, but the court of 

Inquisitors decided that the charges had been substantiated, and ordered that all 
the confiscated copies of the Talmud should be burnt. After a delay of about two 

years the Auto-da-fe took place, and fourteen cartloads of the Talmud were sacri-
ficed.190 The other famous incident of the kind took place in Spain. Pablo Chris-
tiano, a converted Jew, who, like Donin, had joined the Dominicans, challenged 

the Jews of Aragon to a discussion on the differences between Judaism and Chris-
tianity, and induced James I to compel them to take up the challenge. The famous 

Nachmanides came forward as the representative of his coreligionists. Pablo un-
dertook to show that the Old Testament, and other books recognised by the Jews, 
taught that the Messiah had come, that he was “very God and very man,” that he 

suffered and died for the salvation of mankind, and that with his advent the cere-
monial law ceased to be of any effect. Nachmanides denied that any of these prop-
ositions could be substantiated from the Jewish sacred books. For four days the 

disputation was carried on in the presence of the king and many great personages 
of Church and State. Of course the verdict was that the Christian disputant had 

beaten the Jew.191 

The method of conducting these two controversies showed that the Dominicans 
were determined to use every possible weapon against the Jews. The Talmud, a 

huge, heterogeneous and unedited compilation, contains passages which are trivi-
al and foolish, and others, written by men who had memories of persecution fresh 

in their minds, which express bitter hatred towards the “Gentiles,” that is, the 
Romans who had taken Jerusalem, and had destroyed the nationality of the Jew-
ish race. It was easy for an opponent to pick out such passages, to assert that 

what was said against the “Gentiles” expressed, not the feelings of the victims of 
persecution against the Romans of the second century, but the feelings of all Jews 
towards all non-Jews, at every time and at every place, and to convince an uncrit-

ical audience that those who held in honour the book that contained such passag-
es were enemies of religion, against whose influence it behoved all Christian 

powers to guard the faithful. Similarly, by compelling the Jews to take part in a 
discussion concerning the prophecies of the Old Testament, the Dominicans im-
posed on them the choice between the two alternatives of betraying their religion 

by acquiescing in what they believed to be a false interpretation of their scripture, 
or else of proclaiming publicly their disbelief in doctrines which were at the very 
foundation of Christianity. The effect on the ruling classes in Europe of the two 

discussions just mentioned must have been very great. And the Dominicans were 
continually carrying on the same work, though, of course, seldom before audienc-

es so distinguished. Pablo, for example, travelled about Spain and Provence, com-
pelling the Jews, by virtue of a royal edict that had been issued in his favour, to 
hold disputes with him on matters of religion.192 Many other members of the order 
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devoted their lives to the same pursuit,193 and thus did their best to fill the rulers 
of the Church with a dread of the terrible consequences that the existence of Ju-

daism threatened to the Christian religion.  

And, unfortunately for the Jews, their religion began to be feared at the same 

time as cruel and powerful fanatics like Innocent and the Dominicans were doing 
their best to cause it to be hated. There is good reason to believe, though detailed 
evidence is not abundant, that towards the end of the Middle Ages Judaism exer-

cised over the superstitions of other faiths the same fascination as in the first cen-
tury of the Roman Empire. Thomas Aquinas believed that unrestricted intercourse 
between Jews and Christians was likely to result in the conversion of Christians to 

Judaism, and for that reason he thought it right, in spite of the general liberality 
of his opinions concerning the Jews, that intercourse with them should be allowed 

to such Christians alone as were strong in the faith, and were more likely to con-
vert them than to be converted by them.194 “It happens sometimes,” wrote a Pope 
of the thirteenth century, “that Christians, when they are visited by the Lord with 

sickness and tribulation, go astray, and have recourse to the vain help of the Jew-
ish rite. They hold in the synagogues of the Jews torches and lighted candles, and 

make offerings there. Likewise they keep vigils (especially on the Sabbath), in the 
hope that the sick may be restored to health, that those at sea may reach har-
bour, that those in childbirth may be safely delivered, and that the barren may 

become fruitful and rejoice in offspring. For the accomplishment of these and oth-
er wishes, they implore the help of the said rite, and in idolatrous fashion show 
open signs of devotion and reverence to a scroll, not without much harm to the or-

thodox faith, contumely to our Creator, and opprobrium and shame to the Univer-
sal Church.”195 

The anti-Jewish feeling that grew up from the causes that have just been de-
scribed called into existence new institutions and measures designed for the pur-
pose of humbling the Jews and checking the growth of Judaism. In compliance 

with the cruel request of Innocent, most of the monarchs of Europe compelled 
their Jewish subjects to wear a badge.196 Local church councils, which hitherto 
had contented themselves with the attempt to enforce the old prohibition against 

the employment by Jews of Christian servants and nurses, now went further, and 
forbade Christians to allow the presence of Jews in their houses and taverns, to 

feast or dance with them, to be present at the celebration of their marriages, their 
new moons, and their festivals, and to employ their services as doctors.197 The 
Popes of the latter part of the thirteenth century appointed Dominicans in various 

countries of Europe to perform the duty of preaching to the Jews, and of holding 
inquisitions into their heresies, in the hope that with the help of the secular power 

they might stamp them out.198 
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In England the relation of the Jews to the Christians underwent somewhat the 
same changes as in Continental Europe. Before the thirteenth century the Jews in 

England had, as has been said above, been free from molestation by the 
Church,199 and their chief danger had been from the brutality and greed of the 

disorderly populace, of desperate outcasts, and of marauding Crusaders.200 The 
first great attack made on them by any constituted power came from Stephen 
Langton, who, not content with passing at his Provincial Synod a decree which, in 

accordance with the regulations of Innocent, enforced the use of the badge and 
prohibited the erection of new synagogues, went so far as to issue orders that no 
one in his diocese should presume, under pain of excommunication, to have any 

intercourse with Jews, or should sell them any of the necessaries of life. The Bish-
ops of Lincoln and Norwich issued the same orders in their dioceses.201 Many oth-

er bishops in the reign of Henry III did their best, partly by legislation in their 
diocesan synods and partly by the use of their personal and spiritual influence, to 
check intercourse between Jews and Christians.202 Of course the king’s guardi-

ans, in the interest of the royal income, a considerable part of which was derived 
from the Jewry, interfered to prevent the measures of Langton and his colleagues 

from being carried into effect. And Henry, when he took into his own hands the 
work of government, while, on the one hand, he showed his sympathy with the 
fears of the Church by building a house for the reception of Jewish converts,203 

and by lending the sanction of the civil power to the decree that ordered the use of 
the badge,204 nevertheless followed the example that his guardians had set, and 
protected the Jews against the aggression of the Church. 

There were many reasons which might have caused Edward to sympathise more 
strongly than his father had done, with the anti-Jewish feelings of the Church. He 

was a pious man and a pious king, filled with a sense of his kingly duty towards 
“the living God who takes to himself the souls of Princes.”205 He was a Crusader, 
though the great crusading age was over, a founder of monasteries, a pilgrim to 

holy places; and through his confessors he was in close connection with, and un-
der the influence of, the Dominican order.206 Some of his bishops were determined 
enemies of the Jews. John of Peckham, for example, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, insisted at one time on the demolition of all the small private synagogues in 
London, at which the Jews were in the habit of worshipping after the confiscation 

of their great public synagogues at the end of the reign of Henry III; at another 
time he demanded from the king the help of the temporal power against Jews who 
having once been converted to Christianity, wished to go back to their old faith; on 

another occasion he took the bold step of writing to the Queen concerning her 
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business transactions with the Jews, solemnly warning her that unless she gave 
them up she could never be absolved from her sins, “nay, not though an angel 

should assert the contrary.”207 At Hereford, Bishop Swinfield was so determined to 
prevent intercourse with Jews that, when he heard that certain Christians intend-

ed to be present at a marriage feast to be given by some rich Jews of the city, he 
issued a proclamation threatening with excommunication any who should carry 
out their intention, and, when his proclamation was disregarded, he carried out 

his threat.208 

Certain events that happened, or were said to have happened, in England in 
Edward’s lifetime, some, indeed, under his own observation, may well have 

seemed to him to justify the attitude of the Church. In 1275 a Dominican friar was 
converted to Judaism.209 In 1268, while Edward was in Oxford, the Chancellor, 

masters and scholars of the University, and the Parochial Clergy, were going in 
procession to visit the shrine of St. Friedswide when, according to a story that 
gained general credence, a Jew of the city snatched from the bearer a cross that 

was being carried at their head and trod it under foot.210 At Norwich, early in Ed-
ward’s reign, a Jew was burnt for blasphemy.211 At Nottingham, in 1278, a Jewess 

was charged with abusing in scandalous terms all the Christian bystanders in the 
market-place.212 

Edward’s conduct could not but be influenced by the general tone of opinion in 

the Church, by the strong anti-Jewish feeling of some of his bishops, and by the 
follies, real or supposed, of the Jews themselves. In continuation of his father’s 
policy he made, throughout his reign, such contributions as, with his scanty 

means, he could afford, to the support of the House of Converts.213 He renewed 
the edict concerning the wearing of the badge, and extended it to Jewesses, 

whereas it had formerly applied only to Jews.214 In order that the Dominicans 
might be able to carry on in England the same efforts at conversion as they were 
already pursuing in France, Spain and Germany, he issued to all the sheriffs and 

bailiffs in England writs bidding them do their best so induce all the Jews in the 
counties and towns under their charge to assemble and hear the word of God 
preached by the friars.215 To meet the danger to religion that might arise from the 

blasphemous utterances of Jews, he ordered that proclamation should be made 
throughout England that any Jew found guilty (after an enquiry conducted by 

Christians) of having spoken disrespectfully of Christ, the Virgin Mary, or the 
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Catholic faith, should be liable to the loss of life or limbs.216 Thus far Edward was 
prepared to go, and no farther. He believed that the Jews, so long as they remain 

Jews, lived in ignorance and sin, and he did what he could to help the friars in the 
effort to convert them. He believed that some among them were likely to make 

blasphemous attacks on Christianity, and he did what he could to keep them in 
check. But he believed that it was possible for them to live in peace and quietness, 
carrying on trades and handicrafts, among Christian neighbours in Christian 

towns. And it was to enable them to do so that he adopted the policy of 1275, and 
bade the Jews renounce usury, giving them at the same time permission “to prac-
tise trade, to live by their labour, and, for those purposes, freely to converse with 

Christians.” But, as we have seen, there were imposed on the Jews who attempted 
to avail themselves of this permission, legal disadvantages which wholly unfitted 

them for industrial competition with non-Jews, and compelled them to continue 
the practice of usury. That Edward recognised this fact is shown by the issue of 
the revised Statute of Usurers some years after 1275; but that measure was in-

conclusive and inconsistent with the rest of his policy. Sooner or later the conclu-
sion would have forced itself on him that until the Jews were, by the acquisition of 

the right to become burgesses and gildsmen, enabled to enter into industrial com-
petition on equal terms with Christians, all his efforts to make them traders in-
stead of usurers would be wasted. He would then have had before him two 

alternatives. He might, on the one hand, have declined to sacrifice his seignorial 
rights over the Jews, whom he had described in the Statute of 1275 as “talliable to 
the king as his own serfs, and not otherwise,” and in that case he would have had 

to recognise that his whole Jewish policy was an impossible one. Or he might, on 
the other hand, have revoked the provision in the statute which forbade the Jews 

to be in “scots, lots, or talliage with the other inhabitants of those cities or bur-
gesses where they remained.” Such a measure would have been a step in the only 
direction which could possibly lead to the success of his policy. But it would not 

by itself have been enough to secure success; for, when the legal difficulties of the 
Jews had been removed, there would still have remained the social difficulties 
which proceeded from the dislike in which they were held by the Church and the 

peopl; and, unless these difficulties also could be removed, so that the Jews might 
be in a position of social equality, as well as legal equality, with Christians, and 

associate with them in friendly intercourse, the king’s policy would be as far from 
success as ever. Which alternative Edward would have decided to adopt is, of 
course, a question we have no means of answering; but the decision was taken 

out of his hands by the interference, for the first and last time in English history, 
of the head of the Catholic Church in the relations between the Jews and the king. 

At the end of 1286, Honorius IV addressed to the Archbishops of Canterbury217 
and York218 and their suffragans the following bull: 

“We have heard that in England the accursed and perfidious Jews have done 

unspeakable things and horrible acts, to the shame of our Creator and the detri-
ment of the Catholic faith. They are said to have a wicked and deceitful book, 
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which they commonly call Thalmud, containing manifold abominations, false-
hoods, heresies, and abuses. This damnable work they continually study, and 

with its nefarious contents their base thoughts are always engaged. Moreover, 
they set their children from their tender years to study its lethal teaching, and 

they do not scruple to tell them that they ought to believe in it more than in the 
Law of Moses, so that the said children may flee from the path of God and go 
astray in the devious ways of the unbelievers. Moreover, they not only attempt to 

entice the minds of the faithful to their pestilent sect, but also, with many gifts, 
they seduce to apostasy those who, led by wholesome counsel, have abjured the 
error of infidelity and betaken themselves to the Christian faith; so that some, be-

ing led away by the treachery of the Jews, live with them according to their rite 
and law, even in the parishes in which they received new life from the sacred font 

of baptism; and hence arise injury to our Saviour, scandal to the faithful, and dis-
honour to the Christian faith. Some also who have been baptised they send to 
other places, in order that there they may live unknown and return to their disbe-

lief. They invite and urgently persuade Christians to attend their synagogues on 
the Sabbath and on other of their solemn occasions, to hear and take part in their 

services, and to show reverence to the parchment-scroll or book in which their law 
is written, in consequence of which many Christians Judaise with the Jews. 

“Moreover, they have in their households Christians whom they compel to busy 

themselves on Sundays and feast-days with servile tasks from which they should 
refrain. And so they cast opprobrium on the majesty of God. They have in their 
houses Christian women to bring up their children. Christian men and women 

dwell among them; and so it often happens, when occasion offers and the time is 
favourable to shameful actions, that Christian men have unblessed intercourse 

with Jewish women and Christian women with Jewish men. 

“Yet Christians and Jews go on meeting in each others’ houses. They spend 
their leisure in banqueting and feasting together, and hence the opportunity for 

mischief be- comes easy. On certain days they publicly abuse Christians, or rather 
curse them, and do other wicked acts which offend God and cause the loss of 
souls. 

“And although some of you have been often asked to devise a fitting remedy for 
these things, yet you have failed to comply. Whereat we are forced to wonder the 

more, since the duty of your pastoral office binds you to show yourselves more 
ready and determined than other men to avenge the wrongs of our Saviour, and to 
oppose the nefarious attempts of the foes of the Christian faith. 

“An evil so dangerous must not be made light of, lest, being neglected, it may 
grow great. You are bound to rise up with ready courage against such audacity in 

order that it may be completely suppressed and confounded and that the dignity 
and glory of the Catholic Faith may increase. Therefore by this apostolic writing 
we give orders that, as the duty of your office demands, you shall use inhibitions, 

spiritual and temporal penalties and other methods, which shall seem good to 
you, and which in your preaching and at other fitting times you shall set forth, to 
the end, that this disease may be checked by proper remedies. So may you have 

your reward from the mercy of the Eternal King. We shall extol in our prayers your 
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wisdom and diligence. Let us know fully by your letters what you do in this mat-
ter.” 

X. The Effects of the Clerical Opposition 

Edward was too religious to disregard the wishes of the Pope, expressed thus 

formally and solemnly and with the utmost strength of language. And he had spe-
cial reasons for paying heed to the words of Honorius IV., on whose money-lenders 
he was dependent for loans, and whose predecessor had, by the exercise of his 

spiritual powers, secured for him a tenth part of the goods of the clergy of Eng-
land.219 From the moment of the issue of the bull, the policy inaugurated by the 

statute of 1275 was doomed. For of the two alternatives that Edward would have 
had before him in any further Jewish legislation that he might have undertaken—
the alternatives of the abandonment of the policy of 1275, or the extension of it by 

further measures for the assimilation of the status of Jews to that of Christians—
the Church now demanded that he should at once adopt the former. It demanded 
that the Jews of England should live isolated from the Christians; and this they 

could do only so long as they kept to pursuits, such as usury, for the practice of 
which they required no connection with the organisation of a gild or a town. 

For a time Edward could take no decisive measures, since when the bull 
reached England, he had left for Gascony.220 In that province nothing had appar-
ently as yet been done to satisfy the demand made by the Council of Lyons, in 

1274, that alien usurers should no longer be tolerated in the land of Christians. It 
was hopeless to try to enforce in a distant dependency the policy that had been 

beset in England with so many difficulties, and had now incurred the direct oppo-
sition of the Church. The only alternative was expulsion, a measure that on 
French soil suggested itself the more naturally, since two French kings had practi-

cally adopted it already. Before he returned home, Edward issued an order that all 
Jews should leave Gascony.221 

The application of the same measure in England was a more serious matter, 

since the English Jews were doubtless a much larger community than those of 
Gascony. But, determined not to tolerate them as usurers, and convinced of the 

hopelessness of his efforts to change them into traders, Edward had no alternative 
but to treat them as he had treated their coreligionists in Gascony.  

No doubt he was influenced in his resolution by the members of his family and 

court. His wife and mother and various of his officers had been in the habit of re-
ceiving liberal grants from the property and forfeitures of the Jews.222 They must 
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have known that this resource was decreasing steadily, and was not worth hus-
banding, and they must have welcomed a measure which would bring into the 

King’s hands a fairly large amount of spoil capable of immediate distribution. And, 
probably, some of the ecclesiastical members of the court felt, as his mother cer-

tainly did,223 a religious hatred of the Jews and a religious joy at the prospect of 
their disappearance. 

XI. The Expulsion 

Of the course of events for the first few months after Edward’s return to Eng-
land, very meagre accounts have come down to us. His searching inquiry into the 

conduct of the judges during his absence224 must have taken up most of his time 
and energy. As soon as he had meted out punishment to those whom he had 
found guilty of corruption, he turned to the Jewish question. On the 18th of July, 

1290, writs were issued to the sheriffs of counties, informing them that a decree 
had been passed that all Jews should leave England before the feast of All Saints 
of that year.225 Any who remained in the country after the prescribed day were de-

clared liable to the penalty of death.226 

Every effort was made by the King to secure the peace and safety of the Jews 

during the short period for which they were allowed to remain, and in the course 
of their journey from their homes to the coast, and from the coast to their ultimate 
destination. The sheriffs were ordered to have public proclamation made that “no 

one within the appointed period should injure, harm, damage, or grieve them,” 
and were to ensure, for such as chose to pay for it, a safe journey to London. The 

wardens of the Cinque Ports, within the district of whose jurisdiction many of the 
Jews would necessarily embark, received orders of the same spirit as those that 
had been addressed to the sheriffs of the counties. They were to see that the exiles 

were provided, after payment, with a safe and speedy passage across the sea, and 
that the poor among them were enabled to travel at cheap rates and were treated 
with consideration.227 These general orders were reinforced by the issue of special 

writs of safe-conduct for individual Jews.228 The exiles were allowed to carry with 
them all of their own property that was in their possession at the time of the issue 

of the decree of expulsion, together with such pledges deposited with them by 
Christians as were not redeemed before a fixed date. A few Jews who were high in 
the favour of royal personages, such as Aaron, son of Vives, who was a “chattel” of 

the King’s brother Edmund,229 and Cok, son of Hagin, who belonged to the 
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Queen,230 were allowed before their departure to sell their houses and fees to any 
Christian who would buy them.  

On St. Denis’s Day all the Jews of London started on their journey to the sea-
coast.231 The treatment that they met with was not so merciful as the king had 

wished. Many of the richer among them embarked with all their property at Lon-
don. At the mouth of the Thames, the master cast anchor during the ebb-tide, so 
that his vessel grounded on the sands, and invited his passengers to walk on the 

shore till it was again afloat. He led them to a great distance, so that they did not 
get back till the tide was again full. Then he ran into the water, climbed into the 
ship by means of a rope, and bade them, if they needed help, call on their Prophet 

Moses. They followed him into the water, and most of them were drowned. The 
sailors appropriated all that the Jews had left on board. But subsequently the 

master and his accomplices were indicted, convicted of murder, and hanged.232  

One body of the exiles set sail for France. During their voyage fierce storms 
swept the sea. Many were drowned. Many were cast destitute on the coast that 

they were seeking, and were allowed by the King to live for a time in Amiens.233 
This act of mercy, however, called forth the censure of the Pope, and the Parlement 
de la Chanzdeleur, which met in the same year, decreed that all the Jews from 
England and Gascony that had taken refuge in the French king’s dominions 
should leave the country by the middle of the next Lent.234 Another body, number-

ing 1,335, and consisting, to a great extent, of the poor, went to Flanders.235 The 
only known fact that we have to guide our conjectures as to the ultimate place of 

settlement of any of those who left England is that, in a list of the inhabitants of 
the Paris Jewry, made four years after the Expulsion, there appear certain names 
with the additions of l’Englische or l’Englais.236 It may well be that many Jews 

from England, speaking the French language, were able, in spite of the Act of the 
Parlement de la Chandeleur, to become merged in the general body of the Jews of 

France, who were many times as numerous as those of England had been.237 
Many, too, may have thrown in their lot with their 850,000 coreligionists of 
Spain.238 

The property that they left behind them in England consisted of such dwelling-
houses, and other houses, as remained to them in spite of the strict conditions 

imposed by the Statue of 1275, of the synagogues and cemeteries of their local 
congregations, and of bonds partly for the repayment of money, and partly for the 
delivery of wool and corn for which the price had been paid in advance. All fell into 
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the hands of the King,239 except, possibly, the houses in some of those towns, 
such as Hereford, Winchester, and Ipswich, of which the citizens had by the pur-

chase of manorial rights become entitled to all fines and forfeitures.240 The annual 
value of the houses, as shown in the returns made by the sheriffs, was, after al-

lowance had been made for the right of the Capital Lords, about £130. The value 
of the debts, as shown in the register made by the officers of the Exchequer, was 
about £9,100, but the amount for realisation was diminished by the King’s resolve 

to take from the debtors, not the full amount for which they were liable, and 
which, under the amended statute of the Jewry,241 could include three years’ in-
terest, but only the bare principal that had been originally advanced. Even this 

was not fully collected; payment was, by the King’s permission, delayed, and con-
firmations, made in 1315 and 1327, of the renunciation of interest, show how long 

some of the debts remained outstanding. Edward III finally gave up the claim to all 
further payment.242 It was ordered that the houses should be sold and the pro-
ceeds devoted to pious uses.243 But it appears that they were nearly all given away 

to the King’s friends.244 

XII. The Necessity of the Expulsion 

The Expulsion was not the act of a cruel king. The forbearance which marks the 
orders to the officers who were charged with the execution of the decree had been 
shown by Edward many a time before, when he protected Jews against claims too 

rigorously enforced, and ordered that his own rights should be waived where in-
sistence on them would have deprived his debtors of their means of subsist-

ence.245 

Nor was it prompted by greed. It is true that immediately after it, and according 
to the account of many chroniclers, as an expression of gratitude for it, the Par-

liament voted a tenth and a fifteenth.246 But this cannot have been a bribe offered 
beforehand, for the writs announcing the decree were issued on the fourth day af-
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ter that for which the Parliament was summoned.247 It is impossible to suppose 
that in so short an interval the question was brought up, the policy chosen, the 

price fixed, and the decree issued. It is equally impossible that Edward’s conduct 
should have been affected by the prospect of the confiscation of the small amount 

of property that the Jews left behind them. 

The Expulsion was a piece of independent royal action, made necessary by the 
impossibility of carrying out the only alternative policy that an honourable Chris-

tian king could adopt. And the impossibility was not of Edward’s making. It was 
the result of many causes, and the knowledge of it had been brought home to him 
by many proofs. The guesses of our contemporary, and all but contemporary, au-

thorities who take on themselves to explain his action, show how many were the 
obstacles before which he had to confess himself vanquished. In one chronicle the 

Expulsion is represented as a concession to the prayer of the Pope;248 in another, 
as the result of the efforts of Queen Eleanor;249 in a third, as a measure of sum-
mary punishment against the blasphemy of the Jews, taken to give satisfaction to 

the English clergy;250 in a fourth as an answer to the complaints made by the 
magnates of the continued prevalence of usury;251 in a fifth as an act of conformity 

to public opinion;252 in a sixth, as a reform suggested by the King’s independent 
general enquiry into the administration of the kingdom during his absence, and 
his discovery, through the complaints of the Council, of the “deceits” of the 

Jews.253 

Each of these statements gives us some information as to the nature and extent 
of the failure of Edward’s policy. None gives the true cause, for none sets before us 

the true position of the Jews and their relations with their neighbours. It is true 
that it was the bull of Honorius that finally compelled Edward to give up his at-

tempt to assimilate the position of the Jews to that of Christian traders. It is true, 
no doubt, that his mother had from the first dissuaded him from generous treat-
ment, and, perhaps, had induced him to lessen the chance of the success of his 

policy by asserting his right over them as over his serfs.254 But the bull of the Pope 
and the personal influence of the Queen-mother were alike unnecessary. If Ed-
ward had waived all his rights, if the Church had in his reign relented towards the 

Jews instead of increasing its bitterness towards them, both acts of generosity 
would have come too late. The same causes that had made the Jews accept the 
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position of royal usurers at the end of the eleventh century, and of royal chattels 
at the end of the twelfth, made it impossible for them to give up either position at 

the end of the thirteenth. From the moment of their arrival in England they had 
been hated by the common people. They never had an opportunity of acquiring in-

terests in common with their neighbours, or of entering their social or industrial 
institutions. Isolation brought with it danger. For the sake of safety they had to 
accept royal protection; and their protectors long held them in a close grip, until 

one at last refused to tolerate them under the same conditions as had satisfied his 
predecessors. But to have given them their freedom would only have been to ex-
pose them to the old dislike and the old danger. If Edward had allowed them to 

become citizens, and had set at naught the bull of Honorius, he would have seen 
the English towns refusing to support his policy and denying to the Jews the right 

to join the gild merchant, to learn trades and to practise them, and to enjoy the 
protection of municipal laws and customs.  

For towards all new-comers, of whatever race or religion, the English burgesses 

of the Middle Ages showed a spirit of unyielding exclusiveness.255 But the feeling 
against the Jews was far greater than that against any other class. Every reference 

to them in English literature, before the Expulsion and long after it, shows its 
strength and bitterness. “Hell is without light where they sing lamentations,” says 
one poet of them.256 Another who, writing a few years after the Expulsion, men-

tions the massacre at the coronation of Richard I, finds in it nothing to wonder at, 
and nothing to regret. To him it is only natural that “The king took it for great 
shame That from such unclean things as them any meat to him came.”257 The 

chroniclers of the time refer to them again and again, and always in the same tone 
of dislike. “The Jews,” says Matthew Paris, in his account of one of the most cruel 

of Henry III’s acts of extortion, “had nearly all their money taken from them, and 
yet they were not pitied, because it is proved, and is manifest, that they are con-
tinually convicted of forging charters, seals and coins.”258 “They are a sign for the 

nation like Cain the accursed,” he says elsewhere.259 The eulogist of Edward I, 
when he recounts the great deeds of his hero, tells with pride and without a word 
of pity how “the perfidious and unbelieving horde of Jews is driven forth from Eng-

land in one day into exile.260 And just as no punishment that they can suffer is re-
garded as too heavy for their sins, so no story of their misdoings, whether it be of 

the murder of Christian children, of insults to the Christian religion, or of fraud on 
Christian debtors, is too improbable or too brutal or too trivial to be repeated.”261 
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The popular hatred showed itself in deed as well as in word. The massacres of 
1190 were imitated on a small scale at intervals during the sojourn of the Jews in 

England. Bradiers and hosiers, bakers and shoemakers, tailors and copperers, 
priests and Oxford scholars were all ready to take part in the looting of a Jewry.262 

Nor was there any influence exercised by the higher classes to make the popu-
lace less intolerant.263 A great lady declared that it was a disgrace for one of her 
rank to sit in a carriage in which a Jewess had sat. A great noble thought it a good 

jest, when a Jew on his estate fell into a pit on a Friday, to order that he should 
not be helped out either on the Jewish Sabbath or on the Christian, in order that 
the absurdity of the Mosaic legislation might be demonstrated—at the cost, as it 

resulted, of the Jew’s life.264 

Bishops supported with eagerness the charge of child-murder repeatedly 

brought against the Jews,265 though Popes and Councils had declared it to be 
groundless266; and the judge who showed the greatest eagerness for the punish-
ment of the Jewish prisoners who were accused on the monstrous charge of hav-

ing murdered Hugh of Lincoln, was a man who was held in especial honour by his 
contemporaries as a scholar and a circumspect and discreet man.267 

Thus the Christians were not likely to endure the Jews as neighbours and fel-
low-workers, and the Jews, even if they had been permitted, would have been as 
little willing to live the life and follow the ordinary pursuits of citizens. It was not 

that they loved usury as a calling. On the contrary, they entered willingly into all 
those professions that gave them the opportunity of being their own masters and 
living according to their own fashion. Many of them were physicians, and among 

the most esteemed in Europe.268 In Italy, where the municipal and gild organisa-
tions were easier to enter, and less narrow and exacting in their constitution, than 

those of England,269 they worked at trades.270 In Sicily, under Frederic II, some 
Jews were employed as administrators, and many more were agriculturists.271 In 
Rome, one was treasurer of the household of Pope Alexander III, and in Southern 

France another filled the same office under Count Raymond, of Toulouse.272 In 
Austria, they were the financial ministers of the Archduke,273 and in Spain, one 
was chamberlain to Alphonso the Wise, and many others were in the service of the 

same king.274 In England, some Jews were attached to the Court of Henry III, and 
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treated with special favour; others were useful and valued adherents of Richard, 
King of the Romans,275 and, after the prohibition of usury, others, as we have 

seen, became corn-merchants, and wool-merchants. 

But the whole character of the Jews, their religious beliefs, and their national 

hopes, were such as to make repellent to them those close relations with Chris-
tians and Englishmen which would have been necessary if they had entered into 
the feudal or municipal organisations of the Middle Ages. They could not, without 

violating their religion, eat at a Gild feast, or take part in its religious ceremonies. 
Their teachers, like those of the Church, warned them against social intercourse 
with the Christians, “lest it might lead to inter-marriage.”276 They did not speak 

the English language.277 They remained willingly outside the national and munici-
pal life. 

Their isolation caused them no sorrow. Rather must it have been dear to them 
as a sign that they were faithful members of the one race to which in truth they 
belonged, the race of Israel. The interests that filled their mind were those that 

were common to them, not with the inhabitants of the country in which they lived, 
but with their brethren in faith and race scattered throughout the world. The ra-

pidity and copiousness with which the stream of Jewish literature poured forth in 
the Middle Ages, showed how unfailing was the strength of the Jewish life which 
was its source. In Southern Europe the Jews waged among themselves fierce con-

troversies over problems such as were suggested by the support that some of their 
Rabbis gave, or appeared to give, to the Aristotelian doctrines of the eternity of 
matter and the uncreativeness of God.278 Among the English Jews, and in the 

communities of Northern France with whom the English Jews were in continual 
communication, literature, though less controversial and engaged with less deep 

questions, sufficed, nevertheless, even better to provide continual and engrossing 
interest for the orthodox. There were read and written, down to the last years be-
fore the Expulsion, commentaries and super-commentaries on the Bible and the 

Talmud, lexicons and grammars, treatises on ritual and ceremonial. The Rabbis 
discussed what blessings it was right to use on all the occasions of life, on rising 
in the morning, or on retiring to rest at night, on eating, on washing, on being 

married, on hearing thunder.279 The English Jews were strict observers of the cer-
emonial law,280 they made use in daily life of the minutiae of Rabbinical scholar-

ship, they drew up their contracts “after the usage of the sages,”281 and thus, like 
all the Jews of mediaeval Europe, they were continually reminded, in the pursuit 
of their ordinary interests and occupations, that they were a peculiar people. How 

proud they were of the position is shown by the poetical literature which, as pre-
served in the Jewish prayer book, is the most precious legacy that mediaeval Ju-

daism has left us. It was common to Jews in all lands; it commemorated all the 
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sorrows of their nation, and gave expression to all their hopes. It made them feel 
that, scattered as they were, they yet had a destiny of their own, and it banished 

from their minds, as a counsel of baseness, the thought of making themselves one 
with the “Gentiles” around them. It reminded them that exile and persecution, and 

ultimate triumph were the appointed lot of Israel, and that the same teachers who 
had prophesied that the Chosen People should suffer, had also prophesied that in 
the fulness of time they should be redeemed. They knew that in the hour of dan-

ger and persecution there had never been wanting martyrs to testify in death to 
the unity of God and to the Glory of his Name. And they could not doubt that the 
Lord of Mercy and Justice would mete out due recompense to the oppressors and 

the oppressed.282  

Thus the memory of their past, and the commonplace occurrences of their daily 

life, continually strengthened the bonds that bound Jews together after twelve 
centuries of dispersion. In the thirteenth century of the Christian era, as in the 
first, they still regarded the Holy Land as their true home. Three hundred Rabbis 

from France and England went thither in 1211.283 There Jehudi Halevi ended his 
days.284 There Nachmanides taught that it was the duty of every Jew to live, and, 

true to his own lesson, he set out on his pilgrimage in the seventieth year of his 
age. And in his own and the next generation many Jews from Spain and Germany 
followed his example.285 A Jewish traveller of the Middle Ages says of certain of the 

communities of his coreligionists that he visited: “They are full of hopes, and they 
say to one another, ‘Be of good cheer, brethren, for the salvation of the Lord will be 
quick as the glancing of an eye:’ and were it not that we have hitherto doubted, 

and thought that the end of our Captivity has not yet arrived, we should have 
been gathered together long ago. But now this will not be till the time of song ar-

rives, and the sound of the turtle-dove gives warning. Then will the message ar-
rive, and we shall ever say ‘The Name of the Lord be exalted.’”286  

Nowhere in Europe could such men have been content to live the life of those 

around them, to bind themselves with the ties of citizenship, to find their highest 
hopes on earth in the destiny of the town, or the country, in which they dwelt. 
They were but sojourners. They lived in expectation of the time when the Lord 

should return the Captivity of Zion, and they should look back on their exile as 
rewakened dreamers. 

Without the privilege of isolation they could not live; and if in England the 
communities of the Gentiles had been open to them, they would never have en-
tered them. 

 

The Expulsion of the English Jews was an event of small importance alike in 

English and in Jewish history. In England the effect that it produced was barely 
perceptible. The loss of their capital was too slight to produce any economic 

                                       
282 Cf. L. Zunz, Die Synagogale Poeste des Mittelalters, Berlin, 1856. 
283 Graetz, VII., 6. 
284 Ibid., VI. 
285 VII., 138; VII., 307-8; VII., 188-9. 
286 Benjamin of Tudela, trans. Asher, I, 163. 
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change.287 The only class that benefited from their departure was the Florentine 
merchants, whose trade grew from this time even greater than before.288 Political 

results of importance have sometimes been attributed to the Expulsion. The victo-
ry of the towns over the King has been said to have been hastened by the loss of 

the financial support of the Jews.289 But it cannot have come any the sooner for 
the disappearance of a community from whom the King had long ceased to get any 
real help in his enterprises abroad, or in his struggles at home. The trading clas-

ses still complained after the Expulsion, as they had done before it, of the preva-
lence of the “horrible practice of usury, which has undone many, and brought 
many to poverty,”290 and the “horrible practice” prevailed none the less; and per-

haps the poorer agricultural classes of England, the newly enfeoffed rent-payers, 
found, as did the corresponding class in France,291 that the expulsion of the Jews 

only compelled them to go to more cruel money-lenders than before. The coin was 
clipped as regularly after the Expulsion as before it, and the Christian goldsmiths 
were as rigorously treated as the Jewish money-lenders had been.292 The Church, 

which had helped to drive out the Jews, soon found itself in conflict with Christian 
heresy, compared with which Jewish unbelief was harmless.  

The Jews, on their side, were driven from a land which thirty-five years earlier 
they had begged in vain to be allowed to leave.293 They went forth to join the far 
greater bodies of their countrymen in other lands, and with them to fulfil the ca-

reer of sorrow that they had begun. The loss of their inhospitable home in England 
was but one episode in their tragic history. From France they were again to be ex-
pelled, despoiled and destitute.294 In Germany the blood-accusation met them as 

in England.295 In Spain popular massacres and clerical persecution were already 
preparing the ground for the Inquisition.296 The time was still far off when Jew 

and Christian could live side by side and neither suffer because he would not wor-
ship after his neighbour’s fashion. That time could not come until society was 
more heterogeneous, and the circles of interest of ordinary men wider, than they 

could be in the thirteenth century, until the citizen ceased to live his life, bodily 
and spiritual, within the walls of his native town, under the shadow of the 
Church. 

B. LIONEL ABRAHAMS 

 

 

                                       
287 See the Tables in Thorold Rogers’ History of Agriculture and Prices, Vols. I. and II. 
288 Peruzzi, Storia del Commercio e dei Banchieri de Firenze, 175. 
289 Papers, Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibition, p. 211. 
290 Rotuli Parliamentorum, II., 332-350. 
291 Graetz, VII., 101. 
292 J. de Trokelowe, etc., Chronica et Annales (Rolls Series), 58; Ruding, Annals of the Coinage 

(Third Edition), I., 198-202. 
293 M. Paris, Chronica Majora, V., 441, 487. 
294 Graetz,VII., 264-7; Depping, 228-9. 
295 Graetz, VII., 181-8, 252. 
296 Ibid., 163-4, 318-20, 363. 
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ALHAMBRA DECREE 
The Alhambra Decree (also known as the Edict of Expulsion) was an edict is-

sued on 31 March 1492, by the joint Catholic Monarchs of Spain (Isabella I of 

Castile and Ferdinand II of Aragon) ordering the expulsion of practicing Jews from 
the Kingdoms of Castile and Aragon and its territories and possessions by 31 July 
of that year.1 The primary purpose was to eliminate their influence on Spain’s 

large converso2 population and ensure they did not revert to Judaism. Over half of 
Spain’s Jews had converted as a result of the religious persecution and pogroms 
which occurred in 1391, and as such were not subject to the Decree or to expul-

sion. A further number of those remaining chose to avoid expulsion as a result of 
the edict. As a result of the Alhambra decree and persecution in prior years, over 

200,000 Jews converted to Catholicism and between 40,000 and 100,000 were 
expelled, an indeterminate number returning to Spain in the years following the 
expulsion.3  

The edict was formally and symbolically revoked on 16 December 1968,4 follow-
ing the Second Vatican Council and a full century after Jews had once more been 

allowed to openly practice their religion in Spain and synagogues had been al-
lowed to be used as places of worship under Spain's Laws of Religious Freedom. 

In 2014, the government of Spain passed a law allowing dual citizenship to Jew-

ish descendants who apply, in order to “compensate for shameful events in the 
country's past.”5 Thus, Sephardi Jews who are descendants of those Jews expelled 
from Spain due to the Alhambra Decree, and can prove it, can "become Spaniards 

without leaving home or giving up their present nationality.”6,7 

BACKGROUND 

Beginning in the 8th century, Muslims had conquered and settled most of the 

Iberian Peninsula. Jews, who had lived in these regions since Roman times, were 
considered “People of the Book” and given special status and often thrived.8 The 

                                       
11 “Edict of the Expulsion of the Jews (1492)” 
2 A converso (Spanish: [komˈberso]; Portuguese: [kõˈvɛɾsu]; Catalan: convers [kumˈbɛrs], [komˈvɛɾs]; 

“a convert,” from Latin conversvs, “converted, turned around”) and its feminine form conversa was 

a Jew who converted to Catholicism in Spain or Portugal, particularly during the 14th and 15th 

centuries, or one of their descendants. The majority of Spain’s Jews converted to Christianity as a 

result of the pogroms in 1391. The remaining Jews who had chosen to remain practicing Jews 
were finally expelled during the Alhambra decree in 1492. However, even a significant proportion of 

these remaining practicing Jews chose to join the already large Converso community rather than 

face exile. Over the following two centuries Conversos were subject to discriminatory laws and 

harassment by the Inquisition. 
3  Pérez, Joseph (2012) [2009]. History of a Tragedy. p. 17. 
4 “1492 Ban on Jews Is Voided by Spain,” The New York Times, Dec. 17, 1968 
5  “Sephardic Jews eager to apply for Spanish citizenship,” Washington Post, Feb. 17, 2014 
6 “1492 and all that,” The Economist, Feb. 22, 2014 
7 “Repatriating Spain’s Jews” 
8 Menocal, María Rosa (2002). The Ornament of the World: How Muslims, Jews and Christians 
Created a Culture of Tolerance in Medieval Spain 
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tolerance of the Muslim Moorish rulers of al-Andalus attracted Jewish immigra-
tion, and Jewish enclaves in Muslim Iberian cities flourished as places of learning 

and commerce. 

The Reconquista, the gradual reconquest of Muslim Iberia by the Christian 

kingdoms, was driven by a powerful religious motivation: to reclaim Iberia for 
Christendom following the Umayyad conquest of Hispania centuries before. By the 
14th century, most of the Iberian Peninsula (present-day Spain and Portugal) had 

been conquered by the Christian kingdoms of Castile, Aragon, León, Galicia, Na-
varre, and Portugal. 

Overt hostility against Jews became more pronounced, finding expression in 
brutal episodes of violence and oppression. Thousands of Jews sought to escape 
these attacks by converting to Christianity; they were commonly called conversos, 

New Christians, or marranos. At first these conversions seemed an effective solu-
tion to the cultural conflict: many converso families met with social and commer-

cial success. But eventually their success made these new Catholics unpopular 
with some of the clergy of the Church and royal hierarchies. 

These suspicions on the part of Christians were only heightened by the fact that 
some of the coerced conversions were undoubtedly insincere. Some, but not all, 
conversos had understandably chosen to salvage their social and commercial posi-

tions or their lives by the only option open to them – baptism and embrace of 
Christianity – while privately adhering to their Jewish practice and faith. These 

secret practitioners are commonly referred to as crypto-Jews or marranos. 

The existence of crypto-Jews was a provocation for secular and ecclesiastical 
leaders who were already hostile toward Spain’s Jewry. The uncertainty over the 

sincerity of Jewish converts added fuel to the fire of anti-Semitism in 15th century 
Spain. 

EUROPEAN CONTEXT 

From the 13th to the 16th centuries Eu-
ropean countries expelled the Jews from 
their territory on at least 15 occasions. 

Spain was preceded by England, France 
and some German states, among many 

others, and succeeded by at least five more 
expulsions.9,10 

FERDINAND AND ISABELLA 

The hostility toward Jews was brought 

                                       
9  Anti-Semitism. Jerusalem: Keter Books. 1974. ISBN 9780706513271 
10 “Map of Jewish expulsions and resettlement areas in Europe.” A Teacher's Guide to the 
Holocaust. Florida Center for Instructional Technology, College of Education, University of South 

Florida. Retrieved 9 September 2016. 
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to a climax by the “Catholic Monarchs” Ferdinand and Isabella, whose marriage in 
1469 formed a personal union of the crowns of Aragon and Castile, with coordi-

nated policies between their distinct kingdoms. 

Ferdinand and Isabella were disturbed at reports that most Jewish converts to 

Christianity were insincere in their conversion, continued to practice Judaism in 
secret (Crypto-Judaism), and were trying to draw other conversos back into the 
Jewish fold. In 1478, Ferdinand and Isabella made formal application to Rome for 

a tribunal of the Inquisition in Castile to investigate these and other suspicions. In 
1487, King Ferdinand promoted the establishment of the Spanish Inquisition Tri-

bunals in Castille; in Aragon, it was first instituted in 13th century to combat the 
Albigense heresy.11 

The independent Islamic Emirate of Granada had been a tributary state to Cas-

tile since 1238. In 1491, in preparation for an imminent transition to Castilian 
territory, the Treaty of Granada was signed by Emir Muhammad XII and the 
Queen of Castile, protecting the religious freedoms of the Muslims there. In 1492, 

Ferdinand and Isabella completed the Catholic Reconquista of the Iberian Penin-
sula from Islamic al-Andalus by victory in the Battle of Granada. 

                                       
11 Elliott J. H.  Imperial Spain 1469–1716, St. Martin's Press, 1964 
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DECREE 

The king and queen issued the Alham-
bra Decree less than three months after 

the surrender of Granada. This was pri-
marily a decision of Isabella, not her hus-

band Fernando. That her confessor had 
just changed from the tolerant Hernando 
de Talavera to the very intolerant Francis-

co Jiménez de Cisneros suggests that Cis-
neros may well have had a role in Isabel's 

decision.12 In it, Jews were accused of try-
ing "to subvert their holy Catholic faith 
and trying to draw faithful Christians away 

from their beliefs." These measures were 
not new in Europe.13 

Some Jews were only given four months 

and ordered to convert to Christianity or 
leave the country. Under the edict, Jews 

were promised royal “protection and secu-
rity” for the effective three-month window 
before the deadline. They were permitted to 

take their belongings with them – except 
“… gold or silver or minted money or other 
things prohibited by the laws of our kingdoms...”1 

The punishment for any Jew who did not convert or leave by the deadline was 
summary execution.1 The punishment for a non-Jew who sheltered or hid Jews 

was the confiscation of all belongings and hereditary privileges. 

DISPERSAL 

The Spanish Jews who chose to leave Spain instead of converting dispersed 
throughout the region of North Africa known as the Maghreb. In those regions, 

they often intermingled with the already existing Mizrahi Arabic or Berber speak-
ing communities, becoming the ancestors of the Moroccan, Algerian, Tunisian and 

Libyan Jewish communities. 

Many Spanish Jews also fled to the Ottoman Empire, where they were given 
refuge. Sultan Bayezid II of the Ottoman Empire, learning about the expulsion of 

Jews from Spain, dispatched the Ottoman Navy to bring the Jews safely to Otto-
man lands, mainly to the cities of Thessaloniki (currently in Greece) and İzmir 

(currently in Turkey).13 Many of these Jews also settled in other parts of the Bal-

                                       
12 Eisenberg, Daniel (1993) [1992]. “Cisneros y la quema de los manuscritos granadinos.” Journal 
of Hispanic Philology. pp. 107–124. Retrieved 9 September 2016 
13 Edward I of England#Finances, Parliament and the expulsion of Jews 
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kans ruled by the Ottomans such as the areas that are now Bulgaria, Serbia and 
Bosnia. 

Throughout history, scholars have given widely differing numbers of Jews ex-
pelled from Spain. However, the figure is likely to be below the 100,000 Jews who 

had not yet converted to Christianity by 1492, possibly as low as 40,000. Many 
went to Portugal, gaining only a few years of respite from persecution. The Jewish 
community in Portugal (perhaps then some 10% of that country's population)14 

were then declared Christians by Royal decree unless they left. 

Such figures exclude the significant number of Jews who returned to Spain due 
to the hostile reception they received in their countries of refuge, notably Fez. The 

situation of returnees was legalized with the Ordinance of the 10 of November 
1492 which established that civil and church authorities should be witness to 

baptism and, in the case that they were baptized before arrival, proof and witness-
es of baptism were required. Furthermore, all property could be recovered by re-
turnees at the same price at which it was sold. Returnees are documented as late 

as 1499. On the other hand, the Provision of the Royal Council of 24 of October 
1493 set harsh sanctions for those who slandered these New Christians with in-

sulting terms such as tornadizos.15  

CONVERSIONS 

A majority of Spain's Jewish population had converted to Christianity during 
the waves of religious persecutions prior to the Decree—a total of 200,000 con-

verts according to Joseph Pérez. Ensuring the definite conversion of such a large 
convert population was one of the main objectives of the expulsion of practicing 

Jews. Of the 100,000 Jews that remained true to their faith by 1492, an addition-
al number chose to convert and join the Converso community rather than face ex-
pulsion. Recent conversos were subject to additional suspicion by the Inquisition, 

which persecuted religious heresy with a strong focus on Judaism. Additionally, 
Limpieza de Sangre Statutes instituted legal discrimination against converso de-

scendants, barring them from certain positions and forbidding them from emigrat-
ing to the Americas. Such measures slowly faded away as converso identity was 
forgotten and this community merged into Spain's dominant Catholic culture. 

There were, however, a few exceptions, most notably the Chuetas of the island of 
Majorca, whose discrimination lasted into early 20th Century. 

A Y-chromosome DNA test conducted by the University of Leicester and the 

Pompeu Fabra University has indicated that around 20% of Spaniards today have 
direct patrilineal descent from historical populations from the Near East which 

colonized the region in historical times, including Jews, Phoenicians, and Syrians. 
In New Mexico, a number of women have been diagnosed as having the BRCA 
gene, transmitted through their descendents from Spanish conversos. 

                                       
14 Kayserling, Meyer. História dos Judeus em Portugal. Editora Pioneira, São Paulo, 1971 
15 Pérez, Joseph (2013) [1993]. Historia de una tragedia. La expulsión de los judíos de España. p. 

115. 
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MODERN SPANISH POLICY 

The Spanish government has actively pursued a policy of reconciliation with the 
descendants of its expelled Jews. In 1924, the regime of Primo de Rivera granted 

Spanish citizenship to the entire Sephardic Jewish diaspora. In 1992, in a cere-
mony marking the 500th anniversary of the Edict of Expulsion, King Juan Carlos 

(wearing a skullcap) prayed alongside Israeli president Chaim Herzog and mem-
bers of the Jewish community in the Beth Ya’acov Synagogue. The King said: 
“Sefarad (the Hebrew name for Spain) isn’t a nostalgic memory anymore; it is a 

place where it must not be said that Jews should simply ‘feel’ at home there, for 
indeed Hispano-Jews are at home in Spain… What matters is not accountability 

for what we may have done wrong or right, but the willingness to look to the fu-
ture, and analyze the past in light of our future.”16  

From November 2012 Sephardi Jews have had the right to automatic Spanish 

nationality without the requirement of residence in Spain. Prior to November 
2012, Sephardi Jews already had the right to obtain Spanish citizenship after a 
reduced residency period of two years (versus ten years for foreigners). While their 

citizenship is being processed, Sephardi Jews are entitled to the consular protec-
tion of the Kingdom of Spain.17 This makes Spain the only nation that currently 

grants automatic citizenship to the descendants of Jews expelled during the Eu-
ropean medieval evictions. As of November 2015, 4300 Sephardi Jews have bene-
fited from this law and acquired Spanish citizenship, swearing allegiance to the 

Spanish Constitution.18 In 2013, the number of Jews in Spain was estimated to 
range between 40,000 and 50,000 people. 

See Also 

 • Reconquista 

 • Jewish refugees 
 • Jewish diaspora 

 • Edict of Expulsion 
 • Edict of Fontainebleau 
 • Expulsions of the Jews from France 

 • Forced conversions of Muslims in Spain — a series of similar decrees affect-
ing Muslims 

 • Expulsion of the Jews from Sicily 
 • Expulsion of the Moriscos 
 • 1731 Expulsion of Protestants from Salzburg 

                                       
16 Cembrero, Ignacio (1 April 1992). “El Rey celebra en la sinagoga de Madrid ‘el encuentro con los 
judíos españoles.’” [The King celebrates the “meeting with Spanish Jews” in the Madrid synagogue] 
(in Spanish). Retrieved 9 September 2016. 
17 Minder, Raphael (22 November 2012). “Spain: Citizenship Process Eased for Sephardic Jews.” 
The New York Times. 
18 “El Rey, a los sefardíes: ‘¡Cuánto os hemos echado de menos!’” [The King, the Sephardim, “How 

I've missed you!”] (in Spanish). El País. 30 November 2015. 
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External Links 

 • The Edict of Expulsion of the Jews – English translation of the decree (from 
Castilian). 

 • Alhambra Decree: 521 Years Later, a blog post on the Law Library of Con-
gress’s In Custodia Legis. 
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MESSIANIC JUDAISM 
Messianic Rabbi Dr. Rickard Leavitt Sawyer 

ThM, ThD, DMin, AA, BA, MA, MBA, CNHP, RET (ASET) 
a.k.a. Ari Levitt or Ari benGavri’el haLevi 

For almost 300 years after the death and resurrection in about the year 33 CE 
(Common Era) of Rabbi Yeshua ben Yosef, the Jewish Messiah, the people who fol-

lowed His teaching were members of an almost-exclusively Jewish sect who called 

their way of living haDerek ($rdh), The Way — the way to properly live out the To-

rah in daily life. Some called them Natzratim (Nazarines) because they followed the 
teachings of Rabbi Yeshua haNatzrati (the Nazarine). By about 44 CE the people in 

Antioch were calling them “Messianic”1 because they followed “the way of the Mes-
siah” (Acts 11:26). 

For the first 17 years of the movement, any non-Jewish person (Gentile) who 
wanted to follow the teaching of Yeshua was required to formally convert to Juda-
ism before they could become a part of HaDerek. Rabbi Sha'ul, who had so brutal-

ly persecuted HaDerek until he had a personal encounter with the resurrected 
Yeshua, had taken Yeshua’s message to the Gentiles in the Diaspora with signifi-

cant success, which caused a great problem because the Gospel of the Kingdom of 
God was not for Gentiles, but only for Jews (Matthew 15:22-24). In about 50 CE 
Rabbi Sha'ul presented this problem to the leaders of HaDerek, who held a council 

meeting to figure out how to accommodate the influx of Gentiles. 

In about 311 Emperor Constantine I, the high priest of the Roman version of 

the Babylonian Mystery Religion (the worship of Nimrod2 and Astarte3) merged 
some of the aspects of HaDerek into the pagan Roman religion, made his pagan 

hybrid the official religion of the Roman Empire, and called it “the Church,” or 
“Christianity.” Every Gentile in the entire Roman Empire immediately became a 
member of “the Church” and brought all their pagan practices with them. In 325 

                                       
1 Nearly every English translation says they were called “Christians” at Antioch, but the word 

“Christian” is the result of translating the text from Greek instead of translating from the Hebrew 

(or, remotely possibly, Aramaic) in which they were originally written. The Hebrew word for “the 

Anointed” is “Mashiach,” which is rendered “Messiah” in English. Thus, the followers of the Messi-

ah in Antioch were called “Messianic.” The Greek word for “the Anointed” is Christos, which is ren-

dered as “Christ” in English. When the book of Acts was translated from Hebrew into Greek, 

“Messianics” was translated to Christianos, which is rendered as “Christians” in English. When 

Acts is translated into English directly from the original Hebrew text, the term is rendered as “Mes-
sianics.” 
2 Nimrod, a biblical figure described as a king of Shinar (Assyria/Mesopotamia), was, according to 

the Genesis 10:8-9 and I Chronicles 1:10, the son of Cush, the great-grandson of Noah. The Bible 

states that he was "a mighty hunter before the Lord [and] .... began to be mighty in the earth". 

Extra-biblical traditions associating him with the Tower of Babel led to his reputation as a king 
who was rebellious against God. 
3 Babylonian fertility goddess, also known as Ishtar (whose spring fertility festival is known as 

“Easter”), Ashtoret, Ashtoreth, Ashtarot, Venus, Aphrodite, Anat, Atargatis, Isis, Astarte, Diana, 

Hecate, Demeter, Kali, Inanna, Tanit, Artemis of the Ephesians (Acts 19:28,34, NAS; translated 

Diana in the KJV) and Queen of Heaven. The Roman Catholic Church renamed her “Mary, Queen 

of Heaven.” 
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Constantine convened the First Council of Nicea, to which he invited all the Gen-
tile Bishops of his Church, and specifically excluded all the Jewish Bishops. The 

result of that Council was the outlawing of virtually everything Jewish, and there-
fore almost everything Biblical, that was part of that Roman state religion. 

By this present time, the paganism and traditions of men have so thoroughly 
permeated the Christian Church that it is totally unrecognizable from what Ye-
shua and the Apostles originally taught. Yeshua’s prayer for His followers was, 

“Father, that they may all be one, just as you and I are one.” But according to the 
Center for the Study of Global Christianity (CSGC) at Gordon-Conwell Theological 

Seminary, by 2011 the Church had splintered into over 41,000 separate and dis-
tinct denominations (religions), each expecting God to meet with them and honor 

them on their own human terms, when God demands that mankind come to Him 
on His terms. How can the Church possibly expect Yeshua to bless that which is 
so far removed from what He wanted? (See The Model for the Messianic Communi-

ty by this author.) 

Messianic Judaism is the practice of HaDerek as the followers of Yeshua lived it 

in the first and second centuries, and it is about what Rabbi Sha'ul called the 
“mystery of the Gospel” (Eph. 6:19): that is, how is it possible for Gentiles to be-
come a part of the Kingdom of God participate in the Covenants that God made 

with Israel and Judah? (Jeremiah 31:31-34). 

The “mystery of the Gospel” is the reason that Rabbi Sha'ul of Tarsus, whom 

the Gentiles call Paul4, was arrested in the Temple in Jerusalem, bound in chains, 
and taken to Rome to stand trial before Caesar. It wasn’t because he was teaching 
the death, burial, and resurrection of Yeshua ben Yosef HaNatzret (Whom the 

Gentiles call “Jesus”), or even that Yeshua was Israel’s long-awaited Messiah. The 
crowd in the Temple had no problem with that teaching, or at least not enough of 

a problem with it to have him arrested and killed. No, the “mystery of the Gospel” 
— what they were so strongly objecting to, what they would have beaten Rav 
Sha'ul to death for had not the Roman soldiers stopped them, was that Gentiles 
could actually become followers of the God of Israel and partakers in the Com-
monwealth of Israel without going through the formal process of converting to Juda-
ism. 

The part of “the Church” that is now concerned with “Jewish Evangelism” is try-

ing to find ways to help Jewish people recognize the errors of the religion that the 
Messiah Himself followed, become “saved” (saved from what?), “convert” to Chris-
tianity, and live like Gentiles so they can go to heaven when they die. What the 

original followers of the Jewish Messiah were concerned with was how it is possi-
ble for Gentiles to come to faith in the Jewish Messiah, and be partakers in the 

                                       
4 Rabbi Sha’ul never “converted” to “Christianity” and he never changed his name from Sha’ul to 

Paul. As is Jewish custom, Jews who live in the Diaspora (outside of Israel) have two names, their 

given Hebrew name and a name in the vernacular of the country in which they are living. Sha’ul 

was a citizen of Tarsus, a Roman citizen, and his Roman name was Paul. When living among his 

kinsmen in Israel he was called by his Hebrew name, Sha'ul; when living in the Diaspora among 

Gentiles, he was called by his Roman name, Paul. 

http://christianity.about.com/od/denominations/p/christiantoday.htm
http://familybible.org/model/default.html
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Kingdom of God without converting to Judaism. And that is exactly the concern of 
this author: 

How can Gentiles (including Gentile Christians) and Jews best be 
brought to the knowledge of the true Jewish Messiah, and be brought into 

the Kingdom of God, the Holy Community, and the Commonwealth of Israel, 
and learn to live HaDerek both here on earth now, and in the World to 
Come? 

This author is dedicated to teaching the Torah and its way of life, HaDerek, fully 
centered on the Jewish Messiah, to all of God’s people, to: 

 • bring the Church back to its foundations; 
 • eliminate supercessionism (Replacement Theology); 
 • establish a Jewish understanding of faith in Yeshua; and 

 • bring the Church into solidarity with Israel. 

Messianic Judaism starts with the assumption that Christianity was 

originally Jewish. Jesus, the apostles, and all the first disciples were prac-
ticing Jews who considered themselves part of Israel and the Jewish peo-
ple. They did not envision themselves as the authors of a new religion; they 

considered themselves to be a sect within greater Judaism—a reformation 
movement inspired by the teachings of Jesus (Yeshua) of Nazareth and by 
their conviction that he is the long-promised Messiah King. They belonged 

to the sect of the Nazarenes, a first-century Jewish school of disciples cen-
tered around Yeshua. They did not hold Jesus or the gospel message in 

antithesis to the Law (Torah) of Moses. They upheld the words of Jesus: 

Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to 
abolish them but to fulfill them.5 For truly, I say to you, until heaven and earth pass away, 
not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the Law until all is accomplished. Therefore, whoev-
er relaxes one of the least of these commandments and teaches others to do the same will 
be called least in the kingdom of heaven, but whoever does them and teaches them will 
be called great in the kingdom of heaven. (Matthew 5: 17–19) 

Messianic Judaism is a branch of Judaism that honors Yeshua of Naza-
reth as Messiah and as the divine Son of God. … Messianic Judaism is not 
in the business of inventing a new religion, and we are not interested in 

just playing dress-up Jewish or “let’s pretend.” In Messianic Judaism, we 
are doing the hard work of recovering authentic Christian practice—the 
faith and religion of the first followers of Jesus Christ. 

                                       
5 “… I have not come to abolish them but to fulfill them [the Law (Torah) or the Prophets] …” Very 

few non-Jews realize that this is a very common idiom used by Rabbis since ancient times. When 

the rabbi would ask one of his disciples (students) to interpret a particular passage of the Tanakh 

(the Hebrew Bible), if the disciple provided an incorrect interpretation the rabbi would tell him, 

“You have just abolished the Torah.” If the disciple provided the correct interpretation the rabbi 

would tell him, “You have just fulfilled the Torah.” What Rabbi Yeshua was saying was that He did 

not come to incorrectly interpret the Torah, but to interpret it correctly to His disciples. 

http://familybible.org/beit_midrash/theology/holy_community/holy_community_detail.html
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Messianic Judaism is the practice of the historic Jewish religion and lifestyle, 

plus the Messiah, plus the recognition that Yeshua ha-Notzri (Jesus the Nazarene) 
is the Jewish Messiah and the soon-returning King of the Jews. Messianic Juda-
ism is actually nearly 2,000 years old, dating back to the time of Messiah Yeshua 
at the end of the Second Temple Period, approximately 40 years before the de-
struction of the Temple in 70 CE. Yeshua was born into a Jewish home. He was 

raised in a Jewish family in a Jewish village. He faithfully attended the local Jew-
ish synagogue every Shabbat, and after his bar mitzvah he visited the Temple in 

Jerusalem at least three times a year. His parents were Jewish, His brothers and 
sisters were Jewish. All His uncles, aunts, and cousins were Jewish. He grew up 

to become a Jewish rabbi who taught Jewish people in a Jewish land—Israel—
about the God of Avraham, Yitz'chak, and Ya'akov (Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob: 

the Jewish patriarchs). Yeshua’s Shliachim (Apostles or Emissaries) were all Jew-
ish. The writers of all Scripture, including the Apostolic Scriptures (also known as 

B'rit Hadasha or Renewed Covenant Scriptures, and erroneously referred to as the 
“New Testament” in Christian Bibles) were all Jewish, and for a long time (nearly 

200 years) “The Faith” was predominantly Jewish. There were hundreds of thou-
sands — more likely millions — of Jewish people who believed that Yeshua was 

the Jewish Messiah in the first century following His resurrection (see Acts 2:37-
42, 4:4, 21:20), and every single one of them lived and died still a Jew. 

“Messianic Judaism really began to flourish in the year 1967. That 

was the same year that Jerusalem came back under the control of the 
Jewish people for the first time in almost 2,000 years. A coincidence? 

Absolutely not! God’s time for the Jewish people had begun. The age of 
the Gentiles (Goyim) was drawing to a close as prophesied in the New 
Covenant: ‘…Yerushalayim will be trampled down by the Goyim until the 

age of the Goyim has run its course.…’ (Luke 21:24)” [Neil and Jamie 
Lash, Messianic Judaism: Life from the Dead. Ft. Lauderdale, FL: Jewish 

Jewels, 2000, p.13.] 

Today there are more than 800 Messianic Jewish congregations6 in at least 25 
countries — with at least 20,000 Messianic Jews in more than 150 congregations 

                                       
6 As of June 12, 2012, “according to Joel Chernoff, CEO of the Messianic Jewish Alliance of Ameri-

ca (MJAA), up from zero in 1967. ‘Messianic Judaism is the fastest growing stream of religious 

Jewish life since 1967,’ said Chernoff, who said he grew up in a messianic Jewish family. Sharing 

his extrapolated and complicated arithmetic, Chernoff credited the Council of Jewish Federation’s 

1990 National Jewish Population Survey for his belief that there are now more than one million 
messianic Jews. ‘Jews are becoming believers in Yehoshuah,’ he says, referring to Jesus.” Source: 

jewishjournal.com 

As of November 29, 2015, About.com says, “Messianic Jews are estimated to number 1 million 

worldwide, with more than 200,000 in the United States.” It is widely known and acknowledged 

that in most Messianic Jewish Synagogues in the United States, the number of ethnically non-

Jewish congregants is far greater than Jewish congregants. With an estimated number of ethnical-

https://ffoz.com/elementary-principles-book.html
http://www.ffoz.org/
http://www.familybible.org/BibleStudy/HNV/Luke.htm#C21V24
http://www.mjaa.org/site/PageServer
http://www.mjaa.org/site/PageServer
http://www.jewishjournal.com/religion/article/messianic_jewish_groups_claim_rapid_growth_20120612
http://christianity.about.com/od/messianicjewishmovement/a/What-Is-Messianic-Judaism.htm
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in Israel!7 — most of which are composed of both Jewish and non-Jewish people 
who believe in Yeshua as Israel’s Messiah and their personal Savior and Lord,8 

who understand the Jewish roots of true Biblical faith, and who wish to express 
that faith through living a Torah-observant Jewish lifestyle. One article in Novem-

ber 2102 (the most recent estimate I could find as of 09/13/15) estimated there 
were a total of 350,000 Messianic Jews in the world, though Joel Chernoff puts 
that number at closer to a million.9  

It is the goal of Messianic Judaism (also known as the Messianic Restoration), 
and of this author, to restore the faith and style of worship that was followed by 

the original followers of the Jewish Messiah for the first 200 years after His resur-
rection, before they apostatized as prophesized by Rabbi Sha'ul (1 Timothy 4:-1) 
and became “the Christian Church.” 

Yeshua said: “I pray … that they may all be one. Just as you, Father, are united with Me 

and I with you, I pray that they may be united with Us, so that the world may believe that 

You sent Me. The glory which You have given to Me, I have given to them; so that they may 

be one, just as We are one; I united with them and You with Me, so that they may be com-

pletely one, and the world thus realize that You sent Me, and that You have loved them just 

as You have loved Me.” (Yochanan [John] 17:20-23, CJB) 

THE COMMONWEALTH OF ISRAEL 

Some have strenuously objected to my use of the term “Commonwealth of Isra-
el” when referring to the Body of Messiah, assuming (incorrectly, of course) that I 
am referring to the modern State of Israel. They say, for example, “I am a Chris-
tian! How dare you refer to me as an Israeli! My salvation has nothing to do with 
the State of Israel!” 

By “Commonwealth of Israel” I am referring to the reunified Body of Messiah, 
consisting of all the physical and spiritual descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob, whether sons and daughters of the covenant by birth (Jews) or by adoption 

(non-Jews) — the restored twelve tribes plus the “mixed multitude” who, like 
Ruth, have joined themselves to the people, the covenants, and the God of Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob. 

                                                                                                                                
ly Jewish congregants in these Messianic Synagogues at over 200,000, it is not at all unreasona-
ble, therefore, to estimate the number of adherents to Messianic Judaism in the United States at 

well over two million. 
7 As of December 1, 2014, according to charismanews.com. 
8 It makes absolutely no sense at all to call Yeshua your “Savior” unless He is the absolute Lord 

and Master of your life. If He is your Lord and Master, you will live the way He lived and the way 

He taught others to live … in yielded obedience to the Torah. If you call Him “Savior” and do not 

follow His teaching, you are being deceived by the Prince of Lies! 
9 The Atlantic: “Kosher Jesus: Messianic Jews in the Holy Land” by Sarah Posner, November 29, 

2012. 

http://www.biblestudytools.com/nas/1-timothy/4-1.html
http://www.biblestudytools.com/cjb/john/passage/?q=john+17:20-23
http://www.charismanews.com/world/46304-messianic-judaism-gaining-momentum-in-israel
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“Do not urge me to leave you or turn back from following you; for where you go, I will 
go, and where you lodge, I will lodge. Your people shall be my people, and your God, my 
God.” (Ruth 1:16,17) 

When any person who is not a physical descendant of Jacob (whom HaShem re-
named Israel) comes to faith in Israel’s Messiah, that person is adopted into the 
family of Israel just as Manasseh and Ephraim (the Egyptian sons of Joseph) were 

adopted by their grandfather Jacob and were thus made full heirs to the covenant 
(Genesis 48) and heads of their respective tribes. 

I believe that the term “commonwealth” best describes what the reunified body 
of Messiah should actually be. In the words of the Constitution of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts (for example): “The body politic is formed by a voluntary 
association of individuals: it is a social compact, by which the whole people cove-
nants with each citizen, and each citizen with the whole people, that all shall be 

governed by certain laws [in this case, the Torah] for the common good.” 

Furthermore, a “commonwealth” is also defined as: 

 • a community founded for the common good. The English noun common-
wealth in the sense meaning “public welfare; general good or advantage” 
dates from the 15th century. The term literally meant “common well-being.” 

(WikiPedia) 
 • a community of shared interests in a non-political field; an aggregate or 

grouping of states or other bodies. (Oxford Dictionary) 

 • a body politic organized for the general good; a group of persons united by 
some common interest. (World English Dictionary). 

 • a group of sovereign states (in the case of Israel we are referring to the twelve 
“sovereign tribes” plus the “mixed multitude” of non-Jews who have joined 
with them) … associated by their own choice and linked with common objec-

tives and interests. (dictionary.reference.com) 
 • a group of persons united by some common interest; a politically organized 

body of people under a single government (under the governance of King 
Messiah). (thefreedictionary.com) 

If I understand the Scriptures correctly, I can simply find no better word in the 

English language to describe what the unified Body of Believers should be like 
under the headship of Yeshua HaMashiach. 
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